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Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Abschlussarbeit enthüllt wichtige astrochemische Prozesse in Sternentste-
hungsgebieten niedriger Masse durch die Anwendung von drei grundlegenden Hilfsmitteln:
astronomische Beobachtungen, Labormessungen und theoretische Modelle. Diese Arbeit
konzentriert sich insbesondere auf die frühen Phasen der Sternentstehung: diffuse und licht-
durchlässige Wolken, sternlose/prästellare Kerne und Protosterne der Klasse 0. Die chemis-
chen und physikalischen Eigenschaften dieser Quellen werden durch radioastronomische
Beobachtungen der molekularen Emissions- und Absorptionslinien aufgedeckt. Darüber
hinaus werden Labormessungen mit zwei verschiedenen Experimenten durchgeführt, um
die Rotationsspektren astrophysikalisch relevanter Moleküle in der Gasphase zu messen.
Schließlich wird ein chemisches Modell für eine zuverlässige Vorhersage der Molekülhäu-
figkeiten in den beobachteten Quellen verwendet, das ergänzende Informationen zu den
astronomischen Beobachtungen liefert.
Im ersten Teil dieser Arbeit untersuche ich die molekulare Deuteriumanreicherung in
Richtung dichter Kerne auf der Grundlage von Beobachtungen mit dem 30m-Teleskop
IRAM. Es ist bekannt, dass der Deuteriumanteil zu prästellaren Kernen hin zunimmt, die
kurz vor der Geburt eines Protosterns stehen. Er wird daher als wichtiger evolutionärer
Indikator für die frühen Stadien der Sternentstehung verwendet. Hierbei untersuche ich
den Deuterierungsgrad von c-C3H2 in sternlosen/prästellaren und protostellaren Kernen
der Klasse 0 in Richtung der Taurus und Perseus Komplexe. Insbesondere untersuche ich
die Korrelation zwischen dem Deuterierungsgrad c-C3HD/c-C3H2 und der Staubtemper-
atur, der H2 Säulendichte sowie dem CO-Abreicherungsfaktor. Ich zeige, dass der Deu-
terierungsgrad von c-C3H2 in etwa 10% beträgt und innerhalb aller beobachteten Quellen
übereinstimmt, mit Ausnahme des jüngsten Protosterns HH211, der den höchsten Deu-
terierungsgrad besaß (∼ 23%). Dies könnte von einer kürzlich erfolgten Verdampfung
prästellarer Eisschichten stammen, die in c-C3HD angereichert sind, was darauf hindeutet,
dass eine zusätzliche Deuterierung von c-C3H2 auf Staubkörnern stattfindet.
Der zweite Teil der Arbeit präsentiert die spektroskopische Untersuchung der Radikale
HCCO (Ketenyl) und DCCO, sowie des protonierten Carbonylsulfids HSCO+ im (Sub)-
millimeterbereich. Alle Moleküle wurden in einer elektrischen Gasentladung erzeugt und
in einer Hochvakuumkammer stabilisiert. Die Messungen von HCCO und seinem deu-
terierten Gegenstück wurden mit einer Absorptionszelle (CASAC) im Frequenzbereich von
170 bis 650 GHz durchgeführt. Für jedes Isotopolog habe ich mehr als 100 Rotationslinien
aufgenommen. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit habe ich ebenfalls zum Aufbau eines neuen Exper-
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iments, dem Überschalldüsen-Experiment, beigetragen. Dieser Versuchsaufbau ermöglicht
die Erzeugung eines kalten und nahezu kollisionsfreihen Molekularstrahls durch die adi-
abatische Expansion eines ausgewählten Gasgemisches in eine Hochvakuumkammer. Die
erreichten Temperaturen (bis hinunter zu etwa 5 K) und niedrigen Dichten innerhalb des
Strahls bieten perfekte Bedingungen, um instabile Moleküle (wie z.B. Radikale und Ionen)
zu untersuchen. Die ersten Messungen mit diesem Experiment wurden am Ion HSCO+
zwischen 274 bis 373 GHz durchgeführt. Durch den neuen Datensatz der oben genannten
Moleküle konnten die spektroskopischen Molekülparameter signifikant besser und präzise
Rotationskonstanten bis hin zu hoher Ordnung bestimmt werden. Die daraus resultieren-
den Linienkataloge enthalten hochpräzise Frequenzen von HCCO, DCCO und HSCO+, die
eine sichere radioastronomische Suche dieser Moleküle im (sub)mm-Wellenlängenbereich
ermöglichen.
Im letzten Teil meiner Arbeit habe ich die interstellare Phosphorchemie in Richtung
diffuser/lichtdurchlässiger Wolken untersucht. Angesichts der wenigen bisher verfügbaren
Nachweise sind die Bildungs- und Zersetzungswege P-haltiger Moleküle im ISM noch weit-
gehend umstritten. Die Untersuchung diffuser/lichtdurchlässiger Wolken hilft uns, einen
wesentlichen Parameter in unserem chemischen Modell einzuschränken, nämlich den Grad
der Phosphorabreicherung. Hierbei konzentriere ich mich auf eine markante Sichtlinie in
Richtung des lichtstarken Quasars B0355+508, die bis zu fünf diffuse/lichtdurchlässige
Wolken enthält. Der Nachweis der Moleküle HNC, CN, C34S und 13CO schränkt die
physikalischen Eigenschaften der beobachteten Quellen zusätzlich ein. Anhand dieser Ein-
schränkungen untersuche ich mit unserem chemischen Gas-Staub-Modell die wichtigsten
Erzeugungs- und Zersetzungsmechanismen von P-haltigen Molekülen und die daraus re-
sultierenden Häufigkeiten. Nach unserem Modell erreichen P-haltige Moleküle (wie HCP,
CP, PN und PO) nachweisbare Mengen eher in Richtung lichtdurchlässiger als in Richtung
diffuser Wolken, wo sie stärker von der interstellaren Strahlung abgeschirmt sind.
Abstract
The present thesis unveils important astrochemical processes towards low-mass star form-
ing regions by using three main tools: astronomical observations, laboratory measurements
and theoretical models. This work focuses in particular on the early phases of star for-
mation: diffuse and translucent clouds, starless/pre-stellar cores and Class 0 protostars.
The chemical and physical properties of these sources are revealed through radioastro-
nomical observations of molecular emission and absorption lines. Furthermore, laboratory
measurements are performed with two different experiments in order to measure the rota-
tional spectra of astrophysically relevevant molecules in the gas phase. Finally, a chemical
model is used for a reliable prediction of the molecular abundances in the observed sources,
providing complementary information to the astronomical observations.
In the first part of this thesis I studied molecular deuterium enhancement towards
dense cores based on observations with the IRAM 30m telescope. The deuterium fraction
is known to increase towards pre-stellar cores, right before the birth of a protostar, and is
therefore used as an important evolutionary tracer of the early stages of star formation.
Here, I investigate the deuteration level of c-C3H2 within starless/pre-stellar and Class 0
protostellar cores towards the Taurus and Perseus complexes. In particular, I examine
the correlation between the deuteration level c-C3HD/c-C3H2 and the dust temperature,
the H2 column density as well as the CO depletion factor. I show that the deuterium
fraction of c-C3H2 is consistent with ∼ 10% among all observed sources, except for the
youngest protostar HH211 that showed the highest deuteration level of ∼ 23%. This could
be inherited from a recent evaporation of pre-stellar ices that contain enhanced c-C3HD,
suggesting that additional deuteration of c-C3H2 is happening on dust grains.
The second part of the thesis presents the spectroscopic study on the radicals HCCO
(ketenyl) and DCCO as well as the protonated carbonyl sulfide HSCO+ in the (sub)mil-
limeter regime. All species were produced in an electric gas discharge and stabilized in a
high-vacuum cell. The measurements of HCCO and its deuterated counterpart were done
with our CAS Absorption Cell (CASAC) between 170 and 650 GHz. For each isotopo-
logue I recorded more than 100 rotational lines. Within the framework of this thesis I also
contributed to the technical realization of a new experiment, called the Supersonic Jet Ex-
periment. This experimental set up allows the production of a cold and nearly collision-free
molecular beam via the adiabatic expansion of a selected gas mixture into a high-vacuum
chamber. The achieved temperatures (down to ∼5 K) and low densities within the jet
provide us with the perfect conditions to study unstable species (i.e. radicals and ions).
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The first measurements conducted with this experiment were done on the molecular ion
HSCO+ between 274 and 373 GHz. The new set of measured lines of the aforementioned
species considerably improved the determination of their spectral molecular parameters,
with high-order rotational constants being significantly constrained. The resulting cata-
logues of lines contain highly precise frequencies of HCCO, DCCO and HSCO+, allowing
a confident radioastronomical search of these molecules in the (sub)mm frequency range.
In the last part of my thesis I studied the interstellar phosphorus chemistry towards
diffuse/translucent clouds. Given the small number of available detections so far, the for-
mation and destruction routes of P-bearing species in the ISM are still largely debatable.
Studying diffuse/translucent clouds helps us constrain an essential parameter in our chem-
ical model, namely the depletion level of phosphorus. Here, I focus on a prominent line of
sight towards the strong quasar B0355+508 that incorporates up to five diffuse/translucent
clouds. Detections of the species HNC, CN, C34S and 13CO put additional constraints on
the physical properties of the observed sources. With these constraints as a guide, I ex-
plore with our gas-grain chemical model the main formation and destruction mechanisms
of P-bearing molecules and their resulting abundances. According to our model, P-bearing
molecules (like HCP, CP, PN and PO) reach detectable amounts towards translucent rather
than diffuse clouds, where there is a stronger shielding from the interstellar radiation.
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Astrochemistry
In the early 40’s scientists were able to identify the first molecules in the Interstellar Medium
(ISM): CH, CH+ and CN. These detections were the starting point of a new and exciting
research field called Astrochemistry. The growing interest in the chemical complexity of
the ISM has led astrochemists to detect more than 180 interstellar molecules so far. These
observations aim to answer essential questions like: how are molecules formed and excited
in the ISM? What do these molecules reveal about the physical properties and dynamics of
a source? How does the interstellar chemistry change with the evolution of a star-forming
region? And, to which extent is the chemical complexity on Earth inherited from the early
phases of star formation? Interstellar molecules vary greatly in size from simple diatomic
species such as OH and CO, up to large complex organic molecules (COMs)1, like the
pure carbon fullerenes C60 and C70. A large fraction of these interstellar molecules are
chemically reactive species, i.e. free radicals and molecular ions, which can survive for a
long time in space due to the low densities and temperatures. The existence of several
ionic species like H+3 , HCO+ and C4H− indicates that interstellar gas is in the form of a
weakly ionized plasma. These ions initiate essential chemical processes and significantly
enhance the interstellar chemical complexity.
Depending on its mass, geometry and electronic structure every molecule has its own
unique spectrum; in other words, every molecule will absorb and emit radiation at very
specific energies (or frequencies), that correspond exactly to the energy difference between
two discrete energy levels. The magnitude of this energy difference will determine whether
it is an electronic, vibrational or rotational transition. Electronic transitions require large
energies (> 1 eV) and therefore lie in the optical and UV range, while vibrational and
rotational transitions are less energetic, and lie in the infrared and millimeter range, re-
spectively. In order to cover this broad range of frequencies and be able to observe all
three kinds of transitions, astronomers need different observational facilities: the Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) has been the leading telescope for recording optical, UV- and near-
1In astronomy complex organic molecules are defined as organic molecules with at least six atoms.
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infrared radiation, soon to be replaced by the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) that
will provide even higher angular resolution and sensitivity at the mid-infrared wavelengths.
Powerful ground-based telescopes for the millimeter and submillimeter range with broad-
band detectors are the IRAM 30m telescope operated by the Institute for Radio Astronomy
in Millimeter range (IRAM) as well as the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Ar-
ray (ALMA). The IRAM 30m telescope is a single dish telescope located at an altitude of
∼ 3000 m and operating at 3, 2, 1 and 0.9 mm. ALMA is an interferometer located at even
higher altitude (∼ 5000 m), that consists of 66 antennas (with a 12- and 7-meter diameter),
providing a high spatial resolution as well as an extended spectral coverage from 31 to 1000
GHz. Finally, one of the most prominent telescopes for observations in the submillimeter
and far-infrared regime is the Stratospheric Observatory For Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA),
which is the largest airborne telescope in the world; it can fly up to an altitude of 12 km,
avoiding most of the water vapor in the atmosphere that absorbs radiation in the infrared
regime. The new generation of interferometers is providing astronomers the necessary an-
gular resolution to explore the atmospheres of exoplanets, the mass-accretion and jets in
young stellar objects, the evolution of protoplanetary disks, the motion of binary stars
and many other objects and processes relevant for both Astrochemistry and Astrophysics.
Apart from ALMA, other significant interferometers are the Karl G. Jansky Very Large
Array (VLA) in Socorro, the NOrthern Extended Millimeter Array (NOEMA) in Plateau
de Bure and the Very Large Telescope (VLT) in Cerro Paranal. In fact, a new instrument
implemented at the VLT called GRAVITY has revolutionized interferometric imaging, of-
fering an astrometric precision in the micro-arcsecond regime and an image resolution of a
few milli-arcsecond.
Following the collection of observational data, astronomers need to identify the recorded
spectral lines and assign them to the molecular carrier. The information on highly accu-
rate molecular spectra is provided by laboratory scientists by using various spectroscopic
techniques such as: frequency modulation absorption spectroscopy, Fourier transform mi-
crowave spectroscopy, which is often coupled with the chirped-pulse technique, cavity ring-
down spectroscopy and the THz time domain spectroscopy [van Dishoeck, 2017]. One of the
challenges for gas-phase spectroscopy is to produce reactive species (like radicals and ions)
under extreme conditions (high voltages/temperatures) and subsequently stabilize them in
a high-vacuum environment. Ideally, molecules are cooled down to a temperature of a few
Kelvin by producing a cold, supersonic molecular beam [Lattanzi et al., 2018, McCarthy
et al., 2015, McCarthy and Thaddeus, 2007]. That way the rotational spectra are simplified
and the low-energy levels are strongly occupied, leading to enhanced line intensities. The
(sub)mm frequencies and line strengths of rotational transitions of gas-phase molecules of
astrophysical or atmospheric interest are listed in databases such as the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory catalog (JPL)2 [Pickett et al., 1998] and the Cologne Database for Molecular
Spectroscopy (CDMS)3 [Endres et al., 2016]. Line catalogues of vibrational transitions in
the infrared regime are included in the databases HITRAN [Rothman et al., 2009] and
2https://spec.jpl.nasa.gov
3https://cdms.astro.uni-koeln.de
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EXOMOL [Tennyson et al., 2016]. Apart from gas-phase molecules, solid species have also
been detected in space in the form of ices, that are deposited on top of the cold surfaces
of dust particles. These icy mantles consist mainly of water along with other molecules
like CO2 and CO, whose spectra have been observed in the infrared regime. Advanced
laboratory experiments [Giuliano et al., 2019] have been developed to analyze the optical
and chemical properties of astrophysically-relevant ices by depositing ice layers on a sub-
strate, whose temperature is kept down to a few Kelvin through the implementation of a
cryostat. In addition to ice deposition, other processes relevant in the ISM, such as photo-
and thermal desorption, or irradiation with high energy particles/electrons are studied as
well [Öberg, 2016]. Using this information together with observations, astrochemists are
able to unveil the contribution of dust particles and their icy mantles to the interstellar
chemistry.
Figure 1.1: Depiction of the interacting fields of astrochemistry: activities connecting
observations, laboratory and theory. The highlighted text emphasizes the contribution of
the present thesis.
Theoretical work is also essential in astrochemistry in order to understand the chemical
and physical properties of an observed source and to make reliable predictions for future
observations and measurements. A chemical model is a large network of two-body chemical
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reactions that involve the formation and destruction of chemical bonds, as well as their rear-
rangement (such as radiative association, photodissociation, ion-molecule, neutral-neutral
reactions and etc.). Typical gas-grain models take into account the accretion/desorption
processes of molecules to/from dust grains and regulate the surface mobility of depleted
species that determines the probability of molecular formation on grains. The numerical
integration of a system of ordinary differential equations (ODE), which contains chemical
rate equations for gas-phase and surface reactions, gives as a result the time dependent
fractional abundances of the investigated species. As the number of detected molecules in
the ISM continued to grow, the necessity of chemical databases soon became clear. The
two most prominent databases nowadays that contain an extensive collection of chemical
(gas-phase and surface) reactions along with their rate coefficients are the KInetic Database
for Astrochemistry (KIDA)4 [Wakelam et al., 2015a] and the UMIST Database for Astro-
chemistry (UDfA)5 [McElroy et al., 2013]. Apart from chemical models, astrochemists
work with dynamical models as well, in order to understand the physical processes and
dynamics of an observed source. The results of both chemical and physical models lead
to a full picture of the chemical composition of an astronomical object as a function of its
physical properties (such as density and temperature).
As the above discussion indicates, astrochemisty involves the constant interaction be-
tween three main areas: (a) Astronomical observations (b) Laboratory Measure-
ments and (c) Theoretical Models. This interdisciplinary structure of astrochemistry is
illustrated in Fig. 1.1, and in particular the contribution of the present thesis is highlighted
in red: Through our spectroscopic studies in the laboratory we provide highly accurate rest
frequencies of astrophysically relevant species that allow their radioastronomical search in
the ISM. Based on our observational data we derive molecular abundances which are then
compared to the values predicted by our chemical model. This comparison puts additional
constraints on the physical properties of the observed sources. Given these constraints, our
model provides us with reliable predictions of molecular abundances that serve as a guide
for future radioastronomical observations.
Before we treat in detail the projects of the present thesis, we will first introduce basic
concepts from astrochemistry and radioastronomy as well as rotational spectroscopy.
4http://kida.obs.u-bordeaux1.fr
5http://udfa.ajmarkwick.net/index.php?mode=species
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1.2 Low-mass star formation
The vast space between stars is filled with gas and dust and is described as the Interstellar
Medium (ISM). The gas is a mixture of atoms, molecules and charged particles, that
accounts for 99% of the total mass, while the remaining 1% consists of dust grains. The gas
in the ISM is composed of 70% hydrogen (H), 28% helium (He) and 2% heavier elements.
Based on the chemical state of hydrogen (ionized, atomic, molecular), the ISM can be
divided into five different phases: (1) molecular clouds, (2) the cold neutral medium (CNM),
(3) the warm neutral medium (WNM), (4) the warm ionized medium (WIM) and (5) the
hot ionized medium (HIM). The above five states can vary significantly in temperature
and density, ranging from cold, dense conditions with T ∼ 10−20 K and n(H) > 100 cm−3,
to hot plasmas with temperatures of ∼ 106 K and low densities of ∼ 10−2 cm−3. These
physical conditions are decisive for the ionisation state of hydrogen, that can either be
fully in H2 form (molecular clouds), mostly in neutral atomic form (CNM, WNM), or
completely ionized (HIM) [Tielens, 2005].
This work focuses predominantly on the study of molecular clouds, that represent
just 1% of the total volume of the ISM. Densities below ∼ 100 cm−3 mark the regime
of diffuse atomic gas, that is part of the CNM. Due to the very low densities, diffuse
atomic clouds are fully exposed to the interstellar radiation, which subequently leads to
strong photodissociation- and ionization. Hydrogen is in its neutral atomic form (H I)
and all other species, such as C and Si, with ionization potentials smaller than that of
hydrogen are almost fully ionized. The temperature ranges between 30 and 100 K and the
molecular fraction of hydrogen is less than 10%. Diffuse molecular clouds represent the
transition phase from atomic to molecular gas, in which the densities lie higher (n(H) =
100 − 500 cm−3) and the fraction of molecular hydrogen becomes significant (> 0.1), due
to a stronger H2 self-shielding from the interstellar radiation. However, the UV irradiation
is still high enough to ionize C or dissociate most of the CO. So-called translucent clouds
with even higher densities of n(H) = 500− 5000 cm−3 can provide efficient protection from
interstellar radiation, enabling the transition from C+ to C and partly CO [Snow and
McCall, 2006].
At densities of n(H) > 104 cm−3 carbon is found almost entirely in its molecular form
(CO) and the gas temperature drops down to 10 K. This type of cloud is referred to as
dense, dark or molecular cloud (typical size ∼ 2 pc) and it appears as a dark spot in the
sky, obscuring the visible light from background stars. This is due to the fact that dust
grains efficiently absorb the interstellar UV radiation and re-emit the energy in the far-
infrared as black-body emission. Within an extended molecular cloud, smaller and denser
sub-structures of the size of ∼ 0.1 pc can be formed through external instabilities, such
as turbulence, or through gravitational contraction. Such self-gravitating dense cores are
stable when the gravitational potential energy is balanced by the kinetic energy of the
gas pressure (Virial-Theorem). In order for the gravitation to overcome the gas pressure,
the dense clump needs to reach a critical mass called Jeans-Mass, which is given by the
following expression:
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MJ =
( 5kBT
Gµm(H)
)3/2( 3
4pin(H)
)1/2
, (1.1)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, G the gravitational constant,
µ the mean molecular weight, m(H) the mass of atomic hydrogen and n(H) the number
density of total hydrogen nuclei. The cores that are dense and massive enough to undergo
gravitational collapse (M > MJ) are known as pre-stellar cores. It is evident from Eq. 1.1
that the colder and the denser the core is, the smaller the Jeans-Mass, and therefore the
easier it is for the gravitational collapse to take place. For typical dense-core conditions
(T ≈ 10 K, n(H) = 104 cm−3, µ = 2.4) the Jeans-Mass is equal to 5 solar masses (MJ ≈
5M). The collapse is isothermal as long as the released gravitational potential energy can
be radiated away efficiently. This is done mainly in two ways: (1) dust grains absorb the
excessive energy, heat-up and finally re-emit this energy in the infrared and (2) molecules
(mainly CO) are collisionally excited and eventually return to the ground state via radiative
decay or collisional de-excitation. These cooling mechanisms keep the collapse in its initial
stages isothermal. However, as the density increases (≥ 1010 cm−3, Larson [1969]) the cloud
becomes optically thick, trapping the energy that is released during the collapse, and the
core starts to heat up. An enhanced temperature is increasing the Jeans-Mass, so that
further collapse is hindered and a first hydrostatic core is formed (with a temperature of
∼ 100 K and a size of ∼ 5 AU). The temperature continues to rise until the H2 gas is
dissociated. The energy that was initially stabilizing the core is now missing; this initiates
a second collapse leading to the formation of a so-called protostar. The accreting central
object is surrounded by a protostellar envelope that absorbs the radiation released by the
infalling material and re-emits strong thermal radiation in the far-infrared (emission peak
is at ∼ 100µm). At this evolutionary stage the object is defined as a Class 0 protostar in
which most of the mass is still embedded in the envelope. At the end of the Class I stage
almost all the material has been accreted and a thick circumstellar disk remains emitting
strongly in the mid-infrared (emission peak at 24µm). In the Class II stage the envelope
has fully dissipated allowing the emission from the central protostar in the optical range to
be observed (along with the infrared emission from the disk). The protostar has reached
temperatures high enough to initiate deuterium fusion in the nucleus, turning the central
core into a pre-main sequence star. Finally, in the Class III phase the disk has almost
entirely disappeared with the remnant called debris disk. The observed light originates
now mostly from the central star, which has reached its final mass. Once hydrogen fusion
starts in the nucleus, the central core becomes a main-sequence star [Klessen and Glover,
2016, Stahler and Palla, 2008]. Figure 1.2 shows the evolutionary stages of the low-mass
star formation process.
The above process applies to the low-mass star formation, that leads to stars with
masses below 8M6. High-mass star formation on the other hand, happens faster as
hydrogen fusion starts while the envelope is still collapsing and results in the formation of
massive stars or multiple star systems. However, this will not be treated in more detail, as
6Stars with 2M < M < 8M are called “intermediate-mass stars”.
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it is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Figure 1.2: Illustration of the main phases of the low-mass star formation. This figure was
inspired by Klessen and Glover [2016].
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1.3 Astrochemical processes
The following chapter is based mainly on the books Tielens [2005] and Yamamoto [2017].
The majority of the molecules detected so far in the ISM has been identified towards
molecular clouds. Within these clouds molecular formation takes place in the gas phase
and/or on the surfaces of small dust grains. Dust particles are solid compounds that are
made mainly out of silicate and carbonaceous material with typical sizes of 0.005-1µm
[Mathis et al., 1977]. Despite their small contribution to the total ISM mass, dust particles
play an essential role in the interstellar chemistry, since they serve as efficient coolants of
interstellar gas and catalysts for important chemical reactions. The interplay between gas-
phase and grain-surface reactions and the chemical complexity seen towards star-forming
regions are driven by various physical parameters, such as heating and cooling processes
or the irradiation with UV photons and cosmic rays. In the following discussion we will
explore the main astrochemical processes in both gas- and solid phase and their connection
to the evolutionary stages of a star-forming region.
1.3.1 Gas-phase chemistry
The gas-phase reactions that take place in the ISM can lead to bond formation, bond
breaking and bond rearrangement. Radiative association and associative detachment re-
actions lead to bond formation, while photodissociation, dissociation via cosmic rays and
collisions as well as dissociative recombination cause the species to fragment into smaller
compounds. Finally, processes like ion-molecule, neutral-neutral and charge-transfer reac-
tions are responsible for rearranging the chemical bonds. The different kind of reactions
in the gas phase are summarized in Table 1.1:
Table 1.1: Astrochemical gas-phase reactions along with their reaction rates.
Category Type of reaction Reaction Typical rate
coefficient (cm3 s−1)
Bond formation Radiative association A + B→ AB + hν 10−17 − 10−14
Associative detachment A− + B→ AB + e− ∼ 10−9
Bond breaking Photodissociation AB + hν → A + B 10−10 − 10−8 [a]
Dissociative recombination A+ + e− → C + D 10−7 − 10−6
Rearrangement Ion-molecule reaction A+ + B→ C+ + D 10−9 − 10−8
Charge-transfer reaction A+ + B→ A + B+ ∼ 10−9
Neutral-neutral reaction A + B→ C + D 10−11 − 10−9
a The rate coefficient of photodissociation reactions is given in s−1.
The intrinsic velocity k of a bimolecular reaction between species A and B is given by:
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−dn(A)
dt
= −dn(B)
dt
= kn(A)n(B), (1.2)
where n(X) denotes the density of species X. Since densities are expressed in cm−3 the
formation/destruction rate k is given in units of cm3 s−1, unless it is an unimolecular
reaction and k is expressed in s−1.
In case of radiative association, two species (neutral or ionic) react with each other
to form a single product, which is internally excited due to the energy and linear momen-
tum conservation. Within high density environments the product can be de-excited and
stabilized through further collision with a third body. However, interstellar gas has ex-
tremely low densities compared to typical terrestrial ones; even towards dense clouds with
densities of 106 cm−3, the collision frequency is very low (∼ 5×10−4 s−1), making collisional
de-excitation quite unlikely. Stabilization can happen instead with the emission of a pho-
ton, when the resulting product returns to the ground state through an allowed electronic
transition. The molecule can be de-excited also through vibrational relaxation, and thus
emitting in the infrared, although this process is much slower. Typical rate constants for
radiative association are 10−17 − 10−14 cm3 s−1 but can be as high as 10−9 cm3 s−1 for large,
polyatomic species. During an associative detachment process, an anionic species re-
acts with a neutral one, which finally leads to the detachment of an electron. This process
can be quite fast with k ∼ 10−9 cm3 s−1, but requires the presence of anions, which have
not been widely detected in the ISM. In fact, the only negative ions that have been iden-
tified so far towards molecular clouds are C6H−, C8H− and C4H− [McCarthy et al., 2006,
Brünken et al., 2007, Sakai et al., 2010]. Due to their large electron affinities, these carbon-
chain molecules are expected to be formed mostly through radiative electron-attachment
reactions: CnH + e− → CnH− + hν.
The interstellar radiation field in the ultaviolet regime has been estimated to be equal
to ∼ 108 ultraviolet (UV) photons cm−2 s−1 [Habing, 1968, Draine, 1978]. Photons with
energies larger than 13.6 eV are absorbed by atomic hydrogen at the outer layers of a
cloud and therefore do not contribute to the chemistry. Since typical bonding energies
of molecules lie between 5 and 10 eV, the UV photodissociation is a dominant process
for bond breaking in the ISM, showing typical photodissociation rates of 10−8− 10−10 s−1.
Following the irradiation and absorption of UV photons, fragmentation happens mostly
through the transition of the molecule to the continuum of an excited electronic state.
In case of H2, photodissociation occurs when the excited molecule relaxes back to the
ground state but ends up in its vibrational continuum. Towards diffuse and translucent
clouds the chemistry is heavily influenced by photodissociation, as the densities are low
∼ 100− 5000 cm−3, and thus the UV photons can easily penetrate the diffuse gas. Denser
sources on the other hand, such as pre-stellar cores, can efficiently shield the internal regions
of the source due to the high density of hydrogen gas and dust grains. The latter effectively
absorb UV photons (see Section 1.4.1) and following their increase in temperature, re-emit
thermal emission in the infrared, to which dust is mostly transparent. In this case, the
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photodissociation rate kpd is given by
kpd = a exp(−bAV ), (1.3)
where a is the unshielded rate and AV is the visual extinction due to absorption and
scattering processes on dust particles. Apart from dust, molecular hydrogen gas also
contributes to the attenuation of UV radiation in dense clouds: when the column density
of H2 is higher than ∼ 1014 cm−2, the medium becomes optically thick to the absorption
lines of H2 in the UV (the Lyman and Werner transitions), leading to the so-called self-
shielding effect. In this case, the photodissociation rate is given by the H2 column density
as a function of depth within the cloud.
Unlike UV photons, cosmic rays can be energetic enough (> MeV per nucleon) to
permeat even the interiors of a dense cloud. Cosmic rays originate from supernovae, active
galactic nuclei and gamma-ray bursts and consist of 84% protons, 14% alpha particles and
2% electrons. Ionization processes induced by direct impact with cosmic rays can release
highly energetic electrons that excite H2 (also H), which subsequently returns to the ground
state through radiative decay. The emission of secondary photons from molecular or atomic
hydrogen means that there is a permanent UV source present, even towards the densest
parts of a core. The mean photon intensity produced locally by cosmic rays is estimated
to be equal to ' 104 photons cm−2 s−1, which however depends on the grain properties and
the energy distribution of cosmic rays [Shen et al., 2004].
Another process that leads to bond breaking of interstellar molecules is the dissocia-
tive recombination reaction. Here, a cation reacts with an electron, which leads to
the production of a highly excited neutral species. Since collisional de-excitation is very
unlikely, and when radiative decay is not allowed, the resulting product will release the
excessive energy by dissociating and breaking into smaller compounds. These kind of reac-
tions are fast, as they have large cross-sections (due to the strong electrostatic attraction
between the cation and the electron). Thus, the corresponding rate constants are large too
(up to ∼ 10−6 cm3 s−1).
During the early phases of star formation, the temperatures are very low with ∼ 10 K
being typical for pre-stellar cores and ∼ 100 K characteristic for the diffuse atomic gas.
Under these conditions there is very little energy available for colliding species to overcome
the activation barrier and finally react with each other. For this reason, the main driver
of gas-phase interstellar chemistry are ion-molecule reactions: these type of reactions
occur fast, as the ion induces a dipole moment to the neutral reaction partner, and hence
overcomes any activation barrier energy due to the long-range attractive force. When the
involved neutral species has a permanent dipole moment, the reaction takes place even
faster and the total rate is described as follows:
kdip = 2pie
[(α
µ
)1/2
+ µD
( 2
piµkBT
)1/2]
, (1.4)
where µ is the reduced mass, α the polarizibilty, e the electron charge, µD the dipole
moment of the neutral molecule and kB the Boltzmann constant. The first term of Eq. 1.4
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is known as the Langevin rate, which gives the reaction rate in case of an induced-dipole
interaction. The presence of a permanent dipole moment contributes to an increased rate:
low temperatures and strong dipoles can lead to reaction rates of up to 10−7 cm3 s−1. In a
charge-transfer reaction an electron is exchanged from a neutral atom or molecule to
an ion, followed by a possible dissociation of the resulting (molecular) ion. These kind of
processes can take place at large distances between the reactants (up to ∼ 10 Å) and can
show relatively high reaction rates of up to 10−9 cm3 s−1. Charge-exchange reactions can
lead to the formation of various cations, such as C+ and O+ and thus enhance the chemical
complexity within molecular clouds.
Neutral-neutral reactions involve an activation barrier energy in order to achieve
the bond breaking and rearrangement. Such reactions are relevant in warm environments,
like the hot central core of a protostar. In cold sources on the other hand, such as pre-stellar
cores, the only neutral-neutral reactions that can take place are the ones involving radicals
that have at least one unpaired valence electron and are thus highly reactive7. Reaction
rates of this type of processes are expressed in a modified form of the Arrhenius-equation:
kneut = α(T/300)
β exp(−γ/kBT ). (1.5)
Here, the rate coeffiecient α has the same unit as the total reaction rate kneut (cm3 s−1),
while β is just a numerical factor. The coefficient γ describes the activation energy and is
given in K.
As already mentioned above, the main driving force of interstellar gas-phase chemistry
are ion-molecule reactions that are barrierless and can take place also at very low tem-
peratures (∼ 10 K). The rich ion-molecule chemistry on the other hand, is a result of
the ionization processes triggered mostly by the highly energetic cosmic rays; especially
towards dense clouds that efficiently attenuate UV radiation, cosmic rays are the main
source of ionization. The most prominent example is the cosmic-ray ionization of H2 that
produces H+2 . Once formed, H
+
2 reacts with H2 and forms H
+
3 . This cation is the most
important molecule in astrochemistry: since it is an ionic species, it can easily react with
other atoms and molecules, serving as a proton-donor. This initiates several other chemical
processes and eventually increases the molecular complexity seen in star forming regions.
For example, the reaction of H+3 with atomic carbon is the starting point of hydrocarbon
chemistry through the following reaction path:
C
H+3−−→ CH+ H2−→ CH+2 H2−→ CH+3 e
−−→ CH,CH2. (1.6)
CH+3 can also react with O and form HCO+, which in turn is the most important precursor
for CO, the second most abundant molecule in the ISM.
The primary cosmic-ray ionization rate ζ(CR) can be determined based on obser-
vations of H+3 in diffuse clouds. Considering electron recombination as the main loss route
7Recent studies [Shannon et al., 2013] have shown that the reaction rate between a radical and a neutral
species at interstellar temperatures is even higher than expected due to quantum tunneling through the
activation energy barrier.
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for H+3 , the ζ(CR) can be described as:
ζ(CR) =
ke n(e)n(H
+
3 )
2.3n(H2)
, (1.7)
where the numerical factor takes into account secondary ionization. Assuming that we
have a uniform cloud in which the electrons originate from the ionization of atomic carbon
and considering an electron recombination coefficient ke of 10−6 T−0.45, will lead to the
following expression for ζ(CR):
ζ(CR) = 7× 10−8N(C
+)N(H+3 )
N(H2)L
= 7× 10−16
(pc
L
)
. (1.8)
Here, the density has been replaced by the expression of the column density N(X) using
the relation: N(X) = n(X)× L, with L being the pathlength of the source. Typical sizes
of diffuse clouds (L ∼ (2− 3) pc) result to a ζ(CR) of (2− 3)× 10−16 s−1. However, when
considering observations of H+3 towards dense clouds, the estimated cosmic-ray ionization
rate is lower with ζ(CR) = (1 − 3) × 10−17 s−1. This indicates that a denser environment
provides a stronger protection from cosmic rays and thus shows a lower ionization fraction.
The total ionization rate kCR,i of a species i including also secondary ionization is expressed
as:
kCR,i = Ai ζ(CR). (1.9)
The factor Ai depends on the integrated cross section across the relevant ionization spec-
trum [Heays et al., 2017]. Chemical databases commonly refer to the primary cosmic-ray
ionization rate of H2, which is twice as high as the corresponding value for atomic hydrogen.
1.3.2 Grain-surface chemistry
The most abundant molecule in the ISM is H2, which can be formed in the gas phase via the
radiative association reaction of two H atoms: H + H→ H2 + hν. However, this process
is extremely slow (≤ 10−23 cm3 s−1), as the radiative decay in a homonuclear molecule
like H2 is highly forbidden. This is a clear indication that the only way for H2 to form
efficiently in the ISM, is on the surface of dust grains: the excessive energy that is released
during the H2 formation is absorbed by dust grains that act as a third body. This makes
the presence of dust grains vital to the interstellar chemistry. Once H2 is formed, a large
number of reactions is triggered through the formation of H+3 , as mentioned already in
Section 1.3.1. But how are dust particles formed in the first place? When an old, dying
star reaches the end of its hydrogen fusion stage, it begins to eject its outer layers, that
consist of heavy particles such as SiO, SiC and TiO. These molecules eventually condense
in the cool atmosphere of the evolved star and become the seeds of dust grains. As time
evolves, the grains become larger and convert into amorphous structures made of sillicate
and/or carbonaceous material. Their typical size is ∼ 0.1µm, although they can grow
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up to a few cm towards dense cores and circumstellar disks. At the low temperatures of
dense cores, gas-phase molecules freeze-out on the grain-surfaces forming layers of ice that
contain predominantly water, CO, CO2, CH3OH and H2CO. Fig. 1.3 shows an infrared
spectrum taken towards the W33A massive young star by Gibb et al. [2000]. Here, several
absorption features are visible that originate either from the silicate core of the grain (broad
absorption lines), or the icy species on the grain-surface (like H2O, CO and etc.).
Figure 1.3: Infrared spectrum of the dust-embedded W33A young stellar object [Gibb
et al., 2000].
Dust-grain chemistry mainly involves the deposition of species on grain-surfaces, known
as accretion, the surface mobility of the accreted species and finally the ejection of the
grains-species back to the gas-phase, called desorption (see Fig. 1.4). In the following
paragraphs we will discuss these mechanisms in more detail.
When a gas-phase species is coming close to a grain-surface it experiences attractive
Van-der-Waals forces, that originate from the mutually induced dipole moment between
the approaching molecule and the atoms of the grain-surface. The probability of a species
to accrete onto the surface (also known as sticking coefficient) depends on the thermal
energy of the accreting molecule, the phonon energy of the grain-lattice as well as the
interaction energy between molecule and grain. At typical temperatures of pre-stellar
cores (10 − 20 K) the sticking probability of most species has been estimated to be 1,
except for atomic hydrogen, whose sticking coefficient amounts to 0.8 at 10 K. The location
of the accreted species on a dust grain is called adsorption or surface site. Depending
on the binding/desorption energy ED, i.e. depth of the potential well, surface sites are
distinguished between the so-called physisorbed sites with well depths of 0.01-0.2 eV and the
chemisorbed sites with an energy depth of ∼ 1 eV. Chemisorbed sites have strongly bound
molecules that share electrons with the atoms of the grain-lattice. Based on experimental
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studies done on olivine dust grains 8, the surface density has been estimated to be 2 ×
1014 sites cm−2, which results to ≈ 3× 105 sites per grain [Biham et al., 2001].
Figure 1.4: Depiction of the main chemical processes (accretion, desorption, surface mi-
gration) taking place on grain-surfaces.
As depicted in Fig. 1.4, reactions on grains can happen in two ways: (1) adsorbed
species move through the surface, until they meet and eventually react with each other,
known as the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism or (2) gas-phase species impact the dust
grain and react directly with already adsorbed molecules without being accreted on the
surface first; this is the so-called Eley-Rideal mechanism. For the first mechanism to occur
at low temperatures, at least one of the reactants has to be a physisorbed species, or in
other words, weakly bound to the surface. A chemisorbed species on the other hand, is
not capable of diffusive motion through the surface and can therefore react with another
species only through the Eley-Rideal mechanism.
The Langmuir-Hinshelwood process is considered to be the most probable mechanism
for surface chemistry. Especially towards diffuse clouds, where the dust grains are not
covered by icy mantels, the probability of a gas-phase H-atom to find and react with another
H-atom already accreted on a grain-surface is very small. According to the formalism
proposed by Hasegawa et al. [1992], diffusive surface chemistry can take place either via
quantum tunneling of light species through potential barriers or via thermal hopping. If
we assume a rectangular potential barrier of height Eb and width a, light species (H, D
and H2) can tunnel through that energy barrier in a time τqt:
8olivine is a polycrystalline silicate thats consists of Mg2SiO4 and Fe2SiO4.
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τqt = ν0
−1 exp
[
2a
~
(2mEb)
1/2
]
, (1.10)
where m is the mass of the accreted species ν0 is the vibrational frequency of the species
within the grain lattice. Typical timescales for atomic hydrogen scanning with a barrier
width of a = 1 Å, Eq. 1.10 are τqt ∼ 10−4 s. If the temperatures are high enough, accreted
species can overcome the energy barrier by “hopping” from one surface site to another. The
thermal hopping timescale is expressed as:
τth = ν0
−1 exp(Eb/kBTdust). (1.11)
At a dust temperature of 10 K the thermal hopping timescale for H can be as short
as τth ∼ 10−3 s, suggesting that quantum tunneling happens faster at low temperatures.
The decisive factor for the surface mobility is determined by the energy ratio Eb/ED. A
large potential height Eb will decrease the probability of quantum tunneling and thus only
thermal hopping will play an essential role. Based on previous work [Hasegawa et al., 1992,
Ruffle and Herbst, 2000, Vasyunin and Herbst, 2013a] the most common values adopted for
the Eb/ED ratio are: 0.30, 0.50 and 0.77. For the latter two cases the quantum tunneling
is expected to be negligible due to the long resulting timescales (see Eq. 1.10).
One way for grain-species to be ejected back to the gas phase is via thermal desorption.
This process happens when the dust temperature reaches the sublimation temperature of
the accreted species, which mostly depends on its desorption energy ED. The thermal
desorption rate is described as
kev = ν0 exp(−ED/kBTdust). (1.12)
Due to the low existing temperatures towards dense molecular clouds, the observed abun-
dances of gas-phase molecules can only be explained if non-thermal desorption processes
are taken into account. One of these happens upon irradiation of the grains by interstellar
UV photons, also known as photodesorption. Recent experimental studies [Fayolle et al.,
2013, Dupuy et al., 2017] have shown that photodesorption occurs through the electronic
excitation of the accreted molecules, which can lead to two possible outcomes: (1) the
excited species release the UV radiation when returning to the ground state, which then
causes other molecules of the grain-lattice to rearrange and subsequently desorb. In this
case the photodesorption yield (defined as number of desorbed molecules per UV pho-
ton) strongly correlates with the efficiency of the energy redistribution between the excited
species and the grain surface [Fayolle et al., 2013]; (2) the excited molecules dissociate upon
UV irradiation, which introduces new ways of ejecting grain species to the gas phase. For
example, in case of the O2 photodissociation, the resulting oxygen atoms can meet on the
grain and react with each other to form molecular oxygen, which releases its excessive en-
ergy via desorption (exothermic recombination). Another option is that molecular oxygen
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is ejected to the gas phase following its collision with a mobile oxygen atom (kick-out by
atomic oxygen). Finally, an oxygen atom can react with accreted O2 and form O3, which
can lead to the formation of excited O2 upon photolysis (photoinduced dissociation of O3).
Typical values for photodesorption yields range from 10−2 to 10−5 molecules/UV photon.
Good estimates have been done for H2O, O2, CH4 and CO ices with a photodesorption
efficiency of ∼ 10−3 molecules/UV photon.
Non-thermal desorption can also be induced by the irradiation of cosmic rays. In this
case, cosmic rays will transfer energy to a dust grain, which will in turn heat up, leading
to the desorption of volatile accreted species. A study by Hasegawa and Herbst [1993]
has shown that the impact by a heavy cosmic ray (like Fe) of 20-70 MeV per nucleon will
increase the dust temperature up to ∼ 70 K, causing some molecules to desorb, but not
complex ones like CH3OH that are more strongly bound to the surface. Nevertheless, this
kind of non-thermal desorption has proven to be very slow and is relevant only on large
timescales (t ≥ 106 yr) for species like CO [Hasegawa and Herbst, 1993].
Finally, another non-thermal desorption process essential for interstellar chemistry is
the reactive desorption, in which the excited product of an exothermic reaction is desorbed
from the surface due to its excessive energy. The reactive desorption rate is only poorly
constrained, as it has been experimentally determined just for H2 so far [Katz et al., 1999].
Recent theoretical studies [Garrod et al., 2007, Vasyunin and Herbst, 2013b] have adopted
for the reactive desorption efficiency values of 1% and 10%, that were able to reproduce
the observed abundances of several complex organic molecules (like CH3OH, CH3OCH3)
towards cold cores.
1.3.3 Gas-grain chemical network
Taking into account the chemical processes described above, one can construct a large
chemical network of all known reactions in the gas and solid phase that can serve as an
input information for chemical models. Such models are based on a numerical code, that
solves differential equations for the abundance of each species and has the following form:
dni(gas)
dt
=
∑
lm
klmnlnm − ni
∑
s
kisns − racci ni + rdesi , (1.13)
dni(grain)
dt
=
∑
lm
klmnlnm − ni
∑
s
kisns + r
acc
i ni − rdesi , (1.14)
where Eq. 1.13 and Eq. 1.14 describe the time evolution of abundances of gas-phase and
grain-surface species, respectively. The first term in the above equations stands for the
sum of all bimolecular reactions that lead to the formation of species i, while the second
sum contains all co-reactants of species i. The last two terms give the change in abundance
due to accretion and desorption to/from dust grains. This set of differential equations, also
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known as chemical rate equations, is integrated over time upon certain physical consitions,
such as a given density, temperature, and a cosmic-ray ionization rate, as well as a set of
initial elemental abundances. The result of this numerical integration are time-dependent
chemical abundances of the involved species with respect to the total number of hydrogen
nuclei. In this thesis we are using a chemical code that was developed by Vasyunin and
Herbst [2013a], and contains over 600 species whose abundances are regulated by over
6000 gas-phase reactions and 200 grain-surface processes. More information on this can be
found in Chapter 5.
An alternative option to the deterministic approach is the application of a stochastic
method, such as the Monte Carlo approach, which instead of chemical abundances is
calculating the probability of a chemical system to be in a certain state within the phase
space at a given time. Previous studies [Vasyunin et al., 2009, Vasyunin and Herbst, 2013a]
have shown that the Monte Carlo method has proven to be suitable for reproducing well
the stochastic nature of surface processes, requires however extensive computer power, and
is thus not always preferred.
1.4 Observational studies
The following chapter is based mainly on the references Mangum and Shirley [2015]
and Yamamoto [2017].
1.4.1 Radiative transfer equation
One of the most important relations in astrochemistry is the radiative tranfser equation.
This equation describes the absorption, emission and scattering processes that take place
when light propagates through a medium and is described by the following expression:
dIν
ds
= −ρκνIν + jν , (1.15)
where ν is the frequency of the passing light, Iν the specific intensity (W/m2/sr/Hz), s
the propagation path and κν is the opacity (cm2g−1), which expresses the effective surface
area for extinction per unit mass of interstellar material. In addition, ρ is the total gas
density (g cm−3) and jν describes the emissivity (W/m3/sr/Hz). The product ρκν gives the
absorption coefficient in cm−1. The above equation indicates that when radiation passes
through the medium it reduces by ρκνIνds (due to absorption), while it can also increase by
jνds due to emission coming from the host medium. Since the actual propagation length s
is usually unknown, it is customary to use instead a new quantity called the optical depth,
τν :
dτν = ρκνds. (1.16)
This changes Eq. 1.15 to:
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dIν = −Iνdτν + Sνdτν , (1.17)
where we introduce Sν = jνρκν known as the source function. Multiplying both sides of Eq.
1.17 by eτν followed by integration from τν = 0 and Iν = Iν(0) we obtain:
Iν = Iν(0)e
−τν +
∫ τν
0
exp[−(τν − τ ′)]Sνdτ ′. (1.18)
Eq. 1.18 describes the measured intensity Iν as the sum of what remains from the back-
ground intensity after being attenuated by the host gas (Iν(0)e−τν ) plus the emission (Sνdτ ′)
from the medium itself being also attenuated by absorption along the remaining path to
the observer (exp[−(τν − τ ′)]). Radiation cannot penetrate regions with a large optical
depth (τν  1); in these cases the medium is said to be “optically thick”. Therefore if the
interior of an object has τν  1, we only see the emission coming from the outer layers or
the surface of the object.
The above equation can be further simplified by assuming Local Thermodynamic Equi-
librium (LTE). In general, a global equilibrium can only be considered for closed systems,
which is not the case for a radiative system, such as a star forming region. A system is
said to be in LTE when the following conditions are valid:
• The velocity distribution of a sample of particles is given by the Maxwell-Distribution.
• The energy level population in a molecule is described by the Boltzmann-Distribution.
• Radiative balance is achieved at a specific frequency ν with Sν = Bν(Tex).
The excitation temperature Tex is a measure of the level population of a molecule and is
assumed to be uniform throughout the entire medium. At LTE the kinetic, excitation and
radiative temperature are all in equilibrium with each other (Tkin ≈ Tex ≈ Trad)9. In the
following discussion we will explore what conditions produce an emission or an absorption
molecular line when considering a gas-phase medium. Integration of Eq. 1.18 leads to:
Iν = Iν(0)e
−τν +Bν(Tex)(1− e−τν ) (1.19)
There are four cases that best describe what Eq. 1.19 implies:
• The gas is optically thin (τν  1) and the background intensity is insignificant
(Iν(0) → 0). If we perform a Taylor-Expansion of the exponent in Eq. 1.19 we
obtain:
Iν = τνBν(Tex)
This result indicates that if the radiation frequency matches the transition frequency
of a specific molecule in the host gas, then the absorption coefficient ρκν becomes
large and we record an emission line.
9Tkin describes the kinetic temperature of the gas particles and Trad stands for the radiative temperature
of a blackbody.
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• The gas is optically thick (τν  1) and the background intensity is negligible (Iν(0)→
0). This leads to:
Iν = Bν(Tex)
In this case the emitted radiation resembles a black body spectrum.
• The gas is optically thin (τν  1) and the background intensity is significant:
Iν = Iν(0)− τν(Iν(0)−Bν(Tex))
This leads to further two sub-cases:
– if Iν(0) < Bν(Tex) we will record an emission line (overlapping with a back-
ground spectrum).
– if Iν(0) > Bν(Tex) we will obtain an absorption line.
• The gas is optically thick (τν  1) and the background intensity is significant:
Iν = Bν(Tex)
This gives the same result as the second case.
In order to obtain the intensity that only originates from the molecule itself, one has to
remove from the total measured intensity Iν the background intensity Iν(0) as done in the
following:
∆Iν = Iν − Iν(0)
= Iν(0) exp(−τν) +Bν(Tex)[1− exp(−τν)]− Iν(0)
= [Bν(Tex)−Bν(Tbg)][1− exp(−τν)], (1.20)
where we used Bν(Tbg) = Iν(0) with Tbg being the background temperature. It is common
to replace the specific intensity Iν by a quantity known as the Rayleigh-Jeans temperature
Jν(T ) that expresses the blackbody radiation in terms of a temperature:
Jν(T ) =
(hν
kB
)
(e
hν
kBT − 1)−1, (1.21)
which in turn is related to the blackbody radiation field Bν as:
c2
2kBν2
Bν(T ) = Jν(T ). (1.22)
Considering the above relations, we can write the radiative transfer equation in the follow-
ing final form:
TR = [Jν(Tex)− Jν(Tbg)][1− exp(−τν)], (1.23)
where the so-called source radiation temperature TR is defined as TR = c
2
2kBν2
∆Iν .
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An essential quantity that is used frequently in observational studies in order to derive
the physical properties of a source, such as densities, molecular abundances and the kinetic
gas temperature, is the column density. This quantity gives the number of molecules per
unit area along the line of sight. The column density of molecules in the upper energy
state u is given by integrating the volume density nu over the pathlength ds:
Nu =
∫
nuds. (1.24)
The column density Nu and the optical depth τν are related to each other as10:
Nu =
3h
8pi3|µlu|2
[
exp
(
hν
kBT
)
− 1
]−1 ∫
τνdv, (1.25)
where the Doppler conversion dν
ν
= dv
c
has been considered. The quantity |µlu|2 describes
the dipole matrix element of a transition with an upper and a lower energy state u and l,
respectively. The total molecular column density Ntot gives the total number of molecules
in all possible states and is related to Nu through the following expression:
Ntot
Nu
=
Qrot
gu
exp
( Eu
kBTex
)
. (1.26)
The quantity Qrot is known as the rotational partition function and describes the statistical
sum of all rotational energy states in a molecule. The degeneracy factor of the upper state
u is given by gu. Through the substitution of Eq. 1.25 in Eq. 1.26 we obtain for Ntot:
Ntot =
3h
8pi3|µlu|2
Qrot
gu
exp
( Eu
kBTex
)
×
[
exp
(
hν
kBT
)
− 1
]−1 ∫
τνdv. (1.27)
In this thesis we study the molecular emission lines towards dense cores as well as molecular
absorption lines towards diffuse/translucent clouds. In both cases, the observed gas is
considered to be optically thin (τν  1) to the investigated molecular transitions, meaning
that the molecular line intensity ∆Iν (as shown above) is equal to τν(Bν(Tex)− Iν(0)). In
terms of TR we retrieve for the optically thin approximation:
TR = τν [Jν(Tex)− Jν(Tbg)], (1.28)
and the column density becomes:
N thintot =
3h
8pi3|µlu|2
Qrot
gu
exp
( Eu
kBTex
)
×
[
exp
(
hν
kBT
)
− 1
]−1
1
[Jν(Tex)− Jν(Tbg)]
∫
TRdv.
(1.29)
10for the full derivation see Mangum and Shirley [2015]
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Observations provide us with the factor
∫
TRdv, which is the integrated intensity, or in
other words, the area covered underneath a spectral line.
What happens if we also take into account dust particles in our host medium? Dust
grains interact efficiently with radiation whose wavelength is similar to the size of the
grains. Since grains are sub-micron in size with typical radii of ∼ 0.1µm, the extinction
due to absorption and scattering is much higher for short wavelengths (the UV- and in the
optical regime) than towards long wavelengths, indicating that dust particles are mostly
transparent to radiation in the millimeter and the far-infrared range. The heating of the
dust grains up to ∼ 10−90 K through the absorption of UV photons leads to the emission
of thermal radiation lying in the far-infrared (30-300 µm) that will pass through the source
mostly unhindered; this represents the most efficient cooling mechanism in the ISM. In
general, the extinction at visual wavelentghs (∼ 5500 Å) is defined as AV = 1.086 × τν ,
with τν being the optical depth of the dust. Since the host medium towards dense clouds is
optically thin to the thermal dust emission, we obtain also here from the radiative transfer
equation: Iν = τνBν(Tdust). The density ρ of a dense cloud can be written as a function of
the density of molecular hydrogen as ρ = µH2 m(H)n(H2). Following this, we retrieve for
the optical depth τν after integrating along the line of sight:
τν = κνµH2m(H)
∫
n(H2)ds = κνµH2m(H)NH2 , (1.30)
where NH2 gives the column density of molecular hydrogen. Previous studies [Hildebrand,
1983] have shown that the dust opacity κν can be described by a power-law in the millimeter
range:
κν = κν0
( ν
ν0
)β
, (1.31)
with β being a parameter depending on the properties of the dust grains, called spectral
index. Typical values are β ≈ 1 − 2 between 30 µm and 1 mm. β has been found to be
small towards dense cores and circumstellar disks, but closer to 2 within molecular and
diffuse clouds [Schnee and Goodman, 2005]. Under consideration of Eq. 1.30 and Eq. 1.31
the dust emission can be expressed as:
Iν = κν0
( ν
ν0
)β
µH2m(H)NH2Bν(Tdust) (1.32)
Eq. 1.32 allows us to determine NH2 of the observed dense cloud by fitting the spectral
energy distribution (SED) to the thermal emission of dust grains in the mm-range.
1.4.2 Deuterium fractionation
Deuterium was formed along with H and He during the early phases of the Universe and its
cosmic abundance D/H is estimated to be ∼ 2×10−5. D-atoms are thought to be destroyed
in the inner parts of stars, which explains why the deuterium abundance is lower towards
the Galactic center, that shows a high star formation rate. However, towards dense objects,
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such as pre-stellar and protostellar cores, the abundance ratios of deuterated molecules with
respect to the associated normal species can reach very high levels (> 10%), suggesting
that there must be chemical processes in play that enhance the total deuteration level. The
key molecule for initiating deuterium fractionation is H+3 . Once formed, H
+
3 can exchange
a proton with a deuteron through the exothermic reaction:
H+3 + HD
 H2D+ + H2 + 230 K. (1.33)
At low temperatures of pre-stellar cores (< 20 K), the above reaction proceeds from left
to right, increasing the abundance of H2D+. This molecule can then easily tranfer its
deuteron to other species through further reactions, such as:
H2D
+ + N2 → N2D+ + H2 or (1.34)
H2D
+ + CO→ DCO+ + H2 (1.35)
Further deuteration leads to the formation of the doubly and triply deuterated species
D2H
+ and D+3 . The spin symmetry of H2 is also crucial for the deuterium fractionation.
Ortho- (parallel nuclear spins) and para- (anti-parallel nuclear spins) H2 is formed on dust
grains showing a statistical ratio of 3:1, with ortho-H2 lying energetically higher than para-
H2 (lowest energy level is ∼ 175 K). If the abundance of ortho-H2 increases, the activation
barrier of the inverse reaction of Eq. 1.33 can be overcome and subsequently decrease the
H2D
+ abundance. However, previous studies [Sipilä et al., 2013] have shown that proton-
exchange reactions in the gas phase, that convert ortho- to para-H2 are favoured at low
temperatures of pre-stellar cores, enhancing the abundance of the less energetic para-H2.
Another factor that affects the deuteration level is the depletion level of CO from the gas
phase, which is described as the ratio of the CO abundance in the local ISM (undepleted)
to the observed CO abundance. At high densities, CO molecules (and other neutral species
like atomic O) freeze-out on the surfaces of dust grains forming icy mantles. Having less
CO available in the gas-phase means that the destruction rate of H+3 and H2D+ through
their reaction with CO is decreased, and finally the deuteration level increases.
The physical properties of pre-stellar cores change from the core center to the edge
of the object: towards the outer layers, densities are still low < 104 cm−3 and the UV
radiation can easily penetrate the medium; photochemistry (like photodissociation and
ionization) plays here a major role in the formation and destruction of molecules. In the
so-called dark-cloud zone the environment becomes denser, the visual extinctions larger
(AV > 4 mag) and the main driver of the chemistry are molecule-ion reactions. Towards
the central core (∼ 7000 AU), the density becomes even higher than a few 104 cm−3, which
leads to a significant shielding from the interstellar radiation; the visual extinction reaches
very large values of ≥ 50 mag. This region is known as the deuteration zone, where the
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deuteration process becomes the most efficient: temperatures drop down to ∼ 7−10 K, and
∼ 90% of the CO molecules are frozen-out on dust grain surfaces. The largest deuteration
within pre-stellar cores has been observed in N2H+ with N2D+/N2H+ = 0.1− 0.7, followed
by ammonia with NH2D/NH3 = 0.1−0.4 and formaldehyde, D2CO/H2CO = 0.01−0.1 (see
Ceccarelli et al. [2014] and references therein). High deuteration levels of certain molecules
(such as methanol and formaldehyde) can be explained if we consider additional deuterium
enrichment taking place in grains. The dissociative recombination of H2D+, D2H+ and D+3
leads to an enhanced D/H ratio of atomic gas (high abundance of D-atoms in the gas
phase). Due to high densities and low temperatures, deuterium atoms (along with other
species) freeze-out on dust grains and subsequently scan the surface of the icy mantles
(but slower than hydrogen due to the higher mass) till they find another reaction partner.
Water, for example, is mainly formed and deuterated on the grain surfaces by adding H and
D atoms to atomic O, O2 and O3. The depleted species can eventually evaporate from the
cold surfaces of grains via non-thermal desorption mechanisms (such as photodesorption)
[Ceccarelli et al., 2014]. The regions of low, medium and high deuterium fractionation
towards the pre-stellar core L1544 are shown in the left panel of Fig. 1.5, while the right
panel summarizes the main steps of deuteration processes towards cold cores.
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Figure 1.5: Left panel: Dust continuum emission of the pre-stellar core L1544 recorded at
1.3 mm, depicted in grey scale [Ceccarelli et al., 2014]. The transitions from the outer-edge
to the dark zone and finally to the deuteration zone are marked by white contours. Right
panel: Main steps of deuterium fractionation processes towards cold cores (see text for
explanation).
The highest deuteration levels have been measured so far towards Class 0 protostars,
where also large abundances of doubly and triply deuterated molecules have been detected.
As already mentioned in Section 1.2, Class 0 protostars are the youngest protostars with
a hot central core (temperatures of ∼ 100 − 120 K), surrounded by an outer, colder en-
velope. The high temperatures towards the center lead to the thermal desorption of the
deuterated species that were frozen onto the dust grains during the pre-stellar core phase:
the enriched deuteration observed here is mainly inherited from the pre-stellar ices. This
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is also supported by the fact that Class 0 protostars are short-lived (104 − 105 yrs). The
reasons for the high deuteration levels towards the cold envelope are the same as for the
pre-stellar cores. Here, the grain species originating from the past remain accreted on the
grain surfaces.
From the above considerations it is evident that deuterium fractionation is strongly cor-
related with the physical conditions of the source: low temperatures favour the production
of H2D+ and high densities lead to efficient freeze-out of CO (and other species). Therefore,
the deuteration level of a molecule can reveal information about the evolutionary stage of
an observed source. In addition to single deuteration, one can also study the D/D2 abun-
dance ratio of molecules; this helps us understand better the formation and destruction
routes of deuterated species and put additional constraints on chemical models. Since the
deuteration level in the gas phase is expected to increase with time via successive reactions
with H2D+ and eventually reach a stationary value, the determination of both single and
double deuteration can be used as a chemical clock and constrain the age of the core.
In this thesis we study the single and double deuteration of c-C3H2 towards starless/pre-
stellar cores and Class 0 protostars. This molecule provides two main advantages: it is quite
abundant in space and also has the possibility of double deuteration. The most prominent
evolutionary tracer so far has been N2H+. This species has proven to be more resistant
to depletion than carbon-bearing species, and thus being able to trace the denser, central
parts of the core, while c-C3H2 is believed to trace the outer layers of the core, which are
less dense and more exposed to UV radiation. The study of the c-C3H2 deuteration can
reveal possible differences between the deuteration of carbon- and nitrogen-bearing species.
In addition, since c-C3H2 is strongly affected by depletion, comparing its deuteration level
towards pre-stellar cores and young protostars can unveil possible deuteration processes on
dust grains happening in the pre-stellar core phase, right before the ignition of a protostar.
More information on the deuteration of c-C3H2 in star forming regions can be found in
Chapter 2.
1.4.3 Radioastronomy
Ground-based telescopes can only record parts of the electromagnetic spectrum that pass
through the atmosphere without being absorbed or scattered. Based on the transmittance
of the Earth’s atmosphere, one of these spectral windows lies in the visible regime and
covers the range from 300 to 900 nm; this light can be used to probe electronic transi-
tions. Furthermore, the atmosphere is partially transparent to two spectral windows in
the infrared, that span from 1 to 5 µm and from 8 to 14 µm, corresponding to vibrational
molecular transitions. Another partially “observable” window lies in the microwave and
millimeter regime and ranges from 0.6 to 8 mm, which is suitable for studying rotational
transitions. Finally, a radio-wave window from 5 cm to 10 m is accessible as well, and can
be used for example to observe the 21 cm line of atomic hydrogen. Since the present thesis
aims to study molecular rotational transitions that lie in the millimeter range, the perfect
observational tool is a radio telescope. For this work in particular, we have used the IRAM
30m single dish telescope, that is located at the Pico Veleta peak in Spain, at an altitude
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of 2850 m, operating between 70 and 370 GHz. With a diameter of 30 m and a surface
accuracy of 55 µm, the IRAM 30m telescope is one of the most powerful and sensitive
observational facilities, suitable for observing cold matter that radiates predominantly in
the millimeter range.
Radiation
A
B
C
 A - primary mirror
B - secondary mirror
C - receiver
Figure 1.6: Main components of the IRAM 30m telescope, labeled as A, B and C.
A typical single dish radio telescope consists mainly of an antenna and a receiver, as
shown in Fig. 1.6. The signal from the sky is collected by a parabolic antenna, also
known as the primary reflector, and is subsequently focused on a secondary mirror, or sub-
reflector, which finally passes the signal to the detectors/receivers. The detector’s signal
is then processed and analyzed by a spectrometer/backend. The IRAM 30m telescope
in particular is built in a so-called Nasmyth configuration with a hyperbolic secondary
reflector and an additional flat mirror that focuses the radiation on the receiver. Due
to diffraction taking place at the primary antenna, the beam pattern of the telescope
consists of a main beam that contains most of the incoming signal intensity, and the side
lobes, which are axisymmetric to the beam pattern surrounding the main lobe. The more
intensity is concentrated in the main beam, the less power is lost through the side lobes.
The half power beam width (HPBW) of the main lobe gives the angular resolution of
the telescope, which at a given wavelength λ and a telescope diameter D is described as
HPBW ∼ λ/D. For example, at a frequency of 345 GHz, the beam size of the IRAM
30 telescope is ∼ 7′′, while a frequency of 115 GHz corresponds to a ∼ 21′′ beam. The
intensity scale of a radioastronomical observation is often given in K, and is expressed as
antenna temperature TA: this quantity is not a physical temperature but is a measure of
the incident energy flux collected by the primary antenna at the direction of the observing
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source. The system temperature Tsys on the other hand, is a measure of the noise generated
by the electronics and the sky. Following the data collection, astronomers calibrate the
recorded spectra, which involves converting the intensity scale into antenna temperature,
and correcting for any atmospheric and instrumental losses.
The observational data for this thesis were recorded by using as a frontend the Eight
MIxer Receiver (EMIR) that operates in the 3, 2, 1.3 and 0.9 mm range. Depending on
their center frequency in GHz these bands are characterized as E090, E150, E230, and E330.
Every band has two orthogonal linear polarization channels that are tuned to the same
frequency. In addition, each EMIR band is equipped with dual sideband mixers (2SB),
that generate an output signal of two sidebands, described as Lower Sideband (LSB) and
Upper Sideband (USB). The available frequency bandwidth per sideband and polarization
is 8 GHz, leading to a maximum frequency coverage of 32 GHz. In this work we have
used the E090 band that corresponds to the 3 mm atmospheric window and can cover the
frequency range from 73 to 117 GHz. The receiver was connected to a Fourier Transform
Spectrometer (FTS) backend that achieved a frequency resolution of 50 kHz. Based on the
above configuration we report in Chapter 2 observations of the main isotopologue c-C3H2,
the singly and doubly deuterated species c-C3HD and c-C3D2 as well as the isotopologue
c-H13CC2H, where one 13C is off the principal axis of the molecule. In Chapter 5 we aim
for the phosphorus-bearing molecules HCP, CP, PN, and PO in the 3 mm range as well.
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1.5 Rotational spectroscopy of transient molecules
The following chapter is based mainly on the books Yamada and Winnerwisser [2011],
Hirota [1985] and Townes and Schawlow [1955].
A large fraction of the molecules detected in the ISM are radicals or ions, which are pre-
dominantly short-lived under terrestrial conditions due to their high reactivity. However,
in space these species can exist for long times as “stable” species as a result of the low in-
terstellar densities and temperatures. Radicals and ions have been the object of extensive
laboratory study, that aims to record and analyze their rotational spectra in order to make
their identification in the ISM possible. The spectrum of a transient molecule with at least
one unpaired electron exhibits special spectral features known as the fine and hyperfine
structure; this will be discussed in detail in the following paragraphs along with some basic
theoretical aspects from rotational spectroscopy. In addition, we will introduce the main
experimental technique for producing reactive species as well as the spectral acquisition
method and the spectral analysis applied in this work.
1.5.1 The rigidly rotating molecule
The rotation of a molecule can be well approximated by the rotational motion of a rigid
rotor, in which the internuclear distance stays constant. The Hamilton operator Hˆrot that
describes the rotational energy of the molecule is then given by:
Jˆ2Ψ (ϑ, ϕ) = ~2J (J + 1) Ψ (ϑ, ϕ) ⇒ Hˆrot =
∣∣∣Jˆ2∣∣∣
2I
=
~2J (J + 1)
2I
. (1.36)
The angular momentum operator is expressed as Jˆ , the wavefunction is denoted with Ψ,
while J describes the rotational quantum number and I the moment of inertia with respect
to the rotating axis. In case of a linear molecule the rotation along the molecular axis is not
allowed, as the corresponding moment of inertia I is zero, and thus the rotational energy
would be infinitely large following Eq. 1.36. The above expression can be simplified by
introducing a new quantity known as the rotational constant, B, which is given as:
B =
~2
2hcI
[
cm−1
] ⇒ ErotJ
hc
= BJ (J + 1)
[
cm−1
]
. (1.37)
The rotational constant B is structure dependent as it is a function of I. A pure rotational
transition can take place only if the molecule has a permanent dipole moment, that will
couple with the electromagnetic field. The calculation of the transition moment intergral
(see Eq. 1.50) with consideration of the symmetries of the rotational wave functions leads
to the following selection rule for a rotational transition in a linear molecule:
∆J = ±1, (1.38)
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As a consequence, the resulting transition frequencies are equal to:
ν =
EJ+1 − EJ
hc
= 2B(J + 1). (1.39)
This means that the rotational spectrum of a linear molecule is a series of equidistant lines,
separated by 2B as shown in Fig. 1.7.
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Figure 1.7: Scheme of the rotational energy levels of a linear molecule, approximated as a
rigid rotor.
In case of a non-linear molecule there are three different rotor types based on their moments
of inertia Ia, Ib, Ic along the principal axes a, b and c, respectively:
• spherical top: Ic = Ib = Ia
• symmetric top (two out of three moments of inertia are equal to each other)
prolate: Ic = Ib > Ia
oblate: Ic > Ib = Ia
• asymmetric top: Ic > Ib > Ia
For a symmetric top the axis with the smallest or largest moment of inertia is referred to
as symmetry or figure axis. The rotation of the molecule around the symmetry axis by
an angle 2pi/n gives an unchanged distribution of atoms in space, and the molecule is said
to have an n-fold symmetric axis. In the following we will explore further the rotational
spectra of a symmetric and asymmetric top. The general expression for the zero-order
Hamiltonian is:
Hˆrot =
Jˆ2a
2Ia
+
Jˆ2b
2Ib
+
Jˆ2c
2Ic
. (1.40)
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If we consider an oblate symmetric top (Ic > Ib = Ia) and apply the relation Jˆ2 =
Jˆ2a + Jˆ
2
b + Jˆ
2
c , the Hamiltonian can be written as:
Hˆrot = (
1
2Ic
− 1
2Ib
)Jˆ2c +
Jˆ2
2Ib
. (1.41)
The operators (Jˆa, Jˆb, Jˆc) describe the components of the angular momentum with respect
to the molecule-fixed axes (abc). In analogy, we can define the operators (JˆX , JˆY , JˆZ) with
respect to the laboratory-fixed axes (XY Z). Since Hˆrot commutes with Jˆ2, Jˆc and JˆZ
we can choose a basis set of Ψ(θ, φ) = |Jkm〉, that contains eigenfunctions to all three
operators, (Jˆ2, Jˆc and JˆZ). This makes it possible to solve the Schrödinger Equation with
the Hamiltonian given in 1.41. With Jˆ2 |Jkm〉 = ~2J(J+1) |Jkm〉, Jˆc |Jkm〉 = ~Kc |Jkm〉
and JˆZ |Jkm〉 = ~M |Jkm〉, we obtain the following expression for the rotational energy
levels Eobrot(J,Kc) for an oblate symmetric top:
Eobrot(J,Kc) =
~2J(J + 1)
2Ib
+ (
~2
2Ic
− ~
2
2Ib
)K2c ≡ BJ(J + 1) + (C −B)K2c , (1.42)
with B and C being the rotational constants with respect to the axes b and c. The
quantity Kc describes the projection of the angular momentum J on the symmetry axis c
(with respect to the molecule-fixed coordinate system) with Kc = −J,−J + 1, ..., J − 1, J .
If Kc = 0 the energy levels are those of a linear molecule. Since the eigenvalue Eobrot(J,Kc)
depends on the square of Kc, the right-handed and left-handed rotation results to the
same energy. This indicates that every eigenstate is double degenerate, also known as K
degeneracy. In a similar way, one can determine the rotational energy levels of a prolate
symmetric top Eprorot (J,Ka):
Eprorot (J,Ka) =
~2J(J + 1)
2Ib
+ (
~2
2Ia
− ~
2
2Ib
)K2a ≡ BJ(J + 1) + (A−B)K2a , (1.43)
where A is the rotational constant with respect to the a principal axis. For a prolate
molecule the rotational energy increases (for a given J) with increasingK since (A−B) > 0,
while in case of an oblate top the energy decreases with K through (C −B) < 0.
Due to the geometry of a symmetric top, the electric dipole moment is aligned only
along the symmetry axis of the molecule. Since there is no component of the dipole moment
perpendicular to the symmetry axis, there is also no torque exerted along this axis due
to the electric field associated with radiation, meaning that the component of the angular
momentum along the figure axis is not changing during a transition. As a consequence,
the selection rule for the rotational transition within a symmetric top is ∆K = 0 together
with ∆J = 0,±1.
For an asymmetric top, the Hamiltonian cannot be further simplified as it was done
for the symmetric rotor in Eq. 1.41, since Ia 6= Ib 6= Ic, suggesting that there is no
analytical solution for the Schrödinger Equation. However, an approximation can be done
by expanding the rotational wavefunction of an asymmetric top in terms of the symmetric
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top eigenfunctions:
Ψrot,(J,m) =
J∑
k=−J
c
(J,m)
k |Jkm〉 (1.44)
The level of asymmetry is often given by the so-called Ray-parameter κ:
κ =
2B − A− C
A− C (1.45)
For κ = +1 we obtain the oblate limit (A = B), while κ = −1 stands for the prolate limit
(B = C). Plotting the energies of an asymmetric top as a function of B gives a correlation
diagramm, as depicted in Fig. 1.8. Every curve connects the prolate with the oblate limit,
indicating that any nearly-prolate asymmetric top correlates with a prolate symmetric top
level with a certain Ka value, and similarly, a nearly-oblate asymmetric top can be well
approximated by an oblate symmetric rotor with a defined value of Kc. It is also evident
from Fig. 1.8 that for a given J , there are 2J + 1 different energies. As a consequence,
two energy curves cannot cross, otherwise there would be just 2J energy levels, which is
not feasible. Due to this non-crossing rule, the highest energy of the prolate rotor, with
Ka = J , correlates with highest level of the oblate top with Kc = 0, while the lowest
energy of the prolate top Ka = 0 stands in correlation with the lowest energy of the oblate
rotor with Kc = J [Yamada and Winnerwisser, 2011]. Each rotational level is given by
Ka +Kc = J or Ka +Kc = J + 1.
In contrary to the symmetric top, an asymmetric top can show a dipole moment along
every principal axis (µa, µb and µc). Each non-vanishing dipole moment component will
result to its own set of selection rules for the pseudo quantum numbers Ka and Kc (see
Table 1.2):
Table 1.2: Selection rules for asymmetric top molecules.
Transition Dipole moment component ∆Ka a ∆Kc a
a-type µa 6= 0 0, (±2,±4, ...) ±1, (±3,±5, ...)
b-type µb 6= 0 ±1, (±3,±5, ...) ±1, (±3,±5, ...)
c-type µc 6= 0 ±1, (±3,±5, ...) 0, (±2,±4, ...)
a The transitions in the brackets are much weaker than the main ones.
The rotation of a molecule can cause the internuclear distance to increase due to cen-
trifugal forces, which generates additional energy terms in Eq. 1.42 and 1.43. The level of
centrifugal distortion within a molecule does not depend on whether the angular rotation
is clockwise or counterclockwise. Therefore, the change in rotational energy is a function
of only the even powers of angular momentum. For an asymmetric top the centrifugal
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Figure 1.8: Scheme of the energy levels of an asymmetric molecule, plotted for J = 5, with
the constant B varying continuously from C (prolate limit) to A (oblate limit) [Yamada
and Winnerwisser, 2011].
distortion can be included by expanding the rotational operator Jˆ in the following way:
Hˆ
(A)
rot = AJˆ
2
z +
1
2
(B + C)(Jˆ2 − Jˆ2z ) +
1
4
(B − C)(Jˆ2+ + Jˆ2−)
−∆J Jˆ4 −∆JK Jˆ2Jˆ2z −∆K Jˆ4z + ΦJJ6 + ΦJK Jˆ4Jˆ2z + ΦKJ Jˆ2Jˆ4z + ΦKJ6z
− 1
2
[δJ Jˆ
2 + δK Jˆ
2
z − φJ Jˆ4 − φJK Jˆ2Jˆ2z − φK Jˆ4z , (Jˆ+)2 + (Jˆ−)2]+ (1.46)
This expression is known as the Watson’s A-reduced Hamiltionian, proposed by Watson
[1977], where Jˆ± = Jˆx±iJˆy and [Aˆ, Bˆ]+ is the plus commutator AˆBˆ+BˆAˆ. The parameters
∆J ,∆JK ,∆K , δJ and δK are the so-called quartic centrifugal distortion constants, whereas
ΦJ ,ΦJK ,ΦKJ ,ΦK , φJ , φJK and φK are the sextic ones. For a more precise reproduction
of the energy levels, one can expand the rotational operator to even higher orders (octic,
decadic, and so on). There is another reduction of the Hamiltonian called S-reduction,
that is appropriate for describing the rotational energy and the centrifugal distortion of a
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nearly-prolate or nearly-oblate asymmetric top:
Hˆ
(S)
rot = AJˆ
2
z +
1
2
(B + C)(Jˆ2 − Jˆ2z ) +
1
4
(B − C)(Jˆ2+ + Jˆ2−)
−DJ Jˆ4 −DJK Jˆ2Jˆ2z −DK Jˆ4z +HJJ6 +HJK Jˆ4Jˆ2z +HKJ Jˆ2Jˆ4z +HKJ6z
+ (d1Jˆ
2 + h1Jˆ
4)(Jˆ2+ + Jˆ
2
−) + (d2 + h2Jˆ
2)(Jˆ4+ + Jˆ
4
−) + h3(Jˆ
6
+ + Jˆ
6
−). (1.47)
Here, the quartic centrifugal distortion parameters are given by DJ , DK , DJK , d1 and d2,
while the sextic order is expressed through the constants HJ , HJK , HKJ , HK , h1, h2 and
h3. According to Watson [1977], the A- and S-reduction give similar results, however, the
constants mentioned above tend to be more strongly correlated in case of the A-reduced
form.
1.5.2 Line width and line intensity
A spectral line is never a perfect monochromatic line but shows a certain width around
the center frequency due to three main physical processes. The natural linewidth results
from the limited lifetime of a specific energy level and the associated energy uncertainty
(Heisenberg’s uncertaintly principle, ∆E ·∆τ ≥ ~). Another type of line broadening is the
so-called Doppler broadening. Due to the thermal motion of gas species, each molecule
absorbs and emits radiation at frequencies slightly shifted from the actual transition fre-
quency because of the resulting Doppler effect. Assuming a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity
distribution, the Doppler broadening ∆νD is described by
∆νD = 7.1 · 10−7
√
T
M
ν0, (1.48)
where ν0 is the transition frequency, T is the temperature in Kelvin and M is the mass
of the molecule in atomic mass units (amu). For example, at a frequency of 300 GHz
and room temperature, the Doppler broadening of a molecule with a mass of 37 amu is
∆νD = 0.6 MHz. This would require a spectrometer with a spectral resolution of R = ∆νν0 ∼
10−6. Pressure broadening on the other hand, is significant especially at high pressures
and it arises mostly from collisions between molecules. Such a collision can interrupt
the absorption or emission process of a molecule, and thus shorten the lifetime of the
corresponding energy level. This creates an even larger uncertainty in the associated energy
and in turn a larger line width. The pressure broadening ∆νP is expressed as
∆νP =
√
8σ√
MkBTpi
· p, (1.49)
with σ as the cross section between two colliding molecules.
The line intensity is determined by the product of the transition probability Pul and
the population difference ∆p between a lower and an upper energy state. The intrinsic
probability Pul is estimated via
Pul = |〈ψu| µˆ |ψl〉|2, (1.50)
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where ψu, ψl are the corresponding rotational wavefunctions and µˆ is the dipole moment
operator. This shows that the presence of a permanent dipole moment is required in
order for a rotational transition to take place. The population pu of a given state u at a
temperature T is described by the Boltzmann distribution, as already shown in Eq. 1.25.
The application of the Boltzmann distribution is justified when a (local) thermodynamic
equilibrium is given (see Section 1.4.1).
1.5.3 Fine and hyperfine structures
A radical is a molecule that has one or more unpaired electrons, which leads to addi-
tional splittings in its rotational spectrum, known as fine and hyperfine structures. The
fine structure results from the coupling of the electron spin angular momentum Sˆ with
the electron orbital angular momentum Lˆ and the molecular rotation. Furthermore, if a
molecule contains at least one nucleus with a nonzero nuclear spin, the nuclear spin angu-
lar momentum Iˆ couples with Sˆ and/or Lˆ leading to the formation of magnetic hyperfine
structures. In the following paragraphs we will explore further the details of the fine and
hyperfine structure.
The electron spin angular momentum Sˆ has the eigenvalues S = 0, 1/2, 1, ... that deter-
mine if the electronic state is a singlet, doublet, triplet state and so on. The electron orbital
angular momentum Lˆ is not well determined (Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle), but its
projection on the molecular axis Lˆz is well defined and conserved with the eigenvalue Λ.
Depending on Λ = 0,±1,±2,±3, ... the molecular state can be specified as Σ,Π,∆,Φ, ...,
respectively. A common notation for a full description of the molecular state is 2S+1Λsym,
with sym = u, g. The letters u and g stand for the symmetry of a molecular state towards
a center of inversion. The electronic state can be additionally characterized with a + or −,
that determines the symmetry with respect to a reflection towards a plane containing the
internuclear axis. There are two main cases of angular momentum coupling that are known
as Hund’s case (a) and (b). In Hund’s case (a) the orbital and spin angular momentum are
both strongly coupled with the molecular axis, so that their projections Lˆz, Sˆz and their
eigenvalues Λ and Σ are well defined. Thus, along the molecular axis there is an angular
momentum Ωˆ with the eigenvalue Ω = Λ + Σ. Finally, the angular momentum caused by
the rotation of the molecule Rˆ couples with Ωˆ, that leads to the total angular momentum
Jˆ . In Hund’s case (b) on the other hand, the electron spin is not strongly coupled to the
molecular axis because of the weak spin-orbit interaction, so that Σ is no longer defined.
Consequently, the rotational angular momentum interacts with Lˆz to generate Nˆ , which
in turn adds to Sˆ, to form the total angular momentum Jˆ :
Jˆ = Nˆ + Sˆ (1.51)
Thus, the quantum number J can take following values: J = N +S,N +S−1, ..., |N − S|.
Fig. 1.9 illustrates the main coupling shemes for Hund’s case (a) and (b). For the Hund’s
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case (b) one can define the spin-rotation Hamiltonian as:
HˆSR = (1/2)
∑
α,β
α,β(NˆαSˆβ + SˆβNˆα), (1.52)
where α,β denotes the spin-rotation tensor and α, β run separately over the molecule-fixed
coordinates a, b and c. In analogy to the A- and S-reduced rotational Hamiltonian shown
in Eq. 1.46 and Eq. 1.47, one can introduce the quartic spin-rotation Hamiltonian, or in
other words, the centrifugal distortion of the spin-rotation interaction [Brown and Sears,
1979]. In this case, the corresponding S-reduction is given by:
Hˆ
(4)
SR = D
S
NNˆ
2(Nˆ Sˆ) +
1
2
DSNK(Nˆ
2NˆzSˆz + NˆzSˆzNˆ
2) +DSKNNˆ
2
z (Nˆ Sˆ) + Dˆ
S
KNˆ
3
z Sˆz
+dS1 (Nˆ
2
+ + Nˆ
2
−)(Nˆ Sˆ) + d
S
2 (Nˆ
3
+Sˆ+Nˆ
3
−Sˆ−). (1.53)
The six constants listed above (from DSN to dS2 ) are analogous to the quartic centrifugal
distortion parameters applied for the S-reduced rotational Hamiltionian (see Eq. 1.47).
Another fine structure interaction is the so-called spin-spin coupling, which occurs only
for molecules with more than one unpaired electron. Here, the dipole-dipole interaction
between the different electron spins is generating an additional perturbation to the energy
given as:
HˆSS = λ
2
3
(3Sˆ2z − Sˆ2). (1.54)
Hund's case (a) Hund's case (b)
Figure 1.9: Vector diagramms of the two cases of angular momentum coupling in a radical
with the nuclei A,B and a molecular axis expressed as eaxis [Yamada and Winnerwisser,
2011].
The most important hyperfine interaction for open-shell molecules is the magnetic coupling
between the unpaired electron and nuclear spins within the molecule. In particular, the
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nuclear angular momentum Iˆ couples with the total angular momentum Jˆ , leading to a
further splitting of the energy levels into the hyperfine structure, described as Fˆ :
Fˆ = Jˆ + Iˆ (1.55)
The magnetic hyperfine interactions can be summarized as:
HˆHF = a(Iˆ · Lˆ) + bF (Iˆ · Sˆ) + c(IˆzSˆz − Iˆ · Sˆ/3), (1.56)
where the first term describes the nuclear spin-orbit coupling, the second term, known as
the Fermi-contact interaction, stands for the coupling between the electron and nucleus
spin, and finally, the third term describes the contribution of the electron spin and nucleus
spin dipole-dipole interaction. In addition, there is the nucleus spin-rotation interaction,
which is analogous to the electron spin-rotation coupling:
HˆNSR = (1/2)
∑
α,β
Cα,β(NˆαIˆβ + IˆβNˆα). (1.57)
Apart from the magnetic hyperfine interaction there is also the electrostatic coupling be-
tween the quadrupole field of a nucleus (spin larger than 1/2) and the electric field generated
by the surrounding electrons. This type of interaction can be essential to both open-shell
and closed-shell molecules and the corresponding Hamiltonian is given by following expres-
sion:
HˆQ =
1
2
eQqJ
[
3(Iˆ · Jˆ)2 + 3
2
Iˆ · Jˆ − Iˆ2Jˆ2]/[I(2I − 1)J(2J − 1)
]
, (1.58)
where eQ stands for the nuclear quadrupol field and qJ =
(
∂2V
∂z2J
)
is the electric field gradi-
ent caused by the surrounding electrons, indicative of the asymmetric charge distribution
around the nucleus.
1.5.4 The Renner-Teller effect
In a degenerate electronic state (Λ > 0) of a linear molecule, the vibrational angular
momentum, which is induced by a degenerate bending vibrational mode is coupled with
the electronic angular momentum, leading to additional splitting of the electronic state.
In particular, the projection of the vibrational angular momentum on the molecular axis
denoted with l couples with Λ and leads to the vibronic angular momentum K given
by K = |±Λ± l|. This way the degeneracy is removed and the vibrational potential
function is split into two parts, that collapse with each other when the molecule is in a
linear configuration. In fact, this type of vibronic coupling is seen also in our work within
the investigated radical HCCO (ketenyl), in which the hydrogen nucleus is bent away
from the nearly linear backbone CCO. As a consequence, the electronic state 2Πu is split
into two further states that are stabilized in a non-linear (2A′, ground state) and linear
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configuration (2A′′, excited state), that lie energetically close to each other (∼ 1700 K), and
thus permitting HCCO to easily overcome the barrier between bent and linear state (quasi-
linearity). More details on the Renner-Teller Effect and the resulting energy perturbation
towards HCCO can be found in Chapter 3.
1.5.5 DC-discharge
The challenge of studying unstable species such as radicals and ions in the laboratory is
their production and stabilization under extreme physical conditions. One of the most
common ways of generating transient molecules in the laboratory is the application of an
electric gas discharge. The basic concept of electric gas discharges is the ignition of a
plasma formed when electric current passes through a gas. Technically this is achieved
by using two electrodes, one at each end of the absorption gas cell, and applying a high
voltage of several hundreds of volts. Within this plasma, processes like ionization and bond
breaking of the mixed gas-components can initialize further chemical reactions that lead
to the formation of the desired radical or ion. In this work in particular we implement a
low-pressure Direct Current (DC) discharge (application of a DC voltage). Depending on
the flowing current, there are three main types of DC discharge that are illustrated in Fig.
1.11: the Townsend dark, the glow and the arc discharge.
Figure 1.10: Depiction of the main discharge regimes upon gradual reduction of the circuit’s
resistance [Piel, 2010].
As an example, we start with a high voltage of 600 V combined with a resistor connected
in series with a value of 1 MΩ. The electrons already present in the probing gas will
accelerate in the electric field and eventually collide with other species, so that additional
electrons will be emitted via ionization. This regime is known as the Townsend dark
discharge, in which the resulting discharge current equals a few µA. If we decrease the
resistance in the circuit, the current increases and a so-called sub-normal glow develops that
covers partially the cathode surface. The increase in current is caused by positive ions that
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upon impact with the cathode release secondary electrons, raising the flowing current up to
the mA-regime. This mode shows a lower discharge voltage that is approximately constant
over I ≈ (0.1 − 10) mA, till the glow has completely covered the cathode. At this point
we have reached the normal glow discharge, which shows several glowing regions within
the absorption cell. A further reduction of the resistance will raise again the discharge
current, forming the anomalous glow discharge, followed finally by the arc discharge, that
will cause the current to increase up to several Amperes. Here, the electrons leave the
heated cathode via thermionic or field emission [Piel, 2010].
In the present thesis we produce our unstable species of interest within a glow discharge.
This type of discharge will show alternating luminous and dark spaces as a result of the
charge and energy distribution within the plasma (see Fig. 1.11). Starting from the
cathode, the first region to find is the so-called Aston dark space. Here, the secondary
electrons that were emitted through the impact of positive ions with the cathode are still
low in energy and cannot excite or ionize other species. However, thanks to the applied
electric field, these electrons will gain enough energy and consequently excite other species.
These excited molecules and/or atoms eventually return to their ground electronic state
by emitting light, making this region glow (thus the name cathode glow). After having
obtained even higher energies the flowing electrons will mostly ionize instead of exciting
other species. This results into the cathode dark space, where a large number of electrons is
emitted but not any additional light. The large electron density is followed by an increased
recombination of electrons with cations, forming the most luminous region of the discharge
called the negative glow. This regime shows a weak electric field, but is one of the main
sources of ions due to the high electron density. The cathodic part ends in the Faraday
Dark Space, where the electrons slow down (due to collisions) and gradually lose their
energy. The anodic part consists mainly of the positive column and a transition regime
to the anode (anode glow and anode dark space). Even though the positive column shows
a lower electron density than the negative glow, it leads to an effective ion production,
as it occupies the largest part of the cell. In this thesis however, we are increasing the
length of the electron-rich negative glow, by applying a longitudinal magnetic field, as it
was done in [De Lucia et al., 1983]. This study showed that the magnetic field confines the
ionizing electrons into a narrow beam, which in turn considerably increases the positive
ion production, with an enhanced ion signal intensity of up to two orders of magnitude.
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Figure 1.11: (a) Regions of the DC glow discharge. The negative glow and the positive
column are the main sources of ion production. (b) Distribution of the electric potential Φ
and the axial electric field E within a glow discharge. The largest drop in voltage is seen
towards the cathodic part. The negative glow shows very low fields (nearly zero), while
the positive column shows a higher and nearly-constant electric field [Piel, 2010].
1.5.6 Spectral acquisition method
The spectroscopic method we apply for recording the absorption spectra of our investigated
species is the frequency modulation, which can be expressed as
ω = ω0 + a · cos (Ωt), (1.59)
where ω0 is the carrier frequency, Ω is the modulation frequency, a is the modulation width
and ω is the frequency of the resulting modulated signal. The quantity a describes the
change in the carrier frequency ω0 through the modulation. For example, if ω0 = 100
kHz and a = 40 kHz, the frequency of the carrier signal will change between 60 and 140
kHz. The pace of this frequency change is given by the modulation frequency Ω. The
corresponding absorbing intensity is described by [Demtröder, 2010]:
Iabs(ω) = Iabs(ω0 + a · cos (Ωt)). (1.60)
Following Eq. 1.60, a Taylor expansion of Iabs(ω) at ω0 is then given by:
Iabs(ω) = Iabs(ω0) +
∞∑
n=1
an
n!
cosn (Ωt)(
dnIabs(ω)
dωn
)ω0 . (1.61)
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According to the Lambert-Beer-Law, the absorbing intensity Iabs depends on the absorption
coefficient α(ω) through:
Iabs(ω) = I0[1− exp(−α(ω) ·N · L)] ≈ I0 · α(ω) ·N · L, (1.62)
with I0 being the incoming intensity, L the length of the absorption cell and N the concen-
tration of the absorbing molecules. This means, that the nth-derivative of the absorbing
intensity Iabs is equal to:
(
dnIabs(ω)
dωn
)ω0 = I0NL(
dnα(ω)
dωn
)ω0 . (1.63)
If we include Eq. 1.63 in Eq. 1.61, the intensity of the modulated signal can be expressed
as [Demtröder, 2010]:
Iabs(ω) = Iabs(ω0) + I0NL
∞∑
n=1
an
n!
cosn (Ωt)(
dnα(ω)
dωn
)ω0 . (1.64)
This can be approximated as:
Iabs(ω) = Iabs(ω0)
+aI0NL(
d1α(ω)
dω1
)ω0 cos (Ωt)
+
a2
2
I0NL(
d2α(ω)
dω2
)ω0 cos (2Ωt)
+
a3
6
I0NL(
d3α(ω)
dω3
)ω0 cos (3Ωt) + ... (1.65)
The first term describes the intensity of the non-modulated signal. The remaining terms
oscillate with the single, double and triple modulation frequency Ω and correspond to the
first, second and third derivation of the absorption spectrum. In other words, the frequency
modulation is creating infinitely many harmonics of the modulation frequency (Ω, 2Ω, 3Ω,
4Ω, etc.), that can be individually selected and amplified.
The so-called demodulation of the signal involves multiplying (mixing) the detected
(modulated) signal with a reference signal whose frequency is either equal to or a multiple
of the modulation frequency (depending on which component we want to obtain). In the
following we show as an example the first-order demodulation. Here, the modulated signal
Iabs is multiplied with Iref = cos (Ωt+ φ):
Iabs(ω) · Iref = [Iabs(ω0) + aI0NL(d
1α(ω)
dω1
)ω0 cos (Ωt) + ...] · cos (Ωt+ φ)
= Iabs(ω0) · cos (Ωt+ φ) + aI0NL(d
1α(ω)
dω1
)ω0 · cos (Ωt) · cos (Ωt+ φ) + ... (1.66)
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The different pathways for the detected and reference signal result to a phase shift φ
between the two. If we apply the trigonometric relation cos a · cos b = 1
2
cos (a+ b) +
1
2
cos (a− b) on the second term of Eq. 1.66 we obtain the following expression:
Iabs(ω) · Iref = Iabs(ω0) · cos (Ωt+ φ)
+
1
2
aI0NL(
d1α(ω)
dω1
)ω0 · cos (2Ωt+ φ)
+
1
2
aI0NL(
d1α(ω)
dω1
)ω0 · cos (φ) + ... (1.67)
The output signal Iabs(ω) · Iref is then passing through a low-pass filter, that filters out all
the high-frequency components except for the following term [Demtröder, 2010]:
Iabs(ω) · Iref = aI0NL(d
1α(ω)
dω1
)ω0 · cos (φ). (1.68)
This means that the final outcome is a DC-signal, that corresponds to the first derivative
of the absorption line and is proportional to the phase shift φ between Iabs(ω) and Iref .
This kind of modulation is also called 1f modulation. Similarly, for a 2f modulation the
reference signal oscillates with twice the modulation frequency, and the resulting signal
contains the second derivative of the absorption spectrum. The 1f modulation is removing
constant baselines, while the 2f modulation also removes baselines that increase or decrease
linearly in time. In general, the main advantage of the modulation technique is the fact
that most noise contribution that is also mixed with the reference signal, is in the end being
filtered out, leading to very sensitive, low-noise spectra. In addition, typical flicker noise
or 1/f noise in electronic devices is substantially reduced when the modulation frequency
is large enough.
The demodulation process as well as the application of the low-pass filter is done by the
so-called lock-in amplifier. The low-pass filter is integrating the mixed signal Iabs(ω) · Iref
over several micro- or milliseconds, in order to clear away all the noise features. Hence, the
higher the time constant of the filter, the lower the noise. The phase shift φ between the
two mixing signals can be adjusted in a way that the resulting output signal has maximum
intensity.
1.5.7 Spectral analysis
In this thesis we perform rotational spectroscopy in the (sub)mm range on the radical
HCCO and its deuterated counterpart DCCO as well as the protonated species HSCO+.
Both species are produced within a DC gas discharge and studied in a high-vacuum envi-
ronment that is additionaly cooled down through liquid nitrogen or via the production of a
cold molecular beam (see Chapter 3 and 4). That way, we reduce the line broadening and
stabilize the reactive species within the cell. After collecting the molecular line frequen-
cies in the lab, we apply the proper rotational Hamiltonian, in order to assign quantum
states to the measured lines. The most common program for this purpose is SPFIT that
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was developed by Herbert M. Pickett and is fitting experimental data with a specific set
of rotational constants. The main output file of this fitting routine gives all the needed
information concerning the fit:
• the updated rotational constants and their uncertainties for every iteration as well
as the variation of each constant with respect to the previous iteration.
• a list of the experimental frequencies and the assumed experimental uncertainty along
with the assigned quantum numbers.
• the predicted frequencies calculated by the last set of rotational parameters and the
residual between measured and calculated frequency.
• a global weighted σrms, which is a measure for the “goodness” of the fit and is defined
as:
σrms =
√∑
i(
δi
err
)2
N
, (1.69)
where δ are the residuals weighted by the given experimental uncertainty “err” and
N is the total number of transitions applied in the fit.
• a correlation matrix for each iteration, that describes how strongly correlated two
certain rotational parameters are.
Finally, the SPCAT program is producing a catalogue file that includes the entire
molecular line spectrum based on the parameters derived from the fitting software SPFIT.
1.6 This thesis
The next chapters will present in detail my scientific results from the astronomical observa-
tions, laboratory measurements and theoretical modeling that were performed within the
framework of this thesis. A short summary on the content of each chapter is given below:
In Chapter 2 I study the deuteration level of c-C3H2 within starless, pre-stellar and
protostellar cores in the Taurus and Perseus Complexes. In particular, I examine how the
deuteration level, given by the column density ratio N(c-C3HD)/N(c-C3H2), correlates
with important evolutionary indicators, like the dust temperature, the H2 column density
and the CO depletion factor. I will show that the deuterium fraction of c-C3H2 is for all
the observed sources consistent with ∼ 10% within error bars and comparable to that of
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N2H
+. However, the highest deuteration level is found towards the youngest protostar
HH211. This suggests additional deuteration processes of c-C3H2 taking place on dust
grains during the pre-stellar core phase.
In Chapter 3 I describe our laboratory measurements on ketenyl (HCCO) and its
deuterated counterpart DCCO in the millimeter and submillimeter range, that were per-
formed with our frequency modulation absorption spectrometer (CAS Absorption Cell,
CASAC). Here I will show that the new recorded rotational lines of each isotopologue
considerably improves the spectral fit, which results to highly accurate rest-frequencies for
both HCCO and DCCO in the (sub)mm range. A detection of HCCO towards the prestel-
lar core L1544 shows that ketenyl peaks towards the region where c-C3H2 peaks, indicating
that a hydrocarbon-based chemistry leads to an effective HCCO formation. This agrees
well with our results from our gas-grain chemical model.
In Chapter 4 I present the technical realization of our new Supersonic Jet Experiment.
This set up allows the production of a cold molecular beam through a supersonic, adiabatic
expansion of a gas sample into a high-vacuum chamber. The low temperatures (∼ 5−10 K)
and densities within the jet stabilize reactive species (like radicals and ions) and make them
available from spectroscopic studies. Our first measurements were performed on the pro-
tonated species HSCO+ between 274 and 373 GHz. The new measured lines result to a
highly precise spectral analysis, thus allowing future astronomical observations of the yet
non-detected HSCO+ in the (sub)mm range.
InChapter 5 I study the interstellar phosphorus chemistry towards diffuse and translu-
cent clouds. Detections of the species HNC, CN, C34S and 13CO towards diffuse/translucent
clouds along the line of sight to the strong quasar B0355+508 gave us new physical con-
straints for the observed sources. Based on these constraints I make reliable predictions
for the abundances of P-bearing molecules. I will show that parameters such as the visual
extinction AV and the cosmic-ray ionization rate ζ(CR) dramatically affect the abundances
of all P-bearing species, indicating that P-chemistry leads to detectable amounts of molec-
ular species towards the more shielded and denser translucent clouds.
In Chapter 6 I give a summary of the main results produced by the present thesis as
well as an outlook concerning future observations and lab measurements.
Chapter 2
A study of the c-C3HD/c-C3H2 ratio in
low-mass star forming regions
The content of this chapter was published in the The Astrophysical Journal.
Credit: Chantzos et al., ApJ, 863, 126, 2018, reproduced with permission ©AAS.
2.1 Abstract
We use the deuteration of c-C3H2 to probe the physical parameters of starless and pro-
tostellar cores, related to their evolutionary states, and compare it to the N2H+-deuteration
in order to study possible differences between the deuteration of C- and N-bearing species.
We observed the main species c-C3H2, the singly and doubly deuterated species c-C3HD
and c-C3D2, as well as the isotopologue c-H13CC2H toward 10 starless cores and 5 pro-
tostars in the Taurus and Perseus Complexes. We examined the correlation between the
N(c-C3HD)/N(c-C3H2) ratio and the dust temperature along with the H2 column density
and the CO depletion factor. The resulting N(c-C3HD)/N(c-C3H2) ratio is within the er-
ror bars consistent with 10% in all starless cores with detected c-C3HD. This also accounts
for the protostars except for the source HH211, where we measure a high deuteration level
of 23%. The deuteration of N2H+ follows the same trend but is considerably higher in the
dynamically evolved core L1544. We find no significant correlation between the deutera-
tion of c-C3H2 and the CO depletion factor among the starless and the protostellar cores.
Toward the protostellar cores the coolest objects show the largest deuterium fraction in
c-C3H2. We show that the deuteration of c-C3H2 can trace the early phases of star forma-
tion and is comparable to that of N2H+. However, the largest c-C3H2 deuteration level is
found toward protostellar cores, suggesting that while c-C3H2 is mainly frozen onto dust
grains in the central regions of starless cores, active deuteration is taking place on ice.
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2.2 Introduction
During the early stages of star formation, self-gravitating starless cores begin to contract
(nH > 104 cm−3) and to cool down to a few Kelvin (T < 10 K). Under these conditions, the
deuteration of molecules is considerably increasing. H2D+ is the main deuterium provider
for most molecules in dense cores and is formed from the following deuteron-proton reaction
[Millar et al., 1989]:
H+3 + HD
 H2D+ + H2 + 230 K. (2.1)
This reaction is exothermic and proceeds mostly in the forward direction at tempera-
tures lower than 30 K, increasing the abundance of H2D+. The abundance of H2D+ also
depends on the ortho-to-para-H2 ratio. The backward direction of reaction 2.1 is endother-
mic if the reactants H2D+ and H2 are mostly in the para form [Pagani et al., 1992]. An
important process in these environments is the freeze-out of molecules onto dust grains.
Previous studies have shown that CO depletes heavily toward the center of cores [Willacy
et al., 1998, Caselli et al., 1999, Bacmann et al., 2003, Crapsi et al., 2005, Pagani et al.,
2007]. Since CO destroys H+3 and H2D+, its depletion from the gas phase leads to a further
enhancement of the total deuteration level [Dalgarno and Lepp, 1984]. As the starless
core continues to contract, it eventually becomes a pre-stellar core, defined as being a
self-gravitating core [Ward-Thompson et al., 1999] with signs of contraction motions and
high levels of CO freeze-out and deuteration [Crapsi et al., 2005]. Pre-stellar cores are a
sub-sample of starless cores, i.e. the most dynamically evolved and destined to form one
or more protostars. Once the protostar is formed, the central regions of the contracting
core warm up and the whole core starts to become affected by the outflow driven by the
young stellar object. This causes CO to desorb and also increases the backward rate of
reaction 2.1, leading finally to a decrease of the total deuteration degree. In summary, the
increase and decrease of molecular deuteration is sensitive to the evolutionary stage in the
star formation process and is an excellent tool to trace the early stages of star formation.
Species that can be used as evolutionary tracers of high-density and low-temperature
gas must have the possibility of deuteration and should be abundant in space. One molecule
that has been proven to be a very good evolutionary tracer is diazenylium, N2H+ [Crapsi
et al., 2005, Emprechtinger et al., 2009, Friesen et al., 2013, Punanova et al., 2016]. It has
been shown that the deuteration of N2H+ correlates tightly with important evolutionary
indicators, such as the dust temperature, the CO depletion factor and the central column
density of H2. In addition, the emission maps of N2H+ strongly follow the dust emission
maps, indicating that N2H+ is less depleted than C-bearing molecules at higher densities
[Bergin et al., 2001, Tafalla et al., 2002]. This makes N2H+ a very good tracer of the
deuteration level in central regions of dense cores. The resistance of N2H+ to depletion has
been ascribed by previous studies [Flower et al., 2006, Le Gal et al., 2014] to the fact that
nitrogen in the ISM is mainly in atomic form, and N atoms could stay in the gas phase
longer because of their lower sticking probabilities and the slow process which transforms
N into N2.
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Following the detection of c-C3H2 in the laboratory [Thaddeus et al., 1985], a number of
U-lines observed by Thaddeus et al. [1981] were able to be identified as c-C3H2 transitions.
After its first detection, cyclopropenylidene has been observed in various sources, like cold
dark clouds, diffuse clouds, circumstellar envelopes, planetary nebulae etc. [e.g. Benson
et al., 1998, Spezzano et al., 2013, and references therein]. Due to the high abundance
of the normal species, also the singly deuterated species c-C3HD and the isotopologue c-
H13CC2H have been observed in various sources in the past 30 years. For example, c-C3HD
was detected toward L1498 [Bell et al., 1988], TMC-1C and L1544 [Spezzano et al., 2013]
as well as TMC-1 [Turner, 2001] in the Taurus Molecular Cloud.
After the first laboratory measurement of the doubly deuterated species by Spezzano
et al. [2012], c-C3D2 was detected in the ISM for the first time toward the starless cores
TMC-1C and L1544 with a high signal-to-noise-ratio [Spezzano et al., 2013]. The observed
single and double deuteration in these two sources could be reproduced by a chemical
model including only gas-phase reactions [Aikawa et al., 2012]. The possibility of double
deuteration and its gas-phase chemistry makes c-C3H2 a useful probe for the deuteration
processes taking place only in the gas phase. A study of the c-C3H2-deuteration as an
evolutionary indicator will give complementary information to the deuteration of N2H+,
and reveal possible differences between the deuteration of C- and N-bearing species in the
gas phase. In fact, unlike N2H+, c-C3H2 is believed to be an early-type molecule [Herbst
and Leung, 1989] in terms of cloud evolution and can therefore trace the early stages of star
formation; in particular, in L1544, c-C3H2 preferentially traces the side of the core more
exposed to the interstellar radiation field, where the chemistry is continually rejuvenated
by the photodissociation of CO [Spezzano et al., 2016]. However, c-C3H2 is also affected
by freeze-out or chemical depletion, as it does not trace the central regions of starless cores
[e.g. Spezzano et al., 2017]. It is therefore important to compare the deuteration of this
molecule in starless and protostellar cores, in order to investigate the level of deuteration in
different stages of low-mass star formation. This can give us insights on possible deuteration
processes taking place on grain surfaces during the cold and dense phases just before the
switch-on of the protostar.
In this work we present single pointing observations of c-C3H2, the singly and doubly
deuterated species, c-C3HD and c-C3D2, as well as the isotopologue c-H13CC2H toward 10
starless cores and 5 protostars in the Taurus and Perseus Molecular Cloud Complexes. In
Section 2.3 we summarize the details concerning the observations. Section 5.4 describes
the calculation of the single and double deuteration of c-C3H2 as well as the comparison
between the deuterium fraction of N2H+ and c-C3H2. In Section 5.4 we also describe the
correlation between the deuteration level of c-C3H2 and important evolutionary indicators
(dust temperature, CO depletion level and central column density of H2). The conclusions
are summarized in Section 2.5.
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2.3 Observations
The observations were done at the IRAM 30m telescope located at Pico Veleta (Spain)
toward 10 starless cores and 5 protostellar cores in Taurus and Perseus. A summary of
the observed objects, their coordinates and their distances is reported in Table 2.1. These
sources lie all in our Galactic vicinity and represent different stages of star formation, from
starless cores, to more evolved pre-stellar cores and young Class 0 protostars. Previous
observations of these sources showed a significant deuteration of N2H+ which correlates
with evolutionary indicators, such as the dust temperature, the CO depletion and central
column density of H2 [Crapsi et al., 2005, Emprechtinger et al., 2009]. A special case in
our sample of sources is L1521F. Even though some studies [Crapsi et al., 2005] describe
this source as an evolved pre-stellar core, successive work [Bourke et al., 2006, Takahashi
et al., 2013] has proven that L1521F shows an infrared source and a compact continuum
millimeter emission which indicates the existence of a protostar. The detection of a small
outflow and a low bolometric luminosity (0.034-0.07 L) suggests that this source is a
so-called Very Low Luminosity Object (hereafter VeLLO) which could be a very young
protostellar source or a protostar at its minimum of activity, if episodic accretion is at
work [e.g. Visser et al., 2015].
The observations were carried out with the EMIR receiver using the E090 configuration
(3mm atmospheric window). Each sub-band covered a frequency range of 1.8 GHz, leading
to a total spectral coverage of 7.2 GHz. All four EMIR sub-bands were connected to the
Fast Fourier Transform Spectrometer with a frequency resolution of 50 kHz. Frequency
switching was performed with a frequency throw of ±3.9 MHz. Telescope pointing was
checked every 2 hr on Mercury and was accurate to 3′′-4′′. The intensity of the obtained
spectra was given in antenna temperature units, T ∗A. The antenna temperature T ∗A was
converted to the main beam temperature Tmb by using the relation Tmb = FeffBeff · T ∗A.
In both samples we observed the main isotopologue c-C3H2, the singly and doubly
deuterated species c-C3HD and c-C3D2 as well as the isotopologue c-H13CC2H with one
13C being off the principal axis of the molecule. Table 3.1 summarizes the observed species,
the spectroscopic parameters and telescope settings at the corresponding frequencies: Eup
describes the upper state energy and Aul is the Einstein coefficient of the corresponding
transition. The upper state degeneracy is given by gu. The parameters Beff and θMB
describe the main beam efficiency and the main beam size of the telescope at a given
frequency, respectively. The system temperature Tsys is given in K. The forward efficiency,
Feff , is in the observing frequency range equal to 95%.
2.4 Results
In the Appendix A (Figures A.1- A.16) we show the observed spectra toward all sources.
The 32,2−31,3 transition of c-C3H2 at 84.727 GHz was detected in all starless and pre-stellar
cores except for L1400K, L1517B and L1512. The same line of c-C3H2 was also detected in
all protostars except for L1448IRS2. The c-C3HD (30,3− 21,2) and c-H13CC2H (21,2− 10,1)
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Table 2.1: Observed sources with their corresponding coordinates and estimated distances.
Here we also include the well studied objects L1544 and IRAS16293-2422.
Source Object R.A Decl. Distance References a
J2000.0 J2000.0 (pc)
L1495 starless core 04 14 08.2 +28 08 16 140 2
L1495B starless core 04 18 05.1 +28 22 22 140 1
L1495AN starless core 04 18 31.8 +28 27 30 140 1
L1495AS starless core 04 18 41.8 +28 23 50 140 1
L1400K starless core 04 30 52.1 +54 51 55 140 2
L1400A starless core 04 30 56.8 +54 52 36 140 1
CB23 starless core 04 43 27.7 +29 39 11 140 1
L1517B starless core 04 55 18.8 +30 38 04 140 1
L1512 starless core 05 04 09.7 +32 43 09 140 1
TMC2 pre-stellar core b 04 32 48.7 +24 25 12 140 1
L1544 pre-stellar core b 05 04 17.2 +25 10 43 140 3
L1521F protostellar core 04 28 39.8 +26 51 35 140 1
Per 5 protostellar core 03 29 51.6 +31 39 03 220 4
IRAS03282 protostellar core 03 31 21.0 +30 45 30 220 4
HH211 protostellar core 03 43 56.8 +32 00 50 220 4
L1448IRS2 protostellar core 03 25 22.4 +30 45 12 220 4
IRAS16293 protostellar core 16 32 22.6 -24 28 33 120 5
a (1) Lee et al. [2001]; (2) Tafalla et al. [2002]; (3) Ward-Thompson et al. [1999]; (4)
Cernis [1990]; (5) Caux et al. [2011].
b The definition of a pre-stellar core is based on the work of Crapsi et al. [2005].
emission was detected in all starless, pre-stellar and protostellar cores with a very high S/N;
the strongest lines have a S/N ratio of 25 and 40, respectively. The 31,3− 20,2 transition of
c-C3D2 at 97.761 GHz was found at a high S/N level (the strongest line was detected at a
27σ level) in the following starless and pre-stellar cores: L1495AN, L1512, L1517B, TMC2
and L1544. In case of the protostellar cores, c-C3D2 was detected in four sources: Per5,
HH211, L1521F and IRAS16293-2422 with S/N levels ranging from 7.8 to 13.5.
2.4.1 Calculation of the column densities and the deuteration level
The data reduction and analysis was done using the GILDAS1 software [Pety, 2005]. In
order to substract the baseline caused mainly by the frequency switching mode, high-order
1http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS
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Table 2.2: Transition parameters of the observed species and telescope settings.
Species Transitions Frequency Ref. a Eup Aul gu Beff θMB Tsys
JKa,Kc (GHz) (K) (10
−5s−1) (%) (′′) (K)
c-C3H2 32,2 − 31,3 84.727 1 16.14 1.04 7 81 29 80-120
c-C3HD 30,3 − 21,2 104.187 2 10.85 3.95 21 79 25 90-151
c-C3HD 21,1 − 11,0 95.994 2 7.56 0.45 15 80 27 99-114
c-H13CC2H 21,2 − 10,1 84.185 2 6.33 2.17 10 81 29 80-116
c-C3D2 30,3 − 21,2 94.371 3 9.85 3.37 21 80 27 82-123
c-C3D2 31,3 − 20,2 97.761 3 9.88 3.87 42 80 26 79-119
c-C3D2 22,1 − 11,0 108.654 3 7.90 4.79 15 78 24 96-105
a (1) Thaddeus et al. [1985]; (2) Bogey et al. [1987]; (3) Spezzano et al. [2012]
polynomials were fitted. Each line was fitted by using the standard CLASS gaussian fitting
method. The total column density was calculated by using the expression for optically thin
transitions:
Ntot =
8pikBWν
2
Aulhc3
· J(Tex)
J(Tex)− J(Tbg) ·
Qrot(Tex)
gue
− Eup
kBTex
, (2.2)
where W =
√
pi∆vTmb
2
√
ln(2)
is the integrated intensity of the line, with ∆v being the linewidth
(FWHM) [Caselli et al., 2002]. J(T ) = ( hν
kB
)(e
hν
kBT −1)−1 is the Rayleigh-Jeans temperature
in K, kB is the Boltzmann constant, ν is the transition frequency, c is the speed of light,
and h is the Planck constant. The partition function of a molecule at a given excitation
temperature Tex is given by Qrot. Tbg is the cosmic background temperature (2.7 K).
For a further extension of our sample we also included in this study the pre-stellar core
L1544 [Spezzano et al., 2013] as well as the Class 0 protostar IRAS16293-2422 (hereafter
IRAS16293) [Caux et al., 2011]. In Tables 2.3 and 2.4 we summarize the detected lines in
every source and the line properties which were derived from Gaussian fits. The sources
CB23, L1495AN, L1495B, Per5, HH211, L1448IRS2, IRAS03282 and IRAS16293 show
differences in the linewidth between the main isotopologue and the isotopic variants ranging
in the 0.1-0.5 km/s interval. These differences do not exhibit any clear trend and are
poorly constrained with errors varying from 36% to 94%. Such discrepancies are likely to
be produced by the high noise levels of these latter observations and by the coarse sampling
of the line profiles (channel spacing is 0.167 km/s).
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Table 2.3: Observed lines in the starless core sample. The line properties are derived from
Gaussian fits.
Source/Molecule Frequency Tmb rms W vLSR ∆v
(GHz) (K) (mK) (K km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)
CB23
c-C3H2 84.727 0.05 11 0.017± 0.004 6.018± 0.037 0.333± 0.088
c-C3HD 104.187 0.23 9 0.056± 0.002 6.015± 0.005 0.229± 0.010
c-H13CC2H 84.185 0.13 3 0.024± 0.001 5.987± 0.003 0.174± 0.017
c-C3D2 97.761 < 0.02 7 < 0.004
L1400A
c-C3H2 84.727 0.07 8 0.019± 0.002 3.355± 0.020 0.246± 0.030
c-C3HD 104.187 0.13 8 0.036± 0.002 3.348± 0.008 0.263± 0.021
c-H13CC2H 84.185 0.06 2 0.020± 0.001 3.287± 0.006 0.334± 0.014
L1400K
c-H13CC2H 84.185 0.06 9 0.018± 0.002 3.178± 0.023 0.268± 0.048
c-C3HD 104.187 < 0.04 15 < 0.01
L1495
c-C3H2 84.727 0.06 4 0.015± 0.001 6.779± 0.012 0.244± 0.035
c-C3HD 104.187 0.13 10 0.038± 0.002 6.768± 0.010 0.269± 0.025
c-H13CC2H 84.185 0.07 14 0.021± 0.005 6.726± 0.036 0.281± 0.088
L1495AN
c-C3H2 84.727 0.17 14 0.062± 0.006 7.259± 0.014 0.344± 0.039
c-C3HD 104.187 0.43 22 0.138± 0.007 7.275± 0.007 0.304± 0.019
c-H13CC2H 84.185 0.22 10 0.075± 0.004 7.261± 0.007 0.329± 0.019
c-C3D2 97.761 0.04 6 0.011± 0.001 7.208± 0.020 0.236± 0.044
L1495AS
c-C3H2 84.727 0.08 8 0.028± 0.004 7.302± 0.019 0.353± 0.046
c-C3HD 104.187 0.15 9 0.046± 0.002 7.281± 0.008 0.280± 0.018
c-H13CC2H 84.185 0.09 8 0.025± 0.002 7.229± 0.015 0.254± 0.022
L1495B
c-C3H2 84.727 0.04 8 0.020± 0.004 6.655± 0.038 0.460± 0.086
c-C3HD 104.187 0.13 16 0.054± 0.006 6.635± 0.022 0.403± 0.048
c-H13CC2H 84.185 0.06 7 0.018± 0.002 6.582± 0.020 0.300± 0.045
L1512
c-C3HD 104.187 0.30 19 0.067± 0.005 7.095± 0.009 0.204± 0.015
c-H13CC2H 84.185 0.15 8 0.033± 0.002 7.058± 0.012 0.211± 0.015
c-C3D2 97.761 0.03 3 0.008± 0.001 7.075± 0.017 0.293± 0.038
L1517B
c-C3HD 104.187 0.30 14 0.068± 0.004 5.778± 0.007 0.249± 0.017
c-H13CC2H 84.185 0.10 11 0.029± 0.004 5.751± 0.018 0.279± 0.031
c-C3D2 97.761 0.05 8 0.014± 0.002 5.777± 0.024 0.266± 0.054
c-C3D2 94.371 0.05 8 0.013± 0.002 5.854± 0.025 0.271± 0.053
TMC2
c-C3H2 84.727 0.16 18 0.061± 0.007 6.192± 0.020 0.365± 0.047
c-C3HD 104.187 0.53 24 0.184± 0.007 6.217± 0.007 0.325± 0.016
c-H13CC2H 84.185 0.16 9 0.065± 0.004 6.132± 0.010 0.374± 0.024
c-C3D2 97.761 0.10 4 0.030± 0.001 6.237± 0.005 0.283± 0.012
c-C3D2 94.371 0.05 5 0.018± 0.001 6.258± 0.014 0.330± 0.040
c-C3D2 108.654 0.03 7 0.012± 0.002 6.262± 0.036 0.355± 0.107
L1544 a
c-C3H2 84.727 0.21 10 0.10± 0.01 7.210± 0.008 0.46± 0.01
c-C3HD 104.187 0.48 10 0.238± 0.004 7.181± 0.004 0.468± 0.009
c-C3HD 95.994 0.13 10 0.065± 0.003 7.17± 0.01 0.48± 0.03
c-H13CC2H 84.185 0.19 10 0.093± 0.003 7.154± 0.008 0.44± 0.02
c-C3D2 97.761 0.13 5 0.059± 0.002 7.181± 0.007 0.43± 0.02
c-C3D2 94.371 0.07 5 0.032± 0.002 7.20± 0.01 0.45± 0.03
c-C3D2 108.654 0.04 5 0.023± 0.002 7.17± 0.02 0.54± 0.05
a The values for L1544 were taken from Spezzano et al. [2013].
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Table 2.4: Observed lines in the protostellar core sample. The line properties are derived
from Gaussian fits.
Source/Molecule Frequency Tmb rms W vLSR ∆v
(GHz) (K) (mK) (K km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)
Per5
c-C3H2 84.727 0.09 9 0.050± 0.004 8.102± 0.021 0.529± 0.051
c-C3HD 104.187 0.27 21 0.116± 0.007 8.174± 0.013 0.401± 0.032
c-H13CC2H 84.185 0.09 6 0.035± 0.002 8.171± 0.012 0.362± 0.026
c-C3D2 97.761 0.09 11 0.029± 0.004 8.215± 0.021 0.318± 0.050
HH211
c-C3H2 84.727 0.10 7 0.051± 0.002 9.089± 0.013 0.461± 0.029
c-C3HD 104.187 0.35 14 0.163± 0.005 9.097± 0.007 0.432± 0.018
c-H13CC2H 84.185 0.05 5 0.022± 0.002 9.100± 0.019 0.403± 0.045
c-C3D2 97.761 0.10 7 0.037± 0.002 9.102± 0.012 0.361± 0.032
L1448IRS2
c-C3HD 104.187 0.20 13 0.105± 0.005 4.084± 0.011 0.479± 0.027
c-H13CC2H 84.185 0.05 6 0.037± 0.004 3.977± 0.032 0.690± 0.082
IRAS03282
c-C3H2 84.727 0.02 5 0.020± 0.002 7.002± 0.062 0.933± 0.155
c-C3HD 104.187 0.12 9 0.064± 0.004 6.863± 0.015 0.517± 0.034
c-H13CC2H 84.185 0.03 5 0.013± 0.002 6.812± 0.035 0.414± 0.072
L1521F
c-C3H2 84.727 0.22 6 0.086± 0.002 6.407± 0.005 0.366± 0.010
c-C3HD 104.187 0.33 17 0.144± 0.006 6.433± 0.009 0.410± 0.018
c-H13CC2H 84.185 0.18 12 0.077± 0.005 6.365± 0.013 0.404± 0.028
c-C3D2 97.761 0.05 6 0.018± 0.002 6.477± 0.020 0.360± 0.063
IRAS16293
c-C3H2 84.727 0.09 3 0.183± 0.006 4.303± 0.034 2.011± 0.077
c-C3HD 104.187 0.17 6 0.280± 0.012 4.235± 0.031 1.573± 0.080
c-C3HD 95.994 0.03 2 0.053± 0.004 4.026± 0.059 1.914± 0.147
c-H13CC2H 84.185 0.03 3 0.089± 0.008 3.889± 0.108 2.394± 0.237
c-C3D2 94.371 0.03 4 0.059± 0.010 4.342± 0.158 1.952± 0.375
c-C3D2 97.761 0.03 3 0.049± 0.006 4.281± 0.097 1.516± 0.196
For the calculation of the total column densities of c-C3H2 and its isotopologues we
assumed the same excitation temperature Tex that has been used in the same sources by
Crapsi et al. [2005] and Emprechtinger et al. [2009] for N2H+.2 We also used the same
excitation temperature for the deuterated and the 13C species. The effect of underesti-
mating the excitation temperature of the main and the deuterated species by 1 K changes
the deuteration level N(c-C3HD)/N(c-C3H2) up to 30%. In case of L1544 we use the Tex
derived in Gerin et al. [1987], where detections of c-C3H2 and its deuterated counterpart
are reported. In particular, there were three transitions of c-C3HD at 19.419, 79.812 and
104.187 GHz detected in L1544 which gave a Tex of 5± 2 K. An optically thick transition
of c-C3H2 detected at 85.339 GHz provided a Tex of 6 K. This excitation temperature is,
within the errors, equal to that found in N2H+(1-0) and N2D+(2-1) toward the same source
2The critical density of c-C3H2 (32,2−31,3) lies a factor of 12.7 higher than the critical density of N2H+(1-
0) at 30 K [Chandra and Kegel, 2000, Schöier et al., 2005]. We cannot compare the critical densities of
the above transitions at lower temperatures, since the collisional rate of the c-C3H2 (32,2− 31,3) transition
is unknown below 30 K.
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L1544
Figure 2.1: Deuterium fraction of c-C3H2 and N2H+ in 11 starless cores located in the
Taurus Complex. The deuteration level of N2H+ was calculated in previous work [Crapsi
et al., 2005]. The arrows indicate the upper limits for the estimated c-C3H2 and N2H+
deuterium fraction in the source L1400K.
[Crapsi et al., 2005]. Due to the large error of Tex for c-C3HD, we use for the main and the
deuterated species a Tex of 6 K.
Since c-H13CC2H has been detected in every source, we used the total column density
of c-H13CC2H to derive N(c-C3H2) by considering a 12C/13C ratio of 77 [Wilson and Rood,
1994]. This gives us the additional advantage of avoiding ambiguities due to the optical
depth of the main species. The carbon isotope ratio has been determined in several sources,
from different molecular species and can vary up to a factor of 2 [Wilson and Rood, 1994].
This means that the derived N(c-C3H2) suffers from an uncertainty of a factor of 2. The
assumed ortho to para ratio of c-C3H2 and c-C3D2 is 3 and 2, respectively. Table 2.5 and
Table 2.6 show the derived column densities for every species in each starless core and
protostar, respectively. The error for the column densities was calculated by propagating
the uncertainty on the integrated intensity, W , including the 1σ statistical error as well as
10% calibration uncertainty. The column densities for the singly and doubly deuterated
species were calculated from the c-C3HD (30,3 − 21,2) and c-C3D2 (31,3 − 20,2) transitions.
Figure 2.1 shows the deuterium fraction for each species in every starless core. Here one
can clearly see that the deuteration for both c-C3H2 and N2H+ follows a similar trend and
is of the same magnitude, except for the most dynamically evolved object, the pre-stellar
core L1544. The deuteration of c-C3H2 is in all sources within the 1σ uncertainty consistent
with 10%, except for L1400K where the c-C3HD column density was estimated to be less
than 0.26× 1012 cm−2, which resulted in a 3σ upper limit for the N(c-C3HD)/N(c-C3H2)
ratio of 0.03. All these sources except for TMC2 and L1544 have been identified in Crapsi
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Figure 2.2: Deuterium fraction of c-C3H2 and N2H+ in 4 protostellar cores in the Perseus
Complex and one protostellar core (L1521F) in the Taurus Complex. The deuteration level
of N2H+ was calculated in previous work done by Emprechtinger et al. (2009).
et al. [2005] as less evolved starless cores, having, among other properties, a deuteration
degree ≤0.1 which is also in our case fulfilled (in the source L1495B the deuterium fraction
can still be within the errors less than or equal to 0.1). L1544 is the only source where the
deuteration of N2H+ is larger than the one of c-C3H2, showing a significant discrepancy of a
factor of 2.6. One possible explanation for this can be found in the formation route of N2H+.
The progenitor of N2H+ is N2 which is formed via neutral-neutral reactions: N + C→ CN
and CN + N→ N2 [Pineau des Forets et al., 1990, Le Gal et al., 2014]. Carbon-bearing
molecules like c-C3H2 on the other hand are formed faster through sequential ion-neutral
reactions. For this reason, N2H+ is believed to be a late-type molecule, becoming highly
abundant in evolved cores, such as L1544. Furthermore, N2H+ is more resistant to depletion
and survives in the gas phase longer than C-bearing molecules, thus tracing regions where
the deuterium fractionation is more efficient because of the large amount of freeze out
of neutral species (such as CO and O) which participate in the destruction of the H+3
deuterated isotopologues [Dalgarno and Lepp, 1984].
The abundance of the doubly deuterated species with respect to the normal species
is 0.4-1.5%. These values are comparable to those calculated by Spezzano et al. [2013]
in TMC-1C and L1544. The ratios N(c-C3HD)/N(c-C3H2) and N(c-C3D2)/N(c-C3HD)
are quite similar in all starless and pre-stellar cores. This suggests that c-C3H2 and c-
C3HD follow the same deuteration route and are not affected by the dynamical evolution
of the dense core, as already pointed out in Spezzano et al. [2013]. In the source CB23
we find a marginal detection of c-C3D2 and therefore derive a 3σ upper limit for the
column density. The abundance ratios N(c-C3HD)/N(c-C3H2), N(c-C3D2)/N(c-C3H2)
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and N(c-C3D2)/N(c-C3HD) among the starless core sample are listed in Table 2.7.
Table 2.5: Column densities of the species c-C3H2, c-C3HD, c-C3D2 and c-H13CC2H in the
11 starless cores within the Taurus Molecular Cloud Complex.
Starless Core N(c-C3H2) N (c-C3HD) N(c-H13CC2H) N(c-C3D2)
(1012 cm−2) (1012 cm−2) (1012 cm−2) (1012 cm−2)
CB23 10.9± 1.2 1.15± 0.13 0.28± 0.03 < 0.07
L1400A 9.1± 1.1 0.74± 0.09 0.24± 0.03 -
L1400K 8.0± 1.3 < 0.26 0.21± 0.03 -
L1495 8.6± 2.1 0.66± 0.08 0.22± 0.06 -
L1495AN 31.7± 3.5 2.50± 0.28 0.82± 0.09 0.13± 0.02
L1495AS 11.4± 1.6 0.94± 0.11 0.30± 0.04 -
L1495B 7.5± 1.2 0.94± 0.14 0.20± 0.03 -
L1512 13.2± 1.6 1.09± 0.13 0.34± 0.04 0.08± 0.02
L1517B 12.2± 1.9 1.23± 0.14 0.32± 0.05 0.16± 0.03
TMC2 25.9± 2.9 2.94± 0.32 0.67± 0.08 0.31± 0.03
L1544 34.9± 3.7 3.18± 0.32 0.91± 0.10 0.53± 0.06
- no data available
Table 2.6: Column densities of the species c-C3H2, c-C3HD, c-C3D2 and c-H13CC2H in
the 6 protostars. The protostars Per 5, HH211, L1448IRS2 and IRAS03282 belong to
the Perseus Complex, L1521F lies in the Taurus Complex while IRAS16293 is part of the
Ophiuchus Complex.
Protostellar N(c-C3H2) N(c-C3HD) N(c-H13CC2H) N(c-C3D2)
Core (1012 cm−2) (1012 cm−2) (1012 cm−2) (1012 cm−2)
Per5 14.2± 1.7 1.4± 0.16 0.37± 0.04 0.24± 0.04
HH211 8.5± 1.2 1.9± 0.20 0.22± 0.03 0.30± 0.04
L1448IRS2 13.9± 1.9 1.3± 0.14 0.36± 0.05 -
IRAS03282 5.1± 1.1 0.7± 0.09 0.13± 0.03 -
IRAS16293 36.4± 5.0 3.6± 0.39 0.95± 0.13 0.43± 0.07
L1521F 31.5± 3.7 2.4± 0.26 0.82± 0.10 0.20± 0.03
- no data available
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Table 2.7: Column density ratios of the deuterated species c-C3HD, c-C3D2 with respect
to the main species in the starless core sample.
Starless Core N(c-C3HD)/N(c-C3H2) N(c-C3D2)/N(c-C3H2) N(c-C3D2)/N(c-C3HD)
CB23 0.11± 0.02 < 0.006 < 0.06
L1400A 0.08± 0.02 - -
L1400K < 0.03 - -
L1495 0.08± 0.03 - -
L1495AN 0.08± 0.02 0.004± 0.001 0.05± 0.01
L1495AS 0.08± 0.02 - -
L1495B 0.13± 0.04 - -
L1512 0.08± 0.02 0.006± 0.002 0.08± 0.02
L1517B 0.10± 0.03 0.013± 0.005 0.13± 0.04
TMC2 0.11± 0.03 0.012± 0.003 0.10± 0.02
L1544 0.09± 0.02 0.015± 0.003 0.17± 0.03
- no data available
Also in the observed protostars the deuteration for both species is similar, as we can
clearly see in Figure 2.2. The deuterium fraction peaks in HH211, reaching 23% in case of
c-C3H2 and 27% in case of N2H+ which is also the highest estimated deuteration among
all observed protostellar and starless cores. The abundance ratio N(c-C3HD)/N(c-C3H2)
is within the error bars equal to 10%, with the exception of HH211, where the average
deuteration level is 0.23 ± 0.06. These results are similar to the N(c-C3D2)/N(c-C3HD)
ratio, that ranges from 5% to 17%. Finally, the abundance of the doubly deuterated species
with respect to the main isotopologue varies between 0.6% and 3.6%. The single and double
deuteration level of c-C3H2 in every protostellar core is summarized in Table 2.8.
In case of IRAS16293, we derived the deuteration of c-C3H2 and its isotopologues, as
well as the depletion factor of CO by using the publicly available data from TIMASSS
[Caux et al., 2011]. For the calculation of the c-C3H2 column density and its isotopologues,
we assumed a Tex of 8.9 K for the main and the 13C species, and a Tex of 6.3 K for the
deuterated counterparts, as it was derived in Majumdar et al. [2017]. TheN(c-C3HD)/N(c-
C3H2) ratio in IRAS16293 calculated in this work is 0.10± 0.02. This is comparable to the
deuteration of 14% determined in Majumdar et al. [2017] within the uncertainties.
2.4.2 Correlation between deuteration and CO depletion factor
In a cold and dense cloud, molecules in the gas phase tend to collide and freeze-out
onto dust grains, leading to a gradual decrease of their gas-phase abundance. Molecules are
bound on grains through Van der Waals forces [Garrod et al., 2007], meaning that species
with a non-zero dipole moment, such as CS as well as CO, will be strongly bound on grain
surfaces at the low temperatures typical of starless cores; thus, they deplete from the gas
phase by significant amounts. Deuteration is expected to correlate with the CO depletion
factor, since CO destroys H2D+ [Dalgarno and Lepp, 1984]. Previous studies have proven
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Table 2.8: Column density ratios of the deuterated species c-C3HD, c-C3D2 with respect
to the main species in the protostellar core sample.
Protostellar Core N(c-C3HD)/N(c-C3H2) N(c-C3D2)/N(c-C3H2) N(c-C3D2)/N(c-C3HD)
Per5 0.10± 0.02 0.017± 0.005 0.18± 0.05
HH211 0.23± 0.06 0.036± 0.009 0.16± 0.04
L1448IRS2 0.09± 0.02 - -
IRAS03282 0.14± 0.05 - -
IRAS16293 0.10± 0.02 0.012± 0.003 0.12± 0.03
L1521F 0.08± 0.02 0.006± 0.002 0.08± 0.02
- no data available
that the deuterium fraction of N2H+ correlates strongly with the degree of CO depletion
[Caselli et al., 2002, Crapsi et al., 2005, Emprechtinger et al., 2009]. The level of depletion
is usually expressed as depletion factor fd and is given by:
fd(CO) =
Xref (CO)
X(CO)
, (2.3)
where Xref (CO) is the reference abundance of CO in the local ISM and X(CO) is the
observed CO abundance [e.g. Emprechtinger et al., 2009].
Figure 2.3 shows the N(c-C3HD)/N(c-C3H2) and the N(N2D+)/N(N2H+) ratio versus
the CO depletion factor for the starless core sample. The depletion factors for the sources
L1544, TMC2, L1495, L1517B were taken from Crapsi et al. [2005]. In order to search for
a statistical correlation between N(c-C3HD)/N(c-C3H2) and fd(CO) we have applied the
Kendall’s τ and the Spearman’s ρ rank correlation tests. The Kendall’s rank test gives
τ = 0.33 with a significance p of 0.49 and the Spearman’s rank test gives ρ = 0.40 with
p = 0.60, indicating that there is no correlation between the c-C3H2 deuteration and the CO
depletion factor within the starless core sample. In case of the N2H+ deuteration, however,
we note a significant jump toward the pre-stellar core L1544. As already mentioned in
§5.4, this indicates that N2H+ is less affected by depletion than c-C3H2 and traces the
deuteration level in the highest density regions of the core; in fact the N2H+ abundance
also increases where CO is significantly frozen, as CO destroys N2H+ to form HCO+.
The correlation between N(c-C3HD)/N(c-C3H2) and the CO depletion factor in the
observed protostars is shown in Figure 2.4. The depletion factors for the sources HH211,
IRAS03282, L1448IRS2 and Per5 were taken from Emprechtinger et al. (2009), while the
depletion factor for L1521F is reported in Crapsi et al. (2005). For the CO depletion level
in IRAS16293 we used the spectral properties of the C18O (1-0) transition given in Caux
et al. [2011] to calculate the column density of C18O, as it was done in Emprechtinger et al.
[2009]. Here we use Xref (C16O) = 9.5×10−5 [Frerking et al., 1982] to allow fair comparison
with Emprechtinger et al. [2009], although other values for Xref (C16O) can be found in the
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Figure 2.3: Deuterium fraction of c-C3H2 and N2H+ as a function of the CO depletion
factor in the starless cores L1495, L1517B, TMC2 and L1544.
literature [Wannier, 1980, Lacy et al., 1994]. We use the relation X(C16O)/X(C18O) = 560
[Wilson and Rood, 1994] such that:
X(C16O) =
Ntot(C
18O) · 560
N(H2)
. (2.4)
The excitation temperature of C18O was set equal to 43 K which is the dust temperature
for IRAS16293 [Schöier et al., 2002]. At this temperature no CO depletion is expected.
However, the C18O column density is an average along the line of sight, which apart from
the warm central regions, also includes the cold envelope, where CO can be significantly
frozen [e.g. Brünken et al., 2014]. The hydrogen column density N(H2) was derived by
using the Herschel/SPIRE image of IRAS16293 at 250, 350 and 500 µm. These data are
publicly available and can be downloaded from the Herschel Science Archive (HSA) 3.
For more information concerning the data reduction, see §2.4.3. The resulting N(H2) of
1.0 × 1023 cm−2 is the mean value of column densities within a beam of 40”. Following
Equation C.1, the depletion factor for IRAS16293 is equal to:
fd(CO) = 0.7± 0.2. (2.5)
This value is consistent with the low fd(CO) values measured by Punanova et al. [2016] in
various sources toward ρ Ophiuchus. The fact that fd(CO) is lower than 1 suggests that
the adopted Xref (C16O) is underestimated by a factor of 2-3. Moreover, one has to keep in
3www.cosmos.esa.int/web/herschel/science-archive
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mind that the C18O (1-0) emission was observed within 22′′, while the estimation of N(H2)
was done within a 40′′ beam. This indicates that the derived depletion factor should be
considered as a lower limit.
Figure 2.4 shows no clear trend between the deuteration of c-C3H2 and the CO depletion
among the protostellar cores. This is also confirmed by the Kendall’s rank test that gives
τ = 0.32 with a significance p of 0.45 as well as by the Spearman’s rank test that results
to ρ = 0.56 with p = 0.32 (without considering the protostar L1521F). The source L1521F
deviates strongly from the rest of the sources, having a significant depletion factor of 15
and simultaneously showing a low c-C3H2 deuteration of 8%. These values are comparable
to those found in L1544, where the CO depletion factor is 14 [Crapsi et al., 2005] and
the deuteration of c-C3H2 is 9%. The peculiarity of L1521F has been proven already in
previous works, where the central column density N(H2) is high (13.5× 1022 cm−2) despite
the low N2H+ deuteration [being a factor of 2 lower than in L1544; Crapsi et al., 2004,
2005].
The large CO depletion factor and low deuteration both in N2H+ and c-C3H2 in L1521F,
could be a signature of episodic accretion of the central protostar. Since L1521F has been
classified as a VeLLO [Bourke et al., 2006, Takahashi et al., 2013] it may be in a quiescent
phase, following an accretion burst event. During such a burst, CO is expected to return in
the gas phase [Visser et al., 2015], thus reducing the deuterium fraction. After the burst,
the fast cooling of the dust could quickly lead to CO freeze out, with short time scales of
the order of 109/nH yr, where nH is the total number density of hydrogen nuclei [e.g. Caselli
et al., 1999], while the deuteration of gas-phase molecules is a slower process, especially
if during the burst the ortho-to-para H2 ratio (sensitive to the temperature) increases to
values larger than 1% [e.g. Flower et al., 2006, Kong et al., 2015]. However, the exact
physical and chemical conditons of L1521F are beyond the scope of this work and it is
clear that further observations are needed to prove this point.
2.4.3 Correlation between deuteration and H2 column density
As already pointed out in §2.4.2, an increase in volume density toward the core centre
is expected to correlate with an increase in deuteration, because of the consequently larger
CO freeze-out rates, as long as the temperature remains below 20 K. For this reason
we examine how the estimated deuteration of c-C3H2 in the starless and the pre-stellar
cores correlates with the central column density of molecular hydrogen. For the N(H2)
calculation we use the Herschel/SPIRE image of the Taurus Complex at 250, 350 and 500
µm, taken during the Herschel Gould Belt Survey [André et al., 2010].
A modified blackbody radiation is fitted to each pixel, using an emissivity spectral
index β = 1.5 and a dust emissivity coefficient κ250µm = 0.1 g−1 cm2 [Hildebrand, 1983].
The data reduction involves smoothing the 250 µm and 350 µm images to the resolution of
the 500 µm image and resampling all images to the same grid. From this fitting procedure
we obtain the central column density N(H2) as well as the dust temperature TDust for
every pixel. The resulting N(H2) is the mean value of column densities in a 40′′ beam.
For the error estimation we take into account calibration uncertainties of 7% according to
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Figure 2.4: Deuterium fraction of c-C3H2 and N2H+ as a function of CO depletion factor
for the protostellar core sample. The deuterium fraction of N2H+ and the CO depletion
factors were taken from Emprechtinger et al. [2009], while the N(N2D+)/N(N2H+) ratio
and fd(CO) for L1521F was given in Crapsi et al. [2005].
the SPIRE manual (see Appendix A.3). In Table 2.9 we summarize the resulting column
densities and their uncertainties. The estimatedN(H2) values are up to a factor of 3 smaller
than the ones calculated in Crapsi et al. [2005] at the 1.2 mm dust continuum peak. This
results from the different beam sizes used, 40′′ vs 11′′, so that the highest density parts of
the central cores [such as L1544, with central densities of ∼ 106 cm−3 within a 1000 AU in
radius; see Keto and Caselli, 2010] are diluted within the Herschel beam.
Figure 2.5 shows the correlation betweenN(c-C3HD)/N(c-C3H2) andN(H2) for the starless
core sample. We also included the N(N2D+)/N(N2H+) ratio, calculated in Crapsi et al.
[2005] for a direct comparison. The cores L1400K and L1400A were not part of this study,
since there were no SPIRE images of these sources available.
No correlation is found between the deuteration level of both species and N(H2) among
the starless cores. However, in L1544, we recognize a substantial increase in the deuteration
of N2H+, as it was already visible in Figure 2.1. In Crapsi et al. [2005] there are three
additional evolved pre-stellar cores (L183, L429 and L694-2), that show enhanced N2H+
deuteration with increasingN(H2). This indicates that indeed N2H+ is a late-type molecule
and stays in the gas phase at high densities, while c-C3H2 is possibly depleted in the central
regions, thus it stops tracing the central zone of the core where high levels of deuterium
fractions are present. This is in agreement with our current understanding of the chemistry
of c-C3H2, and its distribution across the pre-stellar core L1544 [Sipilä et al., 2016, see
Figure A.17 in Appendix A.2].
Another way of testing this theory is to examine parameters that are related to the
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Table 2.9: N(H2) values for the starless core sample, derived from the Herschel/SPIRE
images, within a 40′′ beam (this work), as well as the ones derived from the 1.2 mm
continuum emission within a 11′′ beam [Crapsi et al., 2005].
Starless Core N(H2)a N(H2)b
(1021 cm−2) (1021 cm−2)
L1495 8.3± 1.6 31± 10
L1495B 10.1± 2.0
L1495AN 15.1± 2.7
L1495AS 22.1± 4.1
TMC2 18.9± 3.3 60± 12
L1544 27.9± 5.1 94± 16
L1512 8.6± 1.6
L1517B 11.5± 2.3 37± 10
CB23 8.5± 1.6
a This work
b Crapsi et al. [2005]
kinematic of the gas, such as the width of the detected lines. Figure 2.6 shows the cor-
relation between the observed linewidth, ∆vobs, of c-C3H2 (32,2 − 31,3) and of N2H+ (1-0)
among the starless and protostellar core sample. Thermal, turbulent and systematic mo-
tions contribute to the total ∆vobs. Thermal broadening does not play a substantial role,
since the thermal linewidth of c-C3H2 is just 0.11 km s−1 at 10 K (and 0.13 km s−1 for
N2H
+). As we can clearly see in Figure 2.6, the observed c-C3H2 line has a larger width
in most of the cores (except for L1495 and L1495AN, where the observed linewidths are
approximately the same).
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Figure 2.5: Deuterium fraction of c-C3H2 (blue dots) and N2H+ (red dots) as a function of
central column density of H2, measured with Herschel in the starless and pre-stellar core
sample. The deuteration of N2H+ was calculated in Crapsi et al. [2005].
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Figure 2.6: Observed linewidth of N2H+ [Crapsi et al., 2005, Emprechtinger et al., 2009]
compared to that of c-C3H2 (this work) in the starless and protostellar core sample. The
dashed line represents the 1:1 ratio.
This suggests that c-C3H2 traces a different region than N2H+, where turbulent or
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systematic (i.e. rotation, infall or outflows in protostellar objects) motion dominates. In
both starless and protostellar core samples we see the same trend by studying the linewidth
of c-H13CC2H (21,2− 10,1) instead, suggesting that the optical depth broadening of c-C3H2
(32,2 − 31,3) is negligible.
2.4.4 Correlation between deuteration and dust temperature
During the protostellar phase, the core starts to warm up the surrounding material
leading to desorption of CO from dust grains. Moreover, the energetic ouflows by protostars
can also contribute to the release of CO molecules in the gas phase via sputtering or grain-
grain collisions [e.g. Caselli et al., 1997, Jiménez-Serra et al., 2008]. Back in the gas phase,
CO can react and destroy H2D+, reducing the total deuteration in molecules. In addition,
reaction 2.1 can proceed at high temperatures also in the backward direction, leading
to a further reduction of H2D+. Therefore, one expects an anticorrelation between the
deuteration and the dust temperature [e.g. Ladd et al., 1991, Myers and Ladd, 1993] of a
protostar, as it has already been confirmed in previous works [Emprechtinger et al., 2009,
Fontani et al., 2011]. In Figure 2.7 we plot the deuterium fraction of c-C3H2 against TDust in
the protostellar core sample. The values for the TDust were taken from Emprechtinger et al.
[2009]. As in §2.4.2, also here we include the protostar IRAS16293 [Schöier et al., 2002].
Figure 2.7 shows a clear anticorrelation between deuteration and TDust, when excluding
L1521F, that has a Kendall’s τ coefficient of -0.74 with a significance p of 0.08 and a
Spearman’s ρ coefficient of -0.82 with a significance p of 0.09. The abundance ratio N(c-
C3HD)/N(c-C3H2) peaks in the coldest source, HH211 at 23%, and decreases toward the
warmer sources down to 8%.
The young source HH211 could be an example of a protostar where the accretion burst
has recently happened and/or where ices have been recently evaporated. If this is the
case, one way to interpret the large deuteration of c-C3H2 is the release of large amount
of deuterated (and non-deuterated) c-C3H2 from the ices into the gas phase. Furthermore,
this could imply significant deuteration of c-C3H2 on the surface of dust grains, maybe due
to hydrogen-deuterium exchange reactions known to happen for other molecules, such as
CH3OH during the preceding cold pre-stellar phase [Parise et al., 2006, e.g.]. 4
The result for L1521F deviates considerably from the rest of the sources. The dust
temperature for L1521F (TDust = 9 ± 2 K) was taken from Kirk et al. [2005]. As already
highlighted in §2.4.2, L1521F hosts a VeLLO which could be a protostar in very early stages
of evolution and/or an example of low activity in protostellar evolution characterized by
episodic accretion. This could explain the mismatch between the physical (low TDust) and
chemical conditions (low deuteration).
4Recent experiments of D-H exchanges carried out by Faure et al. [2015] suggest that D-H exchanges
are made possible by hydrogen bonds between the hydroxyl functional groups of methanol and water ice.
This makes it unlikely that such a process could work for c-C3H2, although experimental and theoretical
work is needed to rule out this hypothesis.
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Figure 2.7: Deuterium fraction of c-C3H2 as a function of dust temperature TDust in the
protostellar core sample, including the VeLLO L1521F.
2.5 Conclusions
In this work we presented single pointing observations of c-C3H2, the singly and doubly
deuterated species, c-C3HD and c-C3D2 as well as the isotopologue c-H13CC2H toward 10
starless cores and 5 protostellar cores in the Taurus and the Perseus Complexes. The pre-
stellar core L1544 and the protostellar core IRAS16293 were also included in our study. We
calculated the deuterium fractionation N(c-C3HD)/N(c-C3H2) and studied its correlation
with the CO depletion factor, the dust temperature and the H2 column density toward the
core centre. We also examined the differences between the deuteration of C- and N-bearing
molecules. Here is a summary of our main conclusions:
• The ratio N(c-C3HD)/N(c-C3H2) is within the error bars equal to 10% in all starless
and pre-stellar cores, where c-C3HD has been detected. This also accounts for the
protostars except for the source HH211 where we measure a high deuteration level of
(23± 6)%. The N(c-C3D2)/N(c-C3H2) ratio ranges from 0.4 to 1.5% in starless and
pre-stellar cores, and from 0.6 to 3.6% among the protostellar cores. The deuteration
of c-C3H2 and N2H+ follows the same trend in both samples. However, in case of
the evolved pre-stellar core L1544, the deuteration of N2H+ is significantly higher
(factor of 2.6) compared to the N(c-C3HD)/N(c-C3H2) ratio. This can be under-
stood by the well-known fact that N2H+ remains in the gas phase even at densities of
about 106 cm−3, where the C-bearing molecules (including c-C3H2 and its deuterated
forms) are highly frozen and where deuterium fractionation proceeds fast, thanks to
the large abundances of the deuterated H+3 isotopologues.
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• Among the starless cores, we find no correlation between the deuteration of c-
C3H2 and the CO depletion factor or the central H2 column density (measured with
Herschel). However, the N2H+ deuteration substantially increases toward L1544,
which is the most evolved source within the starless core sample. This indicates that
N2H
+ traces the central dense core, unlike c-C3H2, which is more likely tracing an
outer shell, surrounding the dense region of the pre-stellar core. This theory is also
favoured by the fact that the observed linewidth of the c-C3H2 emission is larger
than that of the N2H+ emission among the starless and the protostellar cores. As a
consequence, the information resulting from observing c-C3H2 and N2H+ is comple-
mentary because they bring insights on different regions of the core.
• Among the protostellar cores, there is a tight anticorrelation between the deuteration
of c-C3H2 and the dust temperature (τ = −0.74 and ρ = −0.82 ), with the exception
of L1521F. The N(c-C3HD)/N(c-C3H2) ratio drops with increasing TDust, reaching
the maximum value of 0.23 in the coolest source HH211 (TDust < 21 K) and decreas-
ing toward the warmest sources, down to a deuteration level of 0.08. The c-C3H2
deuteration does not correlate with the CO depletion factor within the protostellar
core sample. L1521F differs substantially from the rest of the sources, showing in
both species, c-C3H2 and N2H+, a low deuteration and at the same time a high de-
pletion factor of 15 (see comment below for explanation).
• The high c-C3H2 deuteration of the youngest source HH211, might be the result of
a recent evaporation of c-C3H2 and c-C3HD, coming from a recent accretion burst.
The timescale must be short enough to avoid the enhanced abundance of CO in
the gas phase to significantly alter the c-C3H2 abundance and deuterium fraction.
As similarly large values are not seen in the pre-stellar phase, deuteration processes
taking place also on dust grains would be a possible scenario for the observed high
deuteration of c-C3H2 in this young protostar.
• The source L1521F shows a peculiar behaviour, having a low deuteration of 0.08
in spite of a significant CO depletion factor (fd(CO) = 15 ± 3.6) and a low dust
temperature (TDust = 9 ± 2 K). The peculiarity of this source has been highlighted
in other studies as well [Crapsi et al., 2005, 2004]. L1521F could be an episodically
accreting low-mass protostar in a quiescent phase [Bourke et al., 2006, Takahashi
et al., 2013]. The fact that it shows a low deuteration and dust temperature, while
having a high CO depletion, might imply that after a recent burst, which heated
dust and gas, the ortho-to-para-H2 ratio possibly increased, thus slowing down the
deuteration process in the now cold envelope.
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Chapter 3
Rotational spectroscopy of the HCCO
and DCCO radicals in the millimeter
and submillimeter range
The content of this chapter was published in Astronomy & Astrophysics Journal.
Credit: Chantzos et al., A&A, 621, A111, 2019, reproduced with permission ©ESO.
3.1 Abstract
The ketenyl radical, HCCO, has recently been detected in the ISM for the first time.
Further astronomical detections of HCCO will help us understand its gas-grain chemistry,
and subsequently revise the oxygen-bearing chemistry towards dark clouds. Moreover, its
deuterated counterpart, DCCO, has never been observed in the ISM. HCCO and DCCO
still lack a broad spectroscopic investigation, although they exhibit a significant astrophys-
ical relevance. In this work we aim to measure the pure rotational spectra of the ground
state of HCCO and DCCO in the millimeter and submillimeter region, considerably ex-
tending the frequency range covered by previous studies. The spectral acquisition was
performed using a frequency-modulation absorption spectrometer between 170 and 650
GHz. The radicals were produced in a low-density plasma generated from a select mixture
of gaseous precursors. For each isotopologue we were able to detect and assign more than
100 rotational lines. The new lines have significantly enhanced the previous data set allow-
ing the determination of highly precise rotational and centrifugal distortion parameters.
In our analysis we have taken into account the interaction between the ground electronic
state and a low-lying excited state (Renner-Teller pair) which enables the prediction and
assignment of rotational transitions with Ka up to 4. The present set of spectroscopic pa-
rameters provides highly accurate, millimeter and submillimeter rest-frequencies of HCCO
and DCCO for future astronomical observations. We also show that towards the pre-stellar
core L1544, ketenyl peaks in the region where c-C3H2 peaks, suggesting that HCCO follows
a predominant hydrocarbon chemistry, as already proposed by recent gas-grain chemical
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models.
3.2 Introduction
The evolution of organic molecules from dark clouds to planetary systems is of fun-
damental importance to shed light on the astrochemical heritage of life on Earth [Caselli
and Ceccarelli, 2012]. However, interstellar organic chemistry is still not fully understood
[Herbst and van Dishoeck, 2009]. Complex organic species (hereafter COMs) have been
widely detected in hot cores embedded in high-mass star forming regions [Cummins et al.,
1986, Blake et al., 1987], and low-mass hot corinos [Cazaux et al., 2003, Bottinelli et al.,
2004]. Their formation towards warm sources is well reproduced by the so-called “warm-up
scenario” [Garrod and Herbst, 2006, Garrod, 2008], wherein COMs form on the surface of
dust grains through radical-radical reactions and are eventually ejected to the gas-phase
via thermal desorption during the warm-up phase of the protostar. Organic species, such
as CH3OCH3, H2CCO and CH3OCHO have been detected also in cold, pre-stellar cores
[Cernicharo et al., 2012, Bacmann et al., 2012, Vastel et al., 2014, Jiménez-Serra et al.,
2016] but need other formation processes to justify their presence in the gas phase, since
there is no rise in temperature toward a starless or a pre-stellar core (T < 20 K). Pre-
stellar cores are the initial phase of star formation right before gravitational collapse sets
in, which ultimately leads to the birth of a protostar.
So far, there have been several chemical models [Vasyunin and Herbst, 2013a, Reboussin
et al., 2014, Ruaud et al., 2015, Chang and Herbst, 2016] that try to reproduce the observed
abundances of COMs toward pre-stellar cores. All of them include grain-surface reactions
and non-thermal desorption processes. One of these studies was carried out by Vasyunin
et al. [2017], in which organic species are formed on dust grains through ion-molecule
as well as radiative association reactions, and released in the gas phase through reactive
desorption. With a multilayer treatment of ice chemistry and a special approach to reactive
desorption based on experimental studies of Minissale et al. [2016], the authors were able
to reproduce the abundance of many COMs, like CH3OH and HCOOCH3, toward the pre-
stellar core L1544. Recent work by Shingledecker et al. [2018] has shown that taking into
account cosmic-ray proton bombardment of icy dust grain mantles in gas-grain chemical
models also boost the formation of some COMs. Despite the progress that has been made in
the last few years, there are still some important pieces of the puzzle missing to understand
the interstellar organic chemistry taking place in dark clouds.
One of the missing pieces in oxygen-bearing chemistry has been ketenyl, HCCO, a possi-
ble building block of oxygen-containing COMs. HCCO was detected for the first time in two
sources, Lupus-1A and L483 by Agúndez et al. [2015]. After including all known formation
and destruction reactions of HCCO from the literature and the chemical databases, it was
found that the main formation mechanism for HCCO is the reaction between OH and C2H.
Nevertheless, a discrepancy of three orders of magnitude between the observed and the pre-
dicted HCCO abundance implies that there is an effective formation mechanism of HCCO
still unknown and which can compete against its depletion by reactions with neutral atoms
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[Agúndez et al., 2015]. Previous studies [Hudson and Loeffler, 2013, Maity et al., 2014]
had shown that ketene, H2CCO, can be formed in ices after UV and electron irradiation,
representing a possible formation path for HCCO as an intermediate product. In Wakelam
et al. [2015b], the rate coefficient of the main HCCO formation pathway was increased by
almost an order of magnitude based on the comparison to similar reactions. In doing so,
their chemical model was able to reproduce the observed abundances of HCCO towards the
sources Lupus-1A and L483. However, the reaction of interest, OH + C2H→ HCCO + H,
has never been studied before, neither theoretically nor experimentally, and there remains
a large uncertainty behind HCCO chemistry. From the above considerations, it is evident
that further observations are needed to revise the gas-grain chemistry of HCCO. Moreover,
deuterated ketenyl, DCCO, has never been detected in the ISM and its spectral line cata-
log is not yet available in the online databases. The interstellar detection of DCCO would
give information about possible deuteration routes of HCCO, and put more constraints on
current gas-grain chemical models.
The laboratory spectrum of HCCO was first measured by photoionisation mass spec-
troscopy [Jones and Bayes, 1972] targeting the reactions
C2H2 + O→ HCCO + H (3.1)
→ CH2 + CO. (3.2)
where channel (1) is more than two times faster than reaction (2) throughout a broad range
of temperatures [Michael and Wagner, 1990]. Follow-up work was done by Endo and Hirota
[1987], where pure rotational lines of HCCO (N = 15 − 18) and DCCO (N = 17 − 20)
were measured in the 320-390 GHz range. Their analysis showed a considerable interaction
between the ground state and a low-lying excited state (Renner-Teller pair), which leads
to a strong perturbation of the spin-rotation splitting. In another work done by Ohshima
and Endo [1993], HCCO was studied in the microwave spectral region in a supersonic jet
expansion. In particular, the fine and hyperfine components of the N = 1 − 0 transition
were measured at around 21 GHz, enabling the determination of the hyperfine coupling
constants ascribed to the hydrogen nucleus. A further study by Szalay et al. [1996] involved
the ab initio calculations of rotational constants, equilibrium geometries and excitation
energies of the ground and excited electronic states of HCCO. Their results are in good
agreement with the values obtained from the microwave and millimeter measurements.
In this work we have recorded the pure rotational spectra of HCCO and DCCO between
170 and 650 GHz, extending substantially the frequency range compared to the previous
studies mentioned above. More than 100 lines were recorded and assigned for each iso-
topologue, reducing the errors of the rotational and centrifugal distortion constants down
by a factor of ∼ 40. With this new data set we are able to provide highly accurate rest-
frequencies for future astronomical millimeter observations.
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3.3 Laboratory Experiments
In the present work, the rotational spectra were taken with the frequency-modulation
mm/sub-mm Absorption Cell spectrometer developed at the Center for Astrochemical
Studies (CASAC) in Garching. A full description of the experiment can be found in
Bizzocchi et al. [2017]. This instrument consists of an absoprtion cell made of a Pyrex
tube (3 m long and 5 cm in diameter), which serves as the main flow cell. Each end is
equipped with one stainless steel electrode in order to apply a high voltage and ignite
a discharge, creating a plasma from the appropriate mixture of gaseous precursors. To
stabilize the plasma and minimize the collisions between the species, the outer walls of the
cell are cooled with liquid nitrogen.
As a radiation source we use an active multiplier chain (Virginia Diodes, Inc.) which
is coupled to a synthesizer (Keysight E8257D) operating at centimeter wavelengths. By
applying additional frequency multipliers, the radiation source can cover continuously the
82-1100 GHz frequency range. High phase accuracy is achieved by phase locking the
synthesizer with an external 10 MHz rubidium clock (Stanford Research Systems). For the
detection of the molecular signal we use a liquid-He-cooled InSb hot electron bolometer
(QMC Instruments Ltd.). The signal is frequency-modulated with a sine wave of 15 kHz,
while the output detector signal is demodulated at 2f (where f denotes the modulation
frequency) by a lock-in amplifier (Standford Research Systems SR830), meaning that we
record the second derivative of the actual absorption line.
HCCO and DCCO were produced by a DC high-voltage plasma (∼ 11 mA, ∼ 0.6 kV)
of a 2:1 mixture of O2 and C2H2/C2D2 diluted in a buffer gas of Ar (total pressure ∼
28 mTorr). The freezing point of acetylene C2H2 provides a lower limit of the cooling
temperature of the cell at around 190 K.
3.4 Results and data analysis
HCCO and DCCO have a 2A′′ ground electronic state with one unpaired electron at
the carbon nucleus, showing paramagnetic nature 1. Both species show a rich rotational
spectrum with fine (spin-rotation interaction) and hyperfine structure (H/D nuclear spin).
In addition, the ground state rotational constants determined in Endo and Hirota [1987]
led to inertia defects of 0.155(15) and 0.120(4) amu A˚ for HCCO and DCCO, respectively,
confirming the planarity of the species. The dipole moment along the a axis has been
determined by Szalay et al. [1996] to be 1.59 D and by Jerosimić [2007] to be 1.68 D. We
have adopted the second value for the predictions of the line intensities. The total dipole
moment is only marginally larger than its a component. We detected 114 and 138 new
lines for HCCO and DCCO, respectively. These are a-type rotational transitions, with N
ranging from 8 to 27 for HCCO and with N = 9− 33 for DCCO with a maximum Ka of 4.
We have modeled the frequency-modulated absorption lines using an in-house code that
1The ketenyl radical is a quasilinear molecule in the ground state with an ∠HCC angle of 135◦ and a
∠CCO angle of 169◦ [Szalay et al., 1996].
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implements the 2f Voigt profiles presented by Dore [2003]. The estimated accuracy on
the central frequency depends on the signal-to-noise ratio, the line width and the baseline
(mainly caused by standing waves formed between the two windows placed at each end
of the absorption cell), and ranges between 25-75 kHz by our estimates. In Figure 5.3 we
show plots of HCCO and DCCO lines, as well as the corresponding fitted profiles.
Figure 3.1: (Left panel) Recording of the JKa,Kc = 230,23 − 220,22 transition of HCCO.
Total integration time is 309 s with a time constant of 3 ms. (Right panel) Recording of
the JKa,Kc = 120,12 − 110,11 transition of DCCO. Total integration time is 127 s with a 3
ms time constant. The red curves represent our modeled 2f Voigt profiles (see text).
The initial prediction for new rotational transitions of HCCO and DCCO was done
based on the spectroscopic constants determined previously by Endo and Hirota [1987].
The spectral analysis was done using the Pickett SPFIT/SPCAT suit of programs [Pickett,
1991], applying a S-reduced, asymmetric rotor Hamiltonian [Watson, 1977]:
H = Hrot + Hsr + Hhfs, (3.3)
where Hrot describes the rotational energy of the molecule, Hsr the spin-rotation interaction
and Hhfs the hyperfine coupling. The spin-rotation interaction arises from the spin dipole
moment of the unpaired electron that interacts with the magnetic field generated by the
rotation of the molecule. The hyperfine coupling was only included for HCCO, since its
hyperfine splitting was already resolved in Ohshima and Endo [1993], unlike DCCO. The
hyperfine coupling involves two constants: the Fermi contact interaction bF and the dipolar
interaction c. The Fermi contact interaction describes the magnetic coupling between the
unpaired electron and the hydrogen nucleus, indicating the overlap of the unpaired spin on
the nucleus. The dipolar coupling depends only on the orientation of the unpaired electron
with respect to the hydrogen nucleus, meaning that constant c is structure dependent
[Ohshima and Endo, 1993].
The previous study by Endo and Hirota [1987] had shown that the observed spin split-
tings of the Ka = 2 and Ka = 3 lines are much smaller than those expected from the
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Table 3.1: Spectroscopic parameters determined for HCCO and DCCO.
Constants (MHz) HCCOb HCCOc DCCOb DCCOc
A 1046955.(1682) 1243000.(45000) 652933.(410) 652100.(3600)
B 10896.7954(16) 10896.788(41) 9926.7979(12) 9926.8008(104)
C 10766.0154(23) 10766.466(39) 9755.2295(11) 9755.2316(126)
DN 0.0038207(13) 0.003861(21) 0.0035141(15) 0.0035088(34)
DNK -0.2536(24) 0.2376(26) -1.67334(82) -1.6724(123)
DK 30475.(528) 18480.(1200) 3952.(264) 5000.
d1 -0.00008151(65) -0.000119(34) -0.00024091(40) -0.0002431(73)
d2 -0.00004013(90) 0.0000201(101) -0.00005828(90) -0.0000649(43)
HKN -0.191900(924) -0.01185(24) 0.037735(302) 0.0375(45)
HK 352.(14) - - -
LKKN 0.020538(108) - -0.0106543(349) -0.01059(52)
PKKKN -0.00069701(376) - 0.00039998(121) 0.0003971(176)
aa -247917.6(69) -247827.(74) -112219.2(33) -112201.(34)
bb -43.128(60) -43.1(27) -30.655(74) -30.62(85)
cc 13.322(60) 13.8(27) 10.225(65) 10.20(69)
(ab + ba)/2 529.4(77) 1619.(53) 276.28(99) 275.(31)
DSN -0.000086(60) -0.00920(178) 0.000519(31) 0.00041(65)
DSNK 2.405(36) 1.52(36) -1.698(18) -1.589(191)
DSKN -17.66(31) -4.68(141) 5.180(76) 4.71(65)
DSK -53.61(66) 953.1(53) 1.75(34) 826.7(21)
dS1 -0.000056(44) -0.00520(141) 0.000316(23) 0.00025(44)
HSK -23.320(60) -27.386(169) -21.6652(164) -21.628(89)
HSKNK 0.1425(41) - - -
bF -54.0304(46) -54.030(24)d - -
c 16.029(18) 16.041(92)d - -
σ 0.059 0.125 0.064 0.029
σw 1.15 - 1.18 -
No. of lines 168 54 193 55
a Values in parentheses are 1σ uncertainties, expressed in units of the last quoted digit. σw denotes the weighted root mean
square deviation.
b This work
c Endo and Hirota [1987]
d Ohshima and Endo [1993]
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Table 3.2: Spin-rotation constants aa(K) determined for HCCO and DCCO.
Constants (MHz) HCCO DCCO
aa(K = 0) -247917.6(69) -112219.2(33)
aa(K = 1) -157486.3(22) -89141.7(18)
aa(K = 2)
a -112607.9(31) -71781.2(21)
aa(K = 3)
a -83405.9(23) -56987.9(16)
aa(K = 4)
a -60804.3(16) -43191.0(12)
a Computed from the aa(K = 0) value. See text for
explanation.
Ka = 1 lines. This peculiar behaviour is caused by the Renner-Teller coupling (see Ap-
pendix B.1.1), whereby a special case of vibronic coupling is cancelling the degeneracy
of the electronic state 2Πu, which subsequently splits to an excited, linear component,
12A′(12Π), and a ground, bent component, 12A′′(12Π). The low lying excited state inter-
acts with the ground state, which leads to a non-negligible perturbation of the rotational
levels. As a result, a conventional power series of the spin-rotation constant aa(K) is not
sufficient to reproduce the anomalous K-dependence. In order to include this distortion in
the analysis, Endo and Hirota [1987] adopted a Pade-type formula given by:
aa(K) = aa(K = 0)/(1 + t ·K), (3.4)
allowing the prediction and assignment of transitions with Ka up to 4. The parameter
t corresponds to ω/∆E, where ω describes the bending vibration frequency and ∆E the
electronic energy of the excited state (see work from Endo and Hirota [1987] for further
explanation). In order to take into account the energy perturbation mentioned above, we
calculated one effective spin-rotation constant aa(K) for every K transition according to
Equation 3.4, using the t value inferred by Endo and Hirota [1987]. Thus, we defined five
separate aa constants in the input file of the fitting program, where aa(K = 0) is applied
to all transitions with Ka = 0, aa(K = 1) is applied to all transitions with Ka = 1,
and so on. After including all the lines, we were able to fit aa(K = 0) and aa(K = 1)
while keeping the remaining epsilon parameters fixed. We also set the relation between
aa(K = 0) and the other epsilon parameters for K = 2, 3, 4 constant. This means that
aa(K = 2, 3, 4) are changed with respect to the fitted aa(K = 0) parameter, following
Equation 3.4. The application of the Pade-type expansion for aa(K) allows us to fit and
predict rest frequencies for transitions with Ka up to 4 and an accuracy well suited for
astrophysical needs. Without this approach we were only able to predict lines up toKa = 2.
The final fits include our new measured lines as well as those measured in the previous
studies mentioned above. In case of HCCO, there were two transitions, JKa,Kc = 153,12 −
143,11 and JKa,Kc = 163,13 − 153,12, measured by Endo and Hirota [1987], which were
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considerably deviating from the predicted frequencies (∼ 300 kHz). For this reason, we
have re-measured these two lines in the laboratory to search for possible misassignments.
However, since the discharge of acetylene and oxygen leads to the production of numerous
species (other than HCCO), the resulting spectra had various lines, that were partially
blended with the HCCO features, making the line assignment rather difficult. In the end,
we were able to measure and assign the JKa,Kc = 163,13 − 153,12 transition, which is in
better agreement with the prediction than the one measured by Endo and Hirota [1987].
For both species, the final fits allowed us to determine all the quartic centrifugal distor-
tion constants, one sextic parameter, HKN , as well as all the quartic and one sextic spin-
rotation constant, HSK 2. The resulting parameters are listed in Table 1. For the HCCO
spectral analysis we additionally included one sextic constant HK , one octic, LKKN , and
one decadic constant, PKKKN , along with one sextic spin-rotation parameter, HSKNK , com-
pared to the previous fit done by Endo and Hirota [1987]. Adding these extra parameters
has considerably improved the fit, resulting in a root mean square (rms) deviation of 59
kHz, which is an improvement of a factor ∼ 2 compared to the previous fit by Endo and
Hirota [1987] (rms =125 kHz).
Strong correlations between HK , LKKN , PKKKN and other constants modify the final
values of some rotational parameters with respect to Endo and Hirota [1987]. In particular,
the introduction of LKKN , PKKKN has a significant impact on the constants dS1 , (ab+ba)/2,
DSN , HKN and DNK , with correlation coefficients ranging from 82% to 99%. This also
results in a sign change for DNK , d2 and DSK compared to the previous published results
[Endo and Hirota, 1987]. Nevertheless, these high-order centrifugal distortion corrections
are critical to reproduce our spectral data within the experimental accuracy: by using a
smaller set of constants the obtained rms is increased up to several MHz. An accurate
determination of the rotational constants would require a full analysis of both interacting
states (12A′(12Π) and 12A′′(12Π)), which is beyond the scope of this work.
The spectral analysis of DCCO resulted to a root mean square deviation of 64 kHz. Also
here the rotational parameters are more strongly constrained in our fit (see for example
constants (ab+ ba)/2 and DSN) compared to Endo and Hirota [1987]. In addition, we were
able to determine DK , unlike Endo and Hirota [1987], where the constant had previously
been kept fixed to 5000 MHz. In case of DSK we note a considerable difference of a factor
of ∼ 500 between our and the previous study. Since there is a correlation between the
constants DK and DSK of ∼ 50%, we do expect a change in DSK by fitting DK .
Table 2 shows a summary of the aa(K) constants for HCCO and DCCO determined
in this work. A list with all the experimental frequencies is available at the CDS as
supplementary data.
3.5 Astrochemical Relevance
In cold environments with a gas temperature of 10 K or lower (such as Lupus-1A
and L483, where HCCO has been detected), the Boltzmann distribution for HCCO and
2The order of the rotational constant refers to which power of J the energy contributions depend on.
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Table 3.3: Spin-rotation constants aa(K) determined for HCCO and DCCO.
Constants (MHz) HCCO DCCO
aa(K = 0) -247917.6(69) -112219.2(33)
aa(K = 1) -157486.3(22) -89141.7(18)
aa(K = 2)
a -112607.9(31) -71781.2(21)
aa(K = 3)
a -83405.9(23) -56987.9(16)
aa(K = 4)
a -60804.3(16) -43191.0(12)
a Computed from the aa(K = 0) value. See text for
explanation.
DCCO peaks at around 100 GHz. With the present results we are able to reduce the
predicted uncertainties down to 5-14 kHz at this frequency range (for HCCO and DCCO,
respectively), opening the possibility for astronomical observations towards cold sources,
such as starless and pre-stellar cores, which are characterized by narrow emission lines.
Table 3.4 lists five DCCO transitions with Ka = 0 that could be relevant for observations
of cold sources in the 3 mm range.
Table 3.4: Spectroscopic parameters of DCCO transitions relevant at low temperatures
(∼ 10 K).
Transitions Frequency Accuracy Eupa Aula gua
JKa,Kc (MHz) (kHz) (K) (10−5s−1)
40,4 − 30,3 78721.6685 14.4 9.45 0.71 10
50,5 − 40,4 98402.4782 14.4 14.18 1.42 12
60,6 − 50,5 118082.6947 14.4 19.85 2.50 14
70,7 − 60,6 137762.1984 14.4 26.46 4.01 16
80,8 − 70,7 157440.8700 14.4 34.03 6.03 18
a Eup is the upper state energy, Aul is the Einstein coefficient of the
corresponding transition and the upper state degeneracy is given by gu.
Further HCCO detections towards cold sources will help us clarify the gas-grain chem-
istry of this species in the early phase of star formation. As already mentioned in the intro-
duction, HCCO is believed to be formed mainly in the gas-phase, via the reaction of C2H
with OH. A first step towards understanding the HCCO interstellar chemistry would be to
search for a correlation between HCCO and its main precursor C2H. An ideal candidate for
this purpose is the well-studied, evolved pre-stellar core, L1544. The chemical structure
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Figure 3.2: Map of the H2 column density derived from far-infrared images taken by
Herschel [Spezzano et al., 2016]. The dashed squares cover 40′′ in the x- and y- direction
and indicate the regions where the molecules c-C3H2 and CH3OH peak. The white circle
represents the beam of the Herschel/SPIRE instrument. On the left part of the figure we
show the resulting spectra of the JKa,Kc = 40,4−30,3 transition of HCCO averaged over the
dashed squares. The red line plots the CLASS Gaussian fit.
of the source L1544 was studied in Spezzano et al. [2017] through molecular maps. In
particular, the authors investigated the spatial distribution of 22 different molecules, and
came to the conclusion that different parts of the source favour the formation of either
carbon-, nitrogen or oxygen-bearing molecules. c-C3H2 and other carbon-chain molecules
like H2CCC and C3H, have their emission peak in the south-east part of the core, while
oxygen-bearing species, such as CH3OH, HCO and SO peak towards the north-east part
of the dust continuum peak. In addition, HNCO (as well as CH3CCH, CH2DCCH and
CH3CCD) peaks towards the north-west part of the core. The right part of Figure 3.2
shows the H2 column density map in L1544, which was derived by the far-infrared images
taken with Herschel/SPIRE [Spezzano et al., 2016]. We used the data by Spezzano et al.
[2017] to search for an HCCO line at 86.6 GHz. For the data processing we employed the
software CLASS from the GILDAS3 package [Pety, 2005]. Since the HCCO detections are
very weak (∼ 10 mK), we chose to average its spectrum over two large regions that contain
either the c-C3H2 or CH3OH peak, and cover 40′′ in the x- and y-direction, respectively.
These regions are marked by the dashed squares in Figure 3.2. The center of the map is
positioned at the 1.3 mm dust peak [Ward-Thompson et al., 1999].
3http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS
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As it can be seen on the left part of Figure 3.2, HCCO peaks towards the region where
c-C3H2 peaks, while the line intensity decreases by almost a factor of 2 towards the CH3OH
peak.This is a clear evidence that HCCO follows a different chemistry than other oxygen-
bearing species, showing instead a predominant hydrocarbon chemistry. This favours the
fact that C2H is chemically related to HCCO. However, higher-sensitivity observations are
needed to prove this point and constrain the gas-grain chemical models.
3.6 Chemical Model
The chemical model that we apply is based on the model developed by Vasyunin and
Herbst [2013a] with several minor updates in grain-surface chemistry (Vasyunin et al. 2019,
in prep.), and includes a gas-grain chemical network with 6000 gas-phase reactions, 200
surface reactions and 660 species. The gas-phase and grain surface chemistry are connected
by accretion and desorption processes. The code numerically integrates chemical rate
equations and gives a set of time dependent abundances of all chemical species for a time
span that the user chooses. We use typical conditions of a cold dark cloud with a gas
and dust temperature of 10 K, a visual extinction of 30 magnitudes, a proton density of
2 · 104 cm−3 and a cosmic ionization rate of 1.3 · 10−17 s−1. As initial atomic abundances
we use the ones reported in Wakelam et al. [2015b]. In addition, we include all the known
formation and destruction reactions for HCCO available in the literature and the KIDA
(KInetic Database for Astrochemistry) online database [Wakelam et al., 2015a]. In order
to simulate the HCCO chemistry, the model is run with steady physical conditions and
integrated over 107 years. As already reported in previous studies [Agúndez et al., 2015,
Wakelam et al., 2015b], we find that the main formation pathway of HCCO in the gas-
phase is the reaction of C2H with OH, while the most effective reaction on grain surfaces is
s− H + s− CCO→ s− HCCO. For the reaction OH + C2H→ HCCO + H we use a rate
coefficient of 2 · 10−10 cm3 s−1, as proposed in Wakelam et al. [2015b].
In the end, our simulations are able to reproduce the observed abundance of HCCO
for times between 105 and 106 yr, reaching a maximum abundance of 5.6 · 10−11. Nev-
ertheless, a theoretical and/or an experimental study of the main formation pathway
OH + C2H→ HCCO + H is still needed for a better interpretation of the chemical sim-
ulations.
3.7 Conclusions
This work describes a rotational analysis of the ketenyl radical, HCCO, and its deuter-
ated counterpart DCCO. For each isotopologue we measured and assigned more than 100
lines. We extended the measurements up to ∼ 650 GHz, which helped us improve the
determination of the spectroscopic parameters with respect to the previous study by Endo
and Hirota [1987]. In particular, we measured the rotational transitions with N ranging
from 8 to 27 for HCCO and with N = 9− 33 for DCCO with a maximum Ka of 4.
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• For both species we were able to determine all the quartic centrifugal distortion
constants, one sextic parameter, HKN , as well as all the quartic and one sextic spin-
rotation constant, HSK .
• We expanded the centrifugal distortion analysis of HCCO by including a sextic con-
stant HK , an octic, LKKN , and one decadic constant, PKKKN , along with one sextic
spin-rotation parameter, HSKNK . This extended set of parameters reduced the rms
deviation by a factor of ∼ 2 with respect to the previous fit by Endo and Hirota
[1987]. We also decreased the uncertainty on the rotational constants up to a factor
of ∼ 40.
• We show that towards the pre-stellar core L1544, HCCO peaks within the region
where c-C3H2 peaks, suggesting that the ketenyl formation is based predominantly
on hydrocarbon chemistry.
• The spectral analysis of DCCO resulted to a rms deviation of 64 kHz. The rotational
parameters are more strongly constrained in our fit with respect to Endo and Hirota
[1987]. We provide for the first time a catalog of highly accurate frequencies for
DCCO (uncertainties at 3 mm ∼ 15 kHz), which allows a future DCCO detection in
cold sources, like starless and pre-stellar cores.
Chapter 4
The Supersonic Jet Experiment
The Supersonic Jet Experiment is a new spectrometer that has been developed at the
Center of Astrochemical Studies in Garching with the aim of studying unstable species in
the millimeter and submillimeter range. The supersonic expansion of a selected gas mix-
ture into a vacuum chamber results in strong rotational cooling of the molecular species,
reaching very low temperatures (down to ∼ 5 K), which are typical for interstellar envin-
ronments. Isolated in a collision-free molecular beam, ions and radicals are stabilized and
become available for spectroscopic studies.
4.1 Introduction
In this experiment a gas sample is injected with a high pressure (P0 > 1 bar) through
a pulsed valve into a vacuum chamber where it experiences very low pressures down to
Pb ∼ 10−8 bar. At such large pressure gradients there is almost no heat transfer taking
place, meaning that the thermal/internal energy of the species inside the mechanical valve
almost entirely converts into the expansion energy of the molecular gas. Thus, the gas flow
can be treated as an adiabatic expansion, which leads to a dramatic rotational cooling of
the molecular species down to a few Kelvin. This process is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The
molecular thermal motion within the valve transforms into a strongly confined translational
movement, leading to very narrow velocity distibutions and therefore substantially decreas-
ing the Doppler broadening. The resulting cooling effect leads to a significant decrease of
the local speed of sound vs of the expanding gas, since vs ∼
√
T . The Mach number, M ,
on the other hand, which is given by the ratio of the flow velocity vf to the local speed
of sound vs, is increasing, and thus the expanding gas reaches locally supersonic velocity.
In particular, there is a region within the jet expansion, where the density reduces to such
a low level, that molecules are stabilised in a nearly collision-free environment called the
zone of silence. Here, the molecular flow is travelling with supersonic velocity (M  1),
without being influenced by the warm background gas.
The interaction of the molecular jet with the background gas is, however, disturbing
the gas expansion in vertical and horizontal direction to the centerline of the beam, causing
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Figure 4.1: The supersonic jet expansion. In the so-called zone of silence the molecular
flow is nearly collision-free and travels with supersonic velocity. The interaction of the jet
with the background gas leads to the formation of lateral and frontal shock fronts with
respect to the centerline of the beam [Scoles, 1988].
a rapid deceleration of the molecules. Expansion waves are reflected at the jet boundary,
forming a lateral shock zone, also called barrel shock, as well as a frontal shock front,
known as the Mach disk. The location of the Mach disk determines the expansion length
xm of the jet and is given by the following relation:
xm
d
= 0.67 ·
√
P0
Pb
, (4.1)
with d being the diameter of the valve’s orifice, P0 the source pressure and Pb the back-
ground pressure inside the vacuum chamber. The above formula indicates that a high pres-
sure ratio results in an elongated jet expansion, which means a larger absorption length
and thus a stronger molecular signal. The relation for an adiabatic thermodynamic process
of the expanding gas is described as:
T
T0
= (
Pb
P0
)
γ−1
γ
with γ =
cP
cV
=
f + 2
f
, (4.2)
where cP,V is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure and volume, respectively, and
f the degree of freedoms of the investigated gas. For all gases with γ = 5
3
and with xm
d
 1,
the Mach number M is given by [Scoles, 1988]:
M = 3.232 · (xm
d
)
2
. (4.3)
This relation is only valid in the zone of silence with M  1. Using Eq. 4.2 we obtain for
the jet temperature T according to Scoles [1988] the following expression:
T
T0
= (1 +
γ − 1
2
M2)
−1
. (4.4)
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The production and spectroscopic study of interstellar COMs in a cold molecular beam
has proven to be beneficial for several reasons. The resulting low temperatures lead to the
population of the lowest rotational levels, which simplifies dense and complex rotational
spectra and subsequently makes spectral assignment easier. In addition, the collisions
between molecules in a cold molecular beam are minimized, thus stabilizing sensitive and
highly reactive molecules. In other words, once the molecules of interest are formed they
are frozen-out within the jet, without being able to further react. Finally, the reduced
Doppler broadening is significantly enhancing the achieved spectral resolution.
4.2 Experimental set up
In this section I will discuss the experimental set up of our supersonic jet experiment and
show in greater detail the main components of the instrumentation. A simple schematic
figure of our experiment is illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
As a radiation source we use a frequency synthesizer (Keysight E8257D), which gener-
ates a maximum signal frequency of 67 GHz and is synchronized to a 10 MHz rubidium
frequency clock (Standford Research Systems), that provides a high frequency and phase
stability of the electrical signal. The output signal of the synthesizer is then coupled into
an amplifier multiplier chain (AMC, Virginia Diodes Inc.) that covers a frequency range
of 75-1100 GHz. The (sub)mm radiation is subsequently focused through a high density
polyethelen (HDPE) lens onto a wire-grid polarizer, which in turn reflects the radiation
onto a so-called rooftop reflector, placed within the vacuum chamber. In the center of
the rooftop reflector we have mounted the mechanical pulsed valve that ejects a selected
gas mixture into the chamber. The chamber is sealed on the radiation side with a teflon
window. The application of teflon and HDPE components allows for a high transmission
of the radiation in the mm- and (sub)mm range and thus minimizes the power losses. The
rooftop reflector consists out of two flat rectangular mirrors, that are placed perpendicu-
larly to each other. The reflector has a inclination angle of 45° with respect to the beam
direction, which in turn causes a 90° shift in the polarisation of the incoming light. This
polarisation shift enables the reflected radiation to simply pass through the wire-grid po-
larizer and be focused with the help of a second HDPE lens on the detector. With the
above geometry the radiation propagates coaxially to the jet, probing the molecular beam
twice. This arrangement reduces the Doppler broadening, as it removes the Doppler effect
caused by the molecular velocity component, that is perpendicular to the beam direction
[Park et al., 2011]. In addition, since the molecular beam is probed twice, we increase the
absorption length, and thus the signal intensity. The parallel and antiparallel propagation
of the radiation to the jet leads to two lines in our spectrum, resulting from the positive
and negative frequency shift caused by the Doppler effect (see Fig. 4.2). The actual transi-
tion frequency of the molecule corresponds to the average value of the two Doppler-shifted
frequencies.
For the preparation of our gas mixture we use four mass flow controllers (MKS Instru-
ments), each of them being connected to a sample bottle. The flow controller units keep
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Figure 4.2: A schematic figure of the experimental set up. The experiment is arranged in
a double-pass coaxial geometry.
the gas mixing ratios during measurements constant and thus provide us with stable flow
conditions, that are easy to reproduce. The individual gas components are mixed at the
output of the flow controllers and subsequently injected into the vacuum chamber through
a pulsed valve (Series 9, Parker Hannifin), which is fixed centrally to the rooftop mirror, as
shown in Fig. 4.2. The high vacuum of 10−7 Torr/10−10 bar inside the chamber is achieved
by using an effective pumping system, that consists of a diffusion pump (DIP 8000, Oer-
likon Leybold) combined with two mechanical pumps used as backing pumps (roots blower
and rotary-vane pump, Oerlikon Leybold).
For the spectral acquisition we apply the frequency modulation method (see Section
1.5.6). After interacting with the molecular beam the modulated signal is detected by
a liquid-He cooled InSb hot electron Bolometer (QMC Instruments Ltd.). Finally, the
detected signal is demodulated at twice the modulation frequency (2f modulation) by
a lock-in amplifier (MFLI, Zurich Instruments), which means that we record the second
derivative of the absorption line profile. The lock-in demodulation and the frequency
stepping are synchronised to the repetition rate of the pulsed valve. During the time that
the valve is switched off the background is substracted, decreasing that way the noise level
and correcting for any strong baselines.
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Fig. 4.3 shows construction drawings of our instrumentation. The left panel illustrates
the vacuum chamber on top of the diffusion pump as well as the optical bench, which is
used for the radiation source, the optical components (lenses and wire-grid polarizer) and
the detector. The right panel shows the rooftop reflector within the chamber, where it is
placed on top of a rail system, allowing it to move and be adjusted along two dimensions.
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Figure 4.3: Construction drawings (credit: Christian Deysenroth) of the supersonic jet
experiment. The left panel shows the vacuum chamber, the diffusion pump and the optical
bench. The right panel illustrates the inner part of the chamber (rooftop reflector on top
of a rail system).
Due to the Earth’s magnetic field and the one caused by the mechanical valve (during
operation), the spectral lines of open-shell molecules are split into several components as a
result of the Zeeman effect. This splitting makes the line assignment hard, especially with
the coaxial geometry of our experiment, that already produces two Doppler components of
the same transition. Furthermore, such an effect dilutes the intensity of a single transition
in several, and eventually no longer detectable, lines. In order to suppress the rotational
Zeeman effect of open-shell molecular species we have arranged three pairs of Helmholtz
coils around the vacuum chamber, as it is illustrated in Fig. 4.4. Placing two circular
coils symmetrically on the same axis, in a distance that equals their radius, generates a
homogeneous magnetic field in the center between the two coils. With three pairs of such
coils surrounding the chamber, we are able to generate a magnetic field in every spatial
direction, and thus compensate for all the components of the terrestrial magnetic field.
The compensation of the magnetic field at the center of the chamber was tested on
molecules like SO and O2, that have a large g factor and thus show an observable Zeeman
effect [Cazzoli et al., 2017].
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Figure 4.4: Application of Helmholtz coils around the vacuum chamber (credit: Christian
Deysenroth).
4.2.1 Mechanical valve and discharge nozzle
The mechanical valve that we are using for the injection of the molecular sample into
the vacuum chamber is an electro-magnetic driven device. It consists of a tube containing
a metallic spring, which is wrapped by six layers of copper coil with an inductance of just 4
µH. The required voltage for the operation of the nozzle is 28 V, which results in a current
of 400 mA flowing through the coils. Switching on an electrical current induces a strong
magnetic field, that forces the spring to move. A small poppet located on top of the spring
pushes the gas outside of the valve through a 1 mm-orifice. The pulse controller (IOTA
ONE, Parker Hannifin) provides the valve with the needed voltage and allows the system
to deliver repeatable pulses with very high repetition rates (up to 250 Hz).
Since we are studying molecules of astrophysical relevance, that are formed in the
ISM under extreme environments, we have to apply unique conditions (specific range of
temperatures, pressures, voltages, certain reactants, etc.) in the lab in order to produce
and stabilize these species and finally measure their rotational spectra. One prominent
production method of reactive species is the gas discharge (see Section 1.5.5). For this
implementation, we extend our beam source with a DC-discharge nozzle, which consists of
alternating copper electrodes and teflon spacers (see Fig. 4.5). When the gas mixture flows
through the mechanical valve, we apply a high voltage (up to 2 kV) simultaneously with the
jet pulse, prior to free expansion. The high voltage produces a hot plasma between the two
electrodes in which the precursor gases are either being excited, ionized or dissociated and
subsequently react with each other to form new (reactive) species. In order to obtain the
strongest possible signal, we have implemented a high voltage pulsing box for the discharge
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Figure 4.5: Design of our discharge nozzle (left part) attached to the mechanical valve
(right part) (credit: Christian Deysenroth).
nozzle, that helps us adjust the time length of the discharge pulse as well as its time delay
with respect to the gas pulse.
4.3 Measurements of HSCO+
Our first measurements with the supersonic jet experiment were performed on the pro-
tonated species HSCO+. Protonated species are astrophysically relevant because they are
good indicators of important physical parameters in the ISM, such as the gas ionisation
fraction and dissociative electron recombination rates of ions, which in turn is useful in-
formation for chemical models. Furthermore, they can also serve as tracers for non-polar
(and thus not directly observable) species.
The (sub)mm measurements on HSCO+ and the corresponding spectral analysis is
discussed in detail in the work done by Lattanzi et al. [2018]. Here, I will report a brief
summary of the above study, in order to emphasize the capabilities of the jet experiment.
The molecule HSCO+ is a nearly-prolate asymmetric top, that shows both a-type and
b-type rotational spectra with dipole moments of µa = 1.57 D and µb = 1.18 D [McCarthy
and Thaddeus, 2007]. The OCS backbone is almost linear with an angle of 175°. Three
a-type transitions with Ka = 0 of HSCO+ had been previously measured in McCarthy
and Thaddeus [2007] in the microwave range, allowing to constrain the effective rotational
constant Beff = (B+C)/2. The uncertainty on the A rotational constant was nevertheless
still large and the predicted frequencies in the mm- and (sub)mm range were not accurate
enough to perform reliable astronomical observations of this species.
For this reason the spectroscopic study of HSCO+ was substantially extended up to
400 GHz that led to an improved spectral fit. In particular, additional a-type lines (up to
J = 36, Ka = 6) were obtained in the millimiter band with the CASAC (see Chapter 3),
which helped constrain even further the constant Beff . In order to also constrain the A
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constant, which still remained highly uncertain (accuracy of ∼ 20 MHz), it was important
to measure b-type transitions, starting with the fundamental one JKa,Kc = 11,1 − 00,0. Fig.
4.6 shows the simulated spectra of protonated OCS at a temperature of 15 K (top panel)
and 130 K (bottom panel). The low-energy b-type transitions around 250-300 GHz are
strongly populated at low temperatures, while at 130 K, the population of higher energy
lines (higher K-transitions) considerably increases, making the rotational b-type spectrum
rather complex and the line assignment difficult. Hence, in order to address the colder
part of the spectrum it was necessary to switch from the warm plasma present in the
CASAC to the cool molecular beam in the jet experiment. Decreasing the temperature of
the absorption cell in the CASAC proved to be unsuccessful due to the freeze-out of the
precursor gas, OCS.
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Figure 4.6: Simulated spectra of HSCO+ at typical temperatures for the Jet (15 K) and
the CASAC (130 K) experiment. The intensity axis is the same for both panels [Lattanzi
et al., 2018].
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For the production of HSCO+ in the jet, we used as precursor gases a mixture of OCS
highly diluted in H2 (0.3%), that was injected through the pulsed valve with a backing
pressure of 2 bar and a repetition rate of 15 Hz (opening time was 1 ms). The discharge
nozzle was operated at 1.5 kV and the discharge pulse was 1.5 ms long. The signal was
frequency modulated at 30 kHz and the time constant of the lock-in amplifier was 30
µs. With the above experimental conditions we were able in the end to detect 16 b-type
transitions of HSCO+ between 274 and 373 GHz, that helped us determine precisely the
A constant with an uncertainty of just 10 kHz and a deviation of only 0.07% from the ab
initio value. In Fig. 4.7 we show as an example a recorded line (41,4 − 30,3) of HSCO+ at
∼ 318 GHz, after integrating for ∼ 15 minutes.
For the spectral analysis of the rotational spectrum of HSCO+ we applied a Watson
S-reduced Hamiltonian, which included all the quartic centrifugal distortion terms and two
sextic terms, HJK and HKJ . After including all the available lines measured in [Lattanzi
et al., 2018] and in previous work [McCarthy and Thaddeus, 2007], the theoretical model
was able to reproduce very well the measurements with a final rms uncertainty of 39 kHz.
With this new improved fit, the rest frequencies of the astronomically relevant lines HSCO+
are predicted with an accuracy of less than 100 kHz up to 500 GHz.
This work emphasizes the fact that the CASAC and the supersonic jet experiment are
complementary techniques, that address different parts of the molecular spectrum; the
combination of the two experiments provides us with a complete spectroscopic study of
astronomically relevant molecules.
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Figure 4.7: The JKa,Kc = 41,4− 30,3 transition of HSCO+ at ∼ 318 GHz, recorded with our
supersonic jet experiment. The red line represents the best fit described by a Voigt profile.
The transition shows two components, as a result of the Dopper effect, which is caused by
the radiation propagating parallel and anti-parallel to the molecular beam [Lattanzi et al.,
2018].
Chapter 5
The first steps of interstellar
phosphorus chemistry
The content of this chapter was published in Astronomy & Astrophysics Journal.
Credit: Chantzos et al., A&A, 2020, 633, A54, reproduced with permission ©ESO.
5.1 Abstract
Phosphorus-bearing species are essential to the formation of life on Earth, however they
have barely been detected in the interstellar medium. In particular, towards star-forming
regions only PN and PO have been identified so far. Since only a small number of detections
of P-bearing molecules are available, their chemical formation pathways are not easy to
constrain and are thus highly debatable. An important factor still missing in the chemical
models is the initial elemental abundance of phosphorus, that is, the depletion level of P at
the start of chemical models of dense clouds. In order to overcome this problem, we study
P-bearing species in diffuse and translucent clouds. In these objects phosphorus is expected
to be mainly in the gas phase and therefore the elemental initial abundance needed in our
chemical simulations corresponds to the cosmic one and is well constrained. For the study
of P-bearing chemistry we used an advanced chemical model. We updated and significantly
extended the P-chemistry network based on chemical databases and previous literature.
We performed single-pointing observations with the IRAM 30m telescope in the 3 mm
range towards the line of sight to the strong continuum source B0355+508 aiming for
the (2-1) transitions of PN, PO, HCP, and CP. This line of sight incorporates five diffuse
and/or translucent clouds. The (2-1) transitions of the PN, PO, HCP, and CP were not
detected. We report high signal-to-noise-ratio detections of the (1-0) lines of 13CO, HNC,
and CN along with a first detection of C34S towards this line of sight. We have attempted
to reproduce the observations of HNC, CN, CS, and CO in every cloud with our model
by applying typical physical conditions for diffuse or translucent clouds. We find that
towards the densest clouds with vLSR = −10, −17 km s−1 the best-fit model is given by the
parameters (n(H), AV , Tgas) = (300 cm−3, 3 mag, 40 K). According to our best-fit model,
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the most abundant P-bearing species are HCP and CP (∼ 10−10). The molecules PN, PO,
and PH3 also show relatively high predicted abundances of ∼ 10−11. We show that the
abundances of these species are sensitive to visual extinction, cosmic-ray ionization rate,
and the diffusion-to-desorption energy ratio on dust grains. The production of P-bearing
species is favored towards translucent rather than diffuse clouds, where the environment
provides a stronger shielding from the interstellar radiation. Based on our improved model,
we show that the (1-0) transitions of HCP, CP, PN, and PO are expected to be detectable
with estimated intensities of up to ∼ 200 mK.
5.2 Introduction
Phosphorus is essential for biotic chemistry, since it is a fundamental component of
many important biological molecules, such as nucleic acids and phospholipids. Phosphorus
is therefore vital to life on Earth and can consequently play an important role in exoplanets
[Schaefer and Fegley, 2011]. Despite its importance, the chemistry of P-bearing molecules is
in its infancy and remains poorly understood. The aim of this work is to add an important
missing piece to the puzzle: unveiling the first steps of P chemistry via observations and
chemical simulations of simple P-bearing molecules in diffuse clouds.
The ion P+ was detected in several diffuse clouds by Jura and York [1978], where an
elemental abundance of ∼ 2×10−7 with a low P depletion factor of between approximately
two and three was derived. However, a more recent study by Lebouteiller et al. [2006]
showed that phosphorus remains mostly undepleted towards diffuse clouds. In addition,
P has been identified towards dwarf and giant stars [Maas et al., 2017, Caffau et al.,
2016], while detections of simple P-bearing molecules (PN, PO, HCP, CP, CCP, NCCP,
PH3) have been done towards the circumstellar material of carbon- and oxygen-rich stars
[Agúndez et al., 2007, 2014a,b, Tenenbaum et al., 2007, De Beck et al., 2013, Ziurys et al.,
2018]. The species PN and only very recently PO are the only P-bearing molecules to have
been discovered towards dense star-forming regions [Turner and Bally, 1987, Fontani et al.,
2016, Rivilla et al., 2016, Lefloch et al., 2016, Mininni et al., 2018, Fontani et al., 2019]
and molecular clouds in the Galactic Center [Rivilla et al., 2018]. The limited number
of available observations hinders our understanding of the chemical pathways involved in
P chemistry. The main uncertainty in P chemistry is the unknown depletion factor of P
in molecular clouds. In general, chemical models of dark clouds start with the so-called
“low-metal abundances”, where the elemental abundances of heavy elements (such as P,
S, Fe, Mg) are reduced by orders of magnitude to reproduce molecular observations [e.g.,
Agúndez and Wakelam, 2013], but with poor understanding of the chemical processes at
the base of such depletions. In the case of P, the level of depletion is still very uncertain.
While Turner et al. [1990] and Wakelam et al. [2015b] used high depletion factors of 600-104
with respect to cosmic P abundance, recent works have shown that it could be as low as
∼ 100 [Rivilla et al., 2016, Lefloch et al., 2016].
As only a very limited number of P-bearing molecules have been detected in star-
forming regions, it is very hard to put constraints on the elemental abundance of P in
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the gas phase and on the major chemical pathways. In order to elucidate the interstellar
P chemistry we focus on diffuse clouds, which represent the first steps of molecular-cloud
evolution. Diffuse clouds can provide important constraints on P chemistry, since P in
these objects is not strongly affected by depletion, meaning that the initial P abundance
that can be used for chemical simulations is well constrained [Lebouteiller et al., 2006].
With this approach we are able to remove an important uncertainty in our model and use
a reliable starting point for our chemical simulations.
The existing chemical and physical models focus solely on diffuse clouds [e.g., Dalgarno,
1988, Le Petit et al., 2004, Cecchi-Pestellini et al., 2012, Godard et al., 2014]. For example,
in Godard et al. [2014], a model including dissipation of turbulence was applied to reproduce
the observed molecular abundances in the diffuse interstellar medium (ISM). The main
results showed that chemical complexity is strongly linked to turbulent dissipation, which
was able to reproduce the high abundances of CO and other species (such as C+ and HCO+)
observed towards Galactic diffuse clouds. Le Petit et al. [2004] describe the development
of a chemical model of the diffuse cloud towards ζ Persei that was able to reproduce the
abundance of H+3 and other species, like CN and CO. This was achieved by modeling two
phases, namely a small dense phase (∼ 100 au) with a density of n(H) = 2 × 104 cm−3
and a larger diffuse region (4 pc) with n(H) = 100 cm−3. In addition, the reproduction
of the CH+ abundance and that of the rotationally excited H2 required the inclusion of
shocks into the model. Similar results were achieved by Cecchi-Pestellini et al. [2012] when
including the injection of hot H2 into the model.
Previous observations [Corby et al., 2018, Liszt et al., 2018, Thiel et al., 2019] prove the
chemical complexity and the wide range of densities, temperatures, and visual extinctions of
diffuse and translucent clouds, making them promising targets for observations of P-bearing
molecules. Diffuse clouds are characterized by low densities with n(H) = 100 − 500 cm−3
and are therefore more exposed to interstellar radiation, which can destroy molecules.
Translucent clouds on the other hand are an intermediate state between diffuse and dense
molecular clouds, being more protected from UV radiation (1 mag < AV < 5 mag). They
are denser with typical densities of n(H) = 500 − 5000 cm−3 and are consequently cooler
(Tgas = 15 − 50 K), showing higher chemical complexity [Snow and McCall, 2006, Thiel
et al., 2019]. One prominent candidate that has been widely studied in previous works
[e.g., Liszt et al., 2018, and references therein] is the gas that lies along the line of sight
to the compact extragalactic continuum source B0355+508. This strong blazar is located
at a very low latitude in the outer Galaxy (b = −1.6037◦), meaning that the way through
the Galactic disk is long and therefore gathers a significant amount of distributed Galactic
diffuse gas [Pety et al., 2008]. Indeed, the line of sight towards B0355+508 shows a com-
plex kinematic structure which incorporates several diffuse and translucent clouds. The
detections of numerous molecules like S- and CN-bearing species as well as small hydro-
carbons towards B0355+508 also indicate the rich chemistry present in this diffuse and
translucent gas [e.g., Liszt et al., 2018, and references therein]. The substantial velocity
structure coupled with a high chemical complexity of this line of sight enables us to ad-
just our chemical and physical model to every cloud component and find which physical
conditions most favor the abundances of P-bearing molecules. Other background sources
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that have previously been studied are either lacking the chemical (like B0224+671) or the
velocity (such as B0415+479) features which are essential for the present work.
In this paper, we present single-pointing observations of the (2-1) transitions of HCP,
CP, PN, and PO and chemical simulations of their molecular abundances towards the
line of sight to B0355+508 in order to investigate P-bearing chemistry within diffuse and
translucent clouds, the precursors of molecular clouds. In Section 5.3 we describe the
observational details. Section 5.4 summarizes the results of the observations. In Section
5.5 we describe our updated phosphorus chemical network as well as the grid of models
that we apply in order to reproduce the observations of HNC, CN, CS, and CO towards
every cloud component along the line of sight. Furthermore, in Section 5.6 we focus on the
P-bearing chemistry based on our best-fit model (which was determined in Section 5.5).
In particular, we report the predicted molecular abundances of HCP, CP, PN, PO, and
PH3 and we study their dependence on visual extinction, cosmic-ray ionization rate, and
diffusion-to-desorption energy ratio on dust grains. A future outlook and conclusions are
summarized in Sections 5.7 and 5.8.
5.3 Observations
The observations of the HCP (2-1), CP (2-1), PN (2-1), and PO (2-1) transitions
in the 3 mm range were carried out at the IRAM 30m telescope located at Pico Veleta
(Spain) towards the line of sight to the compact extragalactic quasar B0355+508. Table
5.1 lists the observed transitions, the spectroscopic constants, and the telescope settings
at the targeted frequencies: the upper state energy is described by Eup, the upper state
degeneracy is given by gu, while Aul stands for the Einstein coefficient of the transition
u → l. The main beam efficiency and the main beam size of the telescope at a given
frequency are denoted by the parameters Beff and θMB, respectively. For our observations
we used the EMIR receiver with the E090 configuration (3 mm atmospheric window). We
applied three observational setups, in which every setup covered a total spectral coverage
of 7.2 GHz (each sub-band covered 1.8 GHz). As a backend we used the Fast Fourier
Transform Spectrometer with a frequency resolution of 50 kHz (0.15 km s−1 at 100 GHz).
In addition, we applied the wobbler switching mode with an amplitude offset of ±90′′.
Pointing and focus of the telescope was performed every 2 hr on the background source
B0355+508 itself and was found to be accurate to within 2′′.
The intensity of the obtained spectra was converted from antenna (T ∗A) to main beam
temperature (Tmb) units, using the following relation: Tmb = FeffBeff × T ∗A, where Feff is the
forward efficiency. Feff is equal to 95% in the targeted frequency range.
5.4 Results
The compact extragalactic source B0355+508 is located at α = 3h 59m 29.73s, δ = 50◦57′
50.2′′ with a low galactic latitude of b = −1.6037◦, incorporating a large amount of Galac-
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Table 5.1: Spectroscopic parameters of the observed species and telescope settings
Species Transitions Eup Frequency Aul gu Beff θMB Referencesa
(K) (GHz) (10−5 s−1) (%) (′′)
HCP J=2-1 5.8 79.90329 0.04 5 83 31 1
PN J=2-1 6.8 93.97977 2.92 5 80 26 2
CP N =2-1, J=3/2-1/2, F = 2-1 6.8 95.16416 0.33 5 80 26 3
PO J=5/2-3/2, Ω = 1/2, F=3-2, e 8.4 108.99845 2.13 7 78 23 4
PO J=5/2-3/2, Ω = 1/2, F=2-1, e 8.4 109.04540 1.92 5 78 23 4
PO J=5/2-3/2, Ω = 1/2, F=3-2, f 8.4 109.20620 2.14 7 78 23 4
PO J=5/2-3/2, Ω = 1/2, F=2-1, f 8.4 109.28119 1.93 5 78 23 4
a (1) Bizzocchi et al. [2005]; (2) Cazzoli et al. [2006]; (3) Saito et al. [1989]; (4) Bailleux et al. [2002].
tic gas along the line of sight that harbors up to five diffuse and/or translucent clouds
at velocities of −4, −8, −10, −14 and − 17 km s−1 [e.g., Liszt et al., 2018, and references
therein]. The flux of the blazar B0355+508 is variable over time and has been measured at
∼ 3 mm to be on average equal to (4.62± 1.02) Jy, after averaging the flux of 76 different
observations [Agudo, 2017]. This corresponds to a temperature Tc of (0.96± 0.21) K at a
beam size of 27′′ by taking into account the Rayleigh-Jeans-Approximation. The obtained
spectra were reduced and analyzed by the GILDAS software [Pety, 2005]. Every detected
line was fitted via the standard CLASS Gaussian fitting method. For the derivation of the
peak opacity we use the radiative transfer equation
Tmb = (Jν(Tex)− Jν(Tbg)− Jν(Tc))× (1− exp(−τ))⇒
τ = − ln
(
1− Tmb
Jν(Tex)− Jν(Tbg)− Jν(Tc)
)
, (5.1)
where Tex is the excitation temperature, Tbg is the cosmic background temperature, and
J(T ) = ( hν
kB
)(e
hν
kBT − 1)−1 describes the Rayleigh-Jeans temperature in Kelvin 1. After
obtaining the peak opacity τ , the column density N is then estimated by following the
relation:
N = τ
√
16pi3
ln 2
ν3Qrot(Tex)∆v e
Eu/kBTex
c3Aul gu (ehν/kBTex − 1) , (5.2)
with kB being the Boltzmann constant, ∆v the line width (FWHM), ν the transition
frequency, c the speed of light, and h the Planck constant. Qrot(Tex) gives the partition
function of a molecule at a given excitation temperature Tex.
The (2-1) transitions of HCP, CP, PN, and PO were not detected within our observa-
tions (see Figure 5.1). We derive 3σ upper limits for the opacities and column densities
1When considering emission lines, Jν(Tc) is neglected because Jν(Tex) Jν(Tc).
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of the P-bearing species using Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2). Due to the low densities in diffuse
clouds, molecules are expected to show no collisional excitation. The column densities were
calculated assuming Tex = Tbg = 2.7 K, which simplifies Eq. (5.1) to:
τ = − ln
(
1 +
Tmb
Jν(Tc)
)
. (5.3)
The results are summarized in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.1: Spectra of the nondetected (2-1) transitions of PO, PN, HCP, and CP. The
upper x-axis shows the rest frequency (in MHz) and the lower one is a velocity axis (in
km s−1). The red dashed line indicates the 3σ level and the blue dashed line shows the
transition frequency of the corresponding molecule. In the case of PO, we show as an
example one of the observed transitions at 108.998 GHz.
We detected the HNC (1-0), CN (1-0), and C34S (2-1) transitions in absorption as
well as the 13CO (1-0) in emission at the 3 mm range with a high signal-to-noise ratio
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Table 5.2: Derived upper limits for the opacity and the column density of HCP, CP, PN,
and PO. The upper limits are 3σ.
Species Frequency τ N TMB rms
(GHz) (1011 cm−2) (K) (mK)
HCP 79.90329 < 0.02 < 22.7 < 0.02 6
CP 95.16416 < 0.02 < 12.6 < 0.02 5
PN 93.97977 < 0.02 < 0.42 < 0.02 6
PO 108.99845 < 0.02 < 4.29 < 0.02 6
109.04540 < 0.02 < 6.70 < 0.02 6
109.20620 < 0.02 < 4.34 < 0.02 6
109.28119 < 0.02 < 6.69 < 0.02 6
(S/N), ranging from 6 to 80 2. Figure 5.2 shows all the detected spectra towards the
line of sight to B0355+508. In the case of CN we were able to detect and resolve four
hyperfine components from 113.123 GHz to 113.191 GHz (see Figure 5.3). Every hyperfine
component was detected in the three velocity components at −8, −10, and −17 km s−1
except for the one weak transition at 113.123 GHz, which was identified only in two clouds
(at −10, −17 km s−1). The molecule HNC was identified in all five cloud components, while
C34S (in absorption) and 13CO (in emission) were detected solely towards the densest
features, at −10 km s−1 and −17 km s−1. Table 5.3 lists the identified species and the
corresponding spectroscopic parameters.
For estimating the CN column density we use the hyperfine component at 113.170 GHz.
Our derived opacities and column densities of CN agree within a factor of two to three
with previous results [Liszt and Lucas, 2001], while the HNC results are well reproduced
within a factor of 1.5. Table 5.4 summarizes the derived opacities and column densities of
the detected species, as well as the obtained line intensities and rms levels.
2The rms levels are lying between 4 and 13 mK.
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Figure 5.2: Spectra of the detected species HNC, CN, C34S, and13CO in the 3 mm range
towards the line of sight to the extragalactitc source B0355+508. The red line represents
the CLASS Gaussian fit.
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Table 5.3: Spectroscopic parameters of the detected species and telescope settings
Species Transitions Eup Frequency Aul gu Beff θMB Referencesa
(K) (GHz) 10−5 s−1 (%) (′′)
HNC J=1-0 4.4 90.66357 2.69 3 81 27 1
CN N= 1-0, F = 3/2-1/2 5.5 113.17049 0.51 4 78 22 2
C34S J= 2-1 6.9 96.41295 1.60 5 80 26 3
13CO J=1-0 5.3 110.20135 0.006 6 78 22 4
a (1) Saykally et al. [1976]; (2) Dixon and Woods [1977]; (3) Gottlieb et al. [2003]; (4)
Klapper et al. [2000], Cazzoli et al. [2004].
Lucas and Liszt [2002] reported the detection of the main isotopolog C32S with the
IRAM Plateau de Bure interferometer (PdBI) and estimated a column density of (4.27±
0.16)×1012 cm−2 at the −10 kms−1 component and (3.06±0.32)×1012 cm−2 at −17 kms−1.
With the above values and the column densities of C34S calculated in this work, we derive
a sulfur isotopic ratio 32S/34S of 12.8±4.8 and 18.7±9.5 for the components at −10 kms−1
and −17 kms−1, respectively. The latter value is in good agreement with the 32S/34S ratio
for the local ISM of 24 ± 5 [Chin et al., 1996]. However, the isotopic ratio determined
for v = −10 kms−1 is significantly lower than the local interstellar value, which could be
the result of opacity effects of the C32S line. In addition, the determination of the sulphur
isotopic ratio was based on just one spectral line of the main species C32S and its isotopolog,
which also yields a high uncertainty. To our knowledge this is the first detection of C34S
towards this line of sight, owing to the high spectral resolution of ∼ 50 kHz and high
sensitivity (rms of ∼ 4 mK) achieved with our observations.
In Liszt and Lucas [1998], detections of the main species 12CO and its isotopolog 13CO
are reported, which were obtained with the PdBI as well as the NRAO 12m telescope. The
single-dish observations covered a large beam of 60′′, thus seeing CO and its isotopolog
in emission, while the interferometric observations were sensitive only to the very narrow
column of gas towards the strong background blazar, giving rise to absorption lines. For
deriving the excitation temperatures and the column densities, both emission (single-dish
data) and absorption lines (interferometric data) were considered.
In Figure 5.2 it is clearly visible that the strong 13CO emission line at −10 kms−1
overlaps with an absorption feature at around −8 kms−1. This is probably due to the
fact that absorption is present close to the background source, meaning that emission and
absorption lines are merged together in our observations with the IRAM 30m telescope.
This contamination effect is influencing the line profile at −10 kms−1 which subsequently
results in an unreliable fit. This could possibly explain why the 13CO column density
derived at −10 kms−1 deviates by a factor of about four from previous results [Liszt and
Lucas, 1998], while towards −17 kms−1, N(13CO) is well reproduced within 10% (see Table
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Rest Frequency (MHz)
 T
M
B
(K
)
CN (1-0)
0
-0.1
-0.2
-0.3
-0.4
(N, F) =(1, 3/2)-(0, 1/2)
(N, F) =(1, 3/2)-(0, 3/2)
(N, F) =(1, 1/2)-(0, 3/2)
(N, F) =(1, 1/2)-(0, 1/2)
Figure 5.3: Detected hyperfine components of the CN (1-0) transition between 113.12
and 113.20 GHz. The three strongest hyperfine components were detected in the
three clouds with vLSR = −8, −10, −17 km s−1 except for the one weak transition
(N,F) = (1, 1/2)− (0, 1/2), which was identified only in the two densest clouds (at
−10, −17 km s−1).
5.4)3. Our derived isotopic ratio 12CO/13CO at −17 kms−1 is equal to 16.7± 1.4. For this
calculation, we used the column density of 12CO derived in Liszt and Lucas [1998] with
N(12CO) = (6.64± 0.47)× 1015 cm−2. The resulting CO isotopic ratio is almost a factor of
four lower than the local interstellar ratio 12C/13C = 60 [Lucas and Liszt, 1998]. This was
already confirmed by previous studies [Liszt, 2007, 2017] that show an increased insertion of
13C into CO towards clouds in the translucent regime with elevated densities and/or smaller
radiation fields, which lead to an enhanced abundance of 13CO by a factor of two to four.
Under these conditions isotope exchange fractionation (13C++12CO→ 12C++13CO + 35 K)
is more dominant than selective photodissociation.
3We used a Tex of 6 K for deriving N(13CO), as it was inferred in Liszt and Lucas [1998].
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5.5 Chemical modeling
The goal of the present study is to constrain and improve our model of diffuse and
translucent clouds to make reliable predictions regarding the abundances of P-bearing
species (and also others). For this reason, we used the observations of HNC, CN, CS, and
CO in order to constrain the physical parameters in our model. The chemical code that
we applied was developed by Vasyunin and Herbst [2013a] with an updated grain-surface
chemistry (Vasyunin et al. 2019, in prep.). The model includes a gas-grain chemical net-
work with 6000 gas-phase reactions, 200 surface reactions, and 660 species. Accretion and
desorption processes regulate and connect the gas-phase and grain surface chemistry. The
code numerically solves coupled differential equations (chemical rate equations) and com-
putes a set of time-dependent molecular abundances. Since the observations were carried
out towards diffuse and translucent clouds, we considered as initial elemental abundances
the standard Solar elemental composition (see Table 5.5). We note that our initial elemen-
tal abundances are significantly different compared to the low metal abundances used in
Wakelam et al. [2015b] for dark clouds (200 times more abundant S and up to 104 more
abundant Fe, Cl, P, and F). In particular, the initial abundance of P is 2.6 × 10−7 and
is therefore well constrained unlike in dense molecular clouds. This approach will help us
better elucidate the chemistry of P since a key parameter for the chemical model is well
determined. In addition, we begin our chemical simulations with the entirety of hydrogen
being in its atomic form in order to start with pure atomic diffuse cloud conditions.
Table 5.5: Assumed solar initial elemental abundances [Asplund et al., 2006]
Species Abundances
H 1.0
He 8.5× 10−2
N 6.8× 10−5
O 4.9× 10−4
C+ 2.7× 10−4
S+ 1.3× 10−5
Si+ 3.2× 10−5
Fe+ 3.2× 10−5
Na+ 1.7× 10−6
Mg+ 3.9× 10−5
Cl+ 3.2× 10−7
P+ 2.6× 10−7
F+ 3.6× 10−8
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5.5.1 The chemical network of phosphorus
The phosphorus chemical network that has been used in previous studies [Fontani et al.,
2016, Rivilla et al., 2016] has been extended with new available information in the literature
(new reactions, updated reaction rates, desorption energies, etc.). In particular, chemical
reactions of several P-bearing species, such as PN, PO, HCP, CP, and PH3, were included
and/or updated in our chemical network. The reaction rates were taken from the online
chemical databases KInetic Database for Astrochemistry [Wakelam et al., 2015a, KIDA]4
and the UMIST Database for Astrochemistry [McElroy et al., 2013, UDfA]5, as well as
from numerous previous papers [Thorne et al., 1984, Adams et al., 1990, Millar, 1991,
Anicich, 1993, Charnley and Millar, 1994, Jiménez-Serra et al., 2018]. In particular we
included several reactions involving the formation and destruction of PHn (n = 1, 2, 3)
and their cationic species from Charnley and Millar [1994] and Anicich [1993], along with
the chemical network proposed by Thorne et al. [1984] that contains production and loss
routes for P, PO, P+, PO+, PH+, HPO+ and H2PO+. In addition, we extended the PN
chemical network based on the work by Millar et al. [1987], and we took into account the
gas-phase reaction P + OH→ PO + H proposed by Jiménez-Serra et al. [2018], as well as
two formation routes of PN in the gas phase, N + CP→ PN + C and P + CN→ PN + C,
by Agúndez et al. [2007]. Finally, we included the photodissociation reactions of PN, PO,
HCP, and PHn (n = 1, 2, 3) based on the reaction rates given in KIDA and UDfA. The
reaction rates of the photodissociation of PHn were assumed to be equal to the analogous
reactions for NHn.
Concerning the chemistry taking place on grain surfaces, we took into account the hy-
drogenation reactions of P-bearing species (where the letter “g” denotes a grain surface
species) as well as their corresponding desorption reactions:
• gH + gP→ gPH,
• gH + gPH→ gPH2,
• gH + gPH2 → gPH3.
The desorption energy of PH3 was calculated based on that of NH3 and amounts to
∼ 5800 K. This corresponds to an evaporation temperature of ∼ 100 K, which is in good
agreement with the value of ∼ 90 K proposed by Turner et al. [1990] 6. The reactive desorp-
tion efficiency in our chemical model is set equal to 1%. An increased reactive desorption of
10% changes the predicted abundances of the aforementioned P-bearing molecules by less
4http://kida.obs.u-bordeaux1.fr
5http://udfa.ajmarkwick.net/index.php?mode=species
6The evaporation temperature describes the temperature at which a given species starts to desorb
thermally.
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than a factor of two. Another nonthermal desorption mechanism included in our model is
the cosmic-ray desorption, which is fully described in Hasegawa and Herbst [1993]. Based
on this study, dust grains are heated upon impact with cosmic rays reaching a peak tem-
perature Tdust of 70 K, which subsequently leads to preferential desorption of molecules
from grain surfaces. This type of desorption is however negligible in diffuse clouds, where
photodesorption dominates. In our model we adopt for all species a photodesorption rate
of 3 × 10−3 molecules per incident UV photon, as was determined in Öberg et al. [2007]
based on laboratory measurements of pure CO ice. This stands in good agreement with
the photodesorption yield of ∼ 10−3 molecules per UV photon found for other species, such
as H2O, O2 and CH4 [Öberg et al., 2009, Fayolle et al., 2013, Dupuy et al., 2017].
5.5.2 Comparison to observations
In order to reproduce the observed abundances of HNC, CN, CS, and CO in every
cloud towards the line of sight to B0355+508 we produce a grid of models applying typical
physical conditions for diffuse or translucent gas [Snow and McCall, 2006, Thiel et al.,
2019]. We note here that, since our chemical model is not treating isotopic species, we are
using as a reference for our comparison the main species 12CO and C32S instead of 13CO
and C34S. For the fractional abundances of 12CO and C32S, we are adopting the column
densities determined in Liszt and Lucas [1998] and Lucas and Liszt [2002]. In addition, for
the clouds at −14 km s−1 and −4 km s−1 we use for CN and CS the upper limits derived in
this work (N(CN) < 1012 cm−2) and in Lucas and Liszt [2002]. The parameter space that
we investigate is listed below:
• n(H) = 100− 1000 cm−3, spacing of 100 cm−3,
• AV = 1− 5 mag, spacing of 1 mag,
• Tgas = 20− 100 K, spacing of 10 K.
The chemical evolution in each model is simulated over 107 yr (100 time steps) assuming
static physical conditions. For the cosmic-ray ionization rate ζ(CR) we use a value of
1.7 × 10−16 s−1 [Indriolo and McCall, 2012, see Section 5.6 for further explanation]. This
also corresponds to the values applied in Godard et al. [2014] and Le Petit et al. [2004],
where the best-fit models provided a ζ(CR) of 10−16 s−1 and 2.5× 10−16 s−1, respectively.
Given the above parameter space, we calculate the level of disagreementD(t, r) between
modeled and observed abundances (for the species HNC, CN, CS and CO), which, following
Wakelam et al. [2010] and Vasyunin et al. [2017], we define as
D(t, r) =
Nspecies∑
j=1
|log(xjmod(t, r))− log(xjobs)|, (5.4)
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with r = (n(H), AV , Tgas) and xjobs,mod is the observed or modeled abundance of species j,
respectively. We then determine the minimal value of D(t, r), (noted as Dmin(t, r)), that
corresponds to the best-fit model; the parameters (t, r) provided by the best-fit model are
the ones giving the smallest deviation between observations and predictions. The smaller
the Dmin(t, r), the better the agreement.
According to Pety et al. [2008] and references therein, the clouds with vLSR = −10 km s−1
and −17 km s−1 towards B0355+508 show strong 12CO emission lines that originate from
dense regions (with n(H) = 300 − 500 cm−3 and N(H2) > 1021 cm−2) which are just out-
side the synthesized beam (combination of the 30m and PdBI telescopes), but still within
the IRAM 30m beam [Pety et al., 2008]. Based on the CO (2-1) maps shown in Pety
et al. [2008] with 22′′ and 5.8′′ resolutions, respectively, the cloud at vLSR = −10 km s−1
shows the most pronounced, dense substructure. This is confirmed by the fact that this
particular cloud component produces the most detectable amounts of observed species in
the data presented in this work and previous works by Liszt and Lucas [2001] and Lucas
and Liszt [2000], and is therefore chemically the most complex one. The component at
vLSR = −8 km s−1 shows a similar structure to the one at vLSR = −10 km s−1, incorporat-
ing a dense region as well. Pety et al. [2008] suggest that the two components are part
of the same cloud, even though they are distinguishable in absorption and show different
levels of chemical complexity. With a higher spatial resolution of 5.8′′, the CO emission at
vLSR = −8 km s−1 is separated from the one at vLSR = −10 km s−1 and is clearly visible.
The diffuse gas seen at velocities −14 km s−1 and −4 km s−1 shows barely any 13CO [Liszt
and Lucas, 1998, and this work] or 12CO [Pety et al., 2008, Liszt and Lucas, 1998] in emis-
sion, which suggests that the density of these clouds is too low to sufficiently excite CO.
Pety et al. [2008] estimated a low to moderate density of these clouds to be ∼ 64−256 cm−3
with AV < 2 mag.
Since we are performing single-dish observations with a beam of ∼ 22′′, we also cover
the high-density regions that produce significant 12CO emission [Pety et al., 2008]. For this
reason we constrain our grid of models to high densities of ≥ 300 cm−3 for the denser clouds
(−8, −10, −17 km s−1), while for the low-density objects at −14 km s−1 and −4 km s−1 we
restrict our input parameters to n(H) ≤ 200 cm−3 and AV < 2 mag. The calculation of
the molecular abundances was done with respect to the H2 column densities (N(H2) ∼
4− 5× 1020 cm−2) that were derived towards every cloud by Liszt et al. [2018]. However,
our model provides the fractional abundance of a species X with respect to the total
number of hydrogen nuclei, as in n(X)/n(H), with the total volume density of hydrogen
defined as n(H) = n(H I + 2 · H2). The surface mobility parameters that we set as default
values in our model (see Section 5.6.3) enable fast and effective formation of H2 on the
surfaces of grains. At the end of our simulations (at t = 107 yr), the H2 abundance reaches
a value of 40 − 50% (depending on the set of parameters). This means that almost the
entire hydrogen is predicted to be in its molecular form at the late phases of the chemical
evolution. Following this consideration, we divide all the observed abundances and their
upper limits mentioned in this paper by a factor of two, since n(X)/n(H I + 2 · H2) '
n(X)/2 ·n(H2) = 0.5 ·n(X)/n(H2). We note that this expression applies to the high-density
parts of the clouds and does not account for the low-density (and H I rich) gas along the
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line of sight.
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Figure 5.4: Results of the grid of models applying typical conditions for diffuse or translu-
cent clouds in order to reproduce the observations towards the cloud at vLSR = −17 km s−1.
The deviation between observations and model at the time of best agreement tbest is given
by D(tbest, r), which is plotted versus density, temperature, and visual extinction. The
best-fit model is given at a time tbest = 6.2 × 106 yr and has the following parameters:
(n(H), AV , Tgas) = (300 cm
−3, 3 mag, 40 K).
Figure 5.4 shows the results of the grid of models that was applied to reproduce the
observations towards vLSR = −17 km s−1. In particular, we plot D(tbest, r), which describes
the deviation between observed and modeled abundances at the time of best agreement
tbest, versus the density, temperature, and visual extinction. Between an AV of 1 and 3
mag the smallest level of disagreement D(tbest, r) reduces by 13%. The main discrepancy
between observed and modeled abundances at low AV comes from the fact that a high
visual extinction results in higher molecular abundances and is therefore able to reproduce
the chemical complexity seen towards the translucent clouds. For models with AV > 3 mag
the minimal D(tbest, r) barely changes (less than 1% of increase). The smallest D(tbest, r)
increases with respect to the density and temperature up to 3% and 2%, respectively. This
is a clear indication that the most influential physical parameter in our analysis is the
visual extinction.
For the cloud component at vLSR = −17 km s−1 the best-fit model with Dmin(t, r) is
reached at a time tbest = 6.2 × 106 yr and has the parameters: rbest = (n(H), AV , Tgas) =
(300 cm−3, 3 mag, 40 K). At tbest = 6.2×106 yr we also fulfill the assumption of having most
of the hydrogen in molecular form, as the H2 abundance reaches a value of 0.45. Based on
this model, we show in Figure 5.5 the time dependent abundances of CO, CN, CS and HNC
over 107 yr as well as the corresponding observed abundances towards vLSR = −17 km s−1.
Our chemical model reproduces the observed species CO, CN, and CS very well within a
factor of ∼ 1 − 1.4 at tbest = 6.2 × 106 yr. As can be seen in Figure 5.5, the predicted
abundances follow the order of the observed quantities. The most significant discrepancy is
found in case of HNC, where the chemical model underestimates the observed abundance
by a factor of four at the time of best agreement (see Table 5.6). According to the model,
one of the main destruction mechanisms of HNC is: C+ + HNC→ C2N+ + H; based on
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the online chemical databases, its reaction rate remains uncertain. In UDfA the given
reaction rate was determined theoretically [Leung et al., 1984] and therefore entails a high
uncertainty. Experimental studies of the above chemical route are still needed to make
reliable predictions of the HNC abundance.
Figure 5.5: Chemical evolution of the abundances of CO, CN, CS and HNC over
107 yr predicted by our best-fit model with the parameters (n(H), AV , Tgas) =
(300 cm−3, 3 mag, 40 K). The colored horizontal bands correspond to the observed abun-
dances towards the cloud with vLSR = −17 km s−1, including the inferred uncertainties.
The vertical dashed line indicates the time of best agreement (t = 6.2 × 106 yr) between
observations and model results.
The smallest deviation with the observations towards the cloud with vLSR = −10 km s−1
was produced by the same set of parameters: rbest = (n(H), AV , Tgas) = (300 cm−3, 3 mag,
40 K). However, in this case the best-fit model gives a Dmin(t, r) that is slightly larger by a
factor of approximately 1.4. The molecular abundances observed towards vLSR = −8 km s−1
are best reproduced with an AV of 5 mag, a density of 400 cm−3 and a gas temperature
of 40 K. The smallest level of disagreement between an AV of 3 and 5 mag differs by less
than 1%.
For the two remaining clouds with vLSR = −4 km s−1 and vLSR = −14 km s−1 the best-fit
model in both cases is given by the parameters: (n(H), AV , Tgas) = (200 cm−3, 1 mag, 30 K)
at tbest = 107 yr. Here, the discrepancy in both clouds arises mostly from the fact that
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Table 5.6: Observed abundances for the cloud component with vLSR = −17 km s−1 and
predictions of the species HNC, CO, CS and CN based on our best-fit model at the time
of best agreement t = 6.2× 106 yr. The last column lists the ratio of observed to predicted
abundances.
Species Observed Predicted Ratio
Abundancea Abundance (Observed/Predicted)
HNC 8.0(1.9)× 10−10 2.1× 10−10 3.8
CN 1.0(0.3)× 10−8 1.4× 10−8 0.7
CS 3.6(0.4)× 10−9 3.4× 10−9 1.1
CO 7.7(0.6)× 10−6 8.0× 10−6 1.0
a For the calculation of the observed abundances we used an N(H2)
value of 4.30× 1020 cm−2, as determined in Liszt et al. [2018].
the model underestimates the CS abundance by a factor of between approximately six
and nine. In our model, CS is being effectively destroyed via photodissociation due to the
low AV . Table 5.7 lists the best-fit parameters that were determined towards every cloud
component.
We note that towards the same line of sight there have been detections of several other
molecules, as reported in Liszt et al. [2008]. The best-fit model determined towards vLSR =
−17 km s−1 and vLSR = −10 km s−1 is able to reproduce within one order of magnitude
the species OH, C2H, H2CO, NH3 and CH, while other species such as HCN, SO, H2S
and C3H2 are strongly underestimated by up to two orders of magnitude. This is a clear
indication that the chemical network of certain molecules (other than P-bearing ones) still
needs to be extended and updated. This however will be addressed in future work, as the
present paper focuses mainly on P chemistry.
Table 5.7: Set of physical parameters that give the best agreement between model results
and observations towards every cloud component
Velocity n(H) AV Tgas tbest
(km s−1) (cm−3) (mag) (K) (106 yr)
-17 300 3 40 6.2
-14 200 1 30 10
-10 300 3 40 6.2
-8 400 5 40 2.3
-4 200 1 30 10
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Based on the above results we can conclude that the molecular abundances observed at
vLSR = −8, −10, −17 km s−1 can be best reproduced by a more “shielded” (AV > 1 mag)
interstellar medium that allows the build-up of molecules to occur more efficiently. The re-
sulting visual extinction AV of 3 mag should be viewed as an average value over the region
covered by our beam (∼ 22′′). Within this region the denser clumps are most likely translu-
cent in nature. Hence, the observed cloud components are probably heterogeneous clouds,
incorporating diffuse and translucent material, filled with relatively abundant molecules.
This result stands in good agreement with a study by Liszt [2017], which involved modeling
the CO formation and fractionation towards diffuse clouds. One of the main results of this
latter study was that strong 13CO absorption lines observed in the millimeter- and UV-
range can be explained by higher densities (≥ 256 cm−3) and weaker radiation (and thus
higher visual extinction), as already mentioned in Section 5.4. Our conclusions also agree
well with the work done by Thiel et al. [2019] in which the physical and chemical structure
of the gas along the line of sight to SgrB2(N) was studied; here, complex organic molecules
such as NH2CHO and CH3CHO were detected in the majority of the clouds, which at
the same time proved to have relatively high visual extinctions (AV = 2.5 − 5 mag with
N(H2) > 10
21 cm−2), thus consisting mainly of translucent gas. According to Thiel et al.
[2019] the column density of H2 that corresponds to an AV of 3 mag is ∼ 3 × 1021 cm−2.
This is also consistent with the study by Pety et al. [2008], which states that the bright
12CO emission originates from dense regions with N(H2) > 1021 cm−2. The gas observed
at velocities of −14 km s−1 and −4 km s−1 on the other hand, corresponds mainly to a
“classical” diffuse cloud with a visual extinction of ∼ 1 mag according to the above analy-
sis. These clouds also yielded the smallest amounts of the detected molecular abundances.
Since chemical complexity seems to be favored towards translucent rather than diffuse gas,
for the following discussion we use the model that provided the best fit towards the dense
clouds with vLSR = −17 km s−1 and vLSR = −10 km s−1 as a reference.
According to our best-fit model, P+ has a gas-phase abundance of 1.8 × 10−7 at the
end of our simulations, being a factor of approximately 1.4 lower than its cosmic value,
which indicates that little depletion takes place. The main reservoir of phosphorus other
than P+ is atomic P, having an abundance of 7.4 × 10−8 at 107 yr. Atomic P is formed
mainly through the electronic recombination of P+. For our models with elevated densities
(103 cm−3) we reach high elemental depletion (such as for C+, S+ and P+) after running
the code for 107 yr. This is consistent with the results presented by Fuente et al. [2019],
which show significant depletion of C, O, and S happening already towards translucent
material at the edge of molecular clouds (3-10 mag) with 1 − 5 × 103 cm−3. In Appendix
C.1 we investigate further the expected depletion of phosphorus when transitioning from
diffuse- to dense-cloud conditions. We find that there is a significant depletion of atomic
P on dust grains after the final density of 105 cm−3 is reached. This in turn leads to a
strong increase of gPH3, that becomes the main carrier of phosphorus in the dense phase.
We also find a considerable decrease of the molecules HCP, CP, PN, PO and PH3 due to
freeze-out on grains and their destruction route with H+3 after the final density is attained
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at t ∼ 106 − 107 yr.
The most abundant P-bearing molecules in the gas phase are HCP and CP, with maxi-
mal abundances of 3.4×10−10 and 2.1×10−10, respectively7. The formation and destruction
pathways of both HCP and CP are strongly related to the electron fraction, as they are
mainly produced (throughout the entire chemical evolution) by dissociative recombina-
tion of the protonated species PCH+2 and destroyed by reacting with C+, the main carrier
of positive charge in diffuse clouds. Two additional P-bearing species that are predicted
by our model to have “observable” abundances in the gas phase are PN and PO, with
respective maximal abundances of 4.8× 10−11 and 1.4× 10−11. The most productive for-
mation pathways for PN start with P + CN→ PN + C, N + PH→ PN + H and end with
N + CP→ PN + C. In the late stage of evolution (∼ 0.5 × 106 − 107 yr) PN is primar-
ily being destroyed by He+ + PN→ P+ + N + He. The species PO is mainly produced
over the entire chemical evolution of 107 yr by the dissociative recombination of HPO+:
HPO+ + e− → PO + H, and is mostly destroyed by reactions with C+ and H+. On the
other hand, HPO+ is efficiently formed via P+ + H2O→ HPO+ + H8. An additional re-
action that becomes relevant at progressive times (∼ 106 − 107 yr) is O + PH→ PO + H
with a ∼ 10% reaction significance.
Another relatively abundant P-bearing species in the gas-phase based on our best-fit
model is phosphine, PH3, with a maximal abundance of ∼ 1.6 × 10−11 at a late time of
107 yr. We note here that the species PH is also predicted to be detectable with a max-
imal abundance of ∼ 3.6 × 10−11. Unlike PH however, PH3 has already been detected in
circumstellar envelopes of evolved stars [Agúndez et al., 2014a], indicating that it could be
an important P-bearing species in interstellar environments such as diffuse and translucent
clouds. We therefore focus in the following sections on the PH3 rather than the PH chem-
istry. Based on our chemical model, PH3 is formed most efficiently on dust grains in the
early phase, being released to the gas-phase via reactive desorption: gH + gPH2 → PH3.
Its formation proceeds after 1.4 × 103 yr with the photodesorption process gPH3 → PH3
being the most effective reaction. Since the evaporation temperature of PH3 lies at ∼ 100
K, the main mechanism driving the desorption of PH3 at low temperatures is photodesorp-
tion (instead of thermal desorption). Switching off the photodesorption in our model leads
to a decrease of the PH3 gas-phase abundance of two orders of magnitude. Once in the
gas phase, PH3 is mostly destroyed by reactions with C+ and H+ as well as through the
photodissociation reaction: PH3 + hν → PH2 + H. The most abundant species on grains
is gPH3, with a maximal abundance of 7.2× 10−10. Almost all the atomic P that depletes
onto the dust grains reacts with gH and forms gPH (gP + gH→ gPH), which subsequently
forms gPH3 through further hydrogenation. Table 5.8 summarizes all the main formation
and destruction pathways for the molecules PN, PO, HCP, CP and PH3 at three different
7The maximal abundances of the P-bearing species are reached at the end of our chemical simulations,
at t = 107 yr. These abundances barely differ from the abundances at t = 6.2× 106 yr, which is the time
of the best agreement with the observations.
8The species H2O is formed efficiently on dust grains (gH + gOH→ H2O) in the first 103 yr, while it
is effectively produced via desorption gH2O→ H2O at late times. Our best-fit model produces a maximal
H2O abundance in the gas phase of 2.3× 10−8.
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Figure 5.6: Variation of the predicted abundances of PN, PO, HCP, CP and PH3 over 107
yr in our best-fit model. The dashed lines represent the 3σ upper limits derived from the
observations at vLSR = −17 km s−1. In the case of PO we use 5× 10−10 as an upper limit
(see Table 5.9 and text for explanation).
times (t = 103, 105, 107 yr). The last column shows the significance of the given reaction
in the total formation or destruction rate of the species of interest.
Figure 5.6 depicts the time-dependent abundances of PN, PO, HCP, CP and PH3 over
107 yr predicted by the best-fit model along with the computed 3σ upper limits. The
predicted abundance for PO lies a factor of about 40 below the observational upper limit
at t = 107 yr, while the current upper limits of HCP and CP are about one order of
magnitude higher than the model predictions. Finally, for PN the modeled abundance
almost reaches the observed value at the end of our simulations. This means that in
all cases the predicted abundances of P-bearing species are lower than the derived upper
limits. Future observations of the ground-energy transitions (1-0) will help us to constrain
these upper limits even more (see Section 5.7 for further justification). Table 5.9 lists the
predicted abundances of the above species given by our chemical model at t = 107 yr along
with the corresponding upper limits. In the case of PO we show only the lowest value of
the four upper limits that were derived for each transition.
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Table 5.8: Main formation and destruction mechanisms for the species PN, PO, HCP, CP
and PH3 based on the best-fit chemical model at times: t = 103, 105, 107 yr. The last
column represents the share of the given reaction in the total formation or destruction rate
of the corresponding species.
Species Time Reaction type Reaction Reaction importance
(yr) (%)
PN 103 Formation P + CN→ PN+ C 47
Formation N+ PH→ PN+H 25
Formation N+ PO→ PN+O 17
105 Formation N+CP→ PN+ C 27
Destruction H+ + PN→ PN+ +H -27
Destruction He+ + PN→ P+ +N+He -23
Formation N+ PH→ PN+H 10
107 Destruction He+ + PN→ P+ +N+He -41
Formation N+CP→ PN+ C 38
Destruction H+ + PN→ PN+ +H -8
PO 103 Formation HPO+ + e− → PO+H 48
Destruction C+ + PO→ PO+ +C -44
105 Formation HPO+ + e− → PO+H 47
Destruction H+ + PO→ PO+ +H -37
Destruction C+ + PO→ PO+ +C -9
107 Formation HPO+ + e− → PO+H 36
Destruction C+ + PO→ PO+ +C -26
Formation O+ PH→ PO+H 13
HCP 103 Formation PCH+2 + e
− → HCP+H 55
Destruction C+ +HCP→ CCP+ +H -22
Destruction C+ +HCP→ HCP+ +C -22
105 Formation PCH+2 + e
− → HCP+H 50
Destruction H+ +HCP→ HCP+ +H -39
107 Formation PCH+2 + e
− → HCP+H 50
Destruction C+ +HCP→ CCP+ +H -17
Destruction C+ +HCP→ HCP+ +C -17
CP 103 Destruction C+ +CP→ CP+ +C -45
Formation PCH+2 + e
− → CP+H2 34
105 Destruction H+ +CP→ CP+ +H -38
Formation PCH+2 + e
− → CP+H2 29
Formation HCP+ + e− → CP+H 18
107 Formation PCH+2 + e
− → CP+H2 35
Destruction C+ +CP→ CP+ +C -32
Destruction H+ +CP→ CP+ +H -9
PH3 10
3 Destruction C+ + PH3 → PH+3 +C -45
Formation gH + gPH2 → PH3 31
Formation gPH3 → PH3 23
105 Formation gPH3 → PH3 49
Destruction H+ + PH3 → PH+3 +H -26
Destruction C+ + PH3 → PH+3 +C -20
107 Formation gPH3 → PH3 49
Destruction C+ + PH3 → PH+3 +C -36
Destruction PH3 + hν → PH2 +H -6
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Table 5.9: Observed and predicted abundances at time t = 107 yr for the species PO, PN,
HCP, CP and PH3 given by our best-fit model. The upper limits are 3σ.
Species Observed Predicted
Abundancea Abundance
PN < 4.9× 10−11 4.8× 10−11
PO < 5.0× 10−10 1.4× 10−11
HCP < 2.6× 10−9 3.4× 10−10
CP < 1.5× 10−9 2.1× 10−10
PH3 - 1.6× 10−11
a For the calculation of the upper-limit-
abundances we used an N(H2) value
of 4.30 × 1020 cm−2 [Liszt et al., 2018].
There are no observed data available for
PH3.
In the following discussion we focus on how deviations from our best-fit model can
affect the chemistry of P-bearing species. In particular, we examine the dependence of the
abundances of HCP, CP, PN, PO and PH3 on increasing visual extinction AV , increasing
cosmic-ray ionization rate ζ(CR), and alternating the surface mobility constants (diffusion-
to-desorption ratio Eb/ED and possibility of quantum tunneling for light species).
5.6.1 Effects of visual extinction on the P-bearing chemistry
In this section we analyze how an increase of AV is affecting the predicted abundances
of P-bearing species. For this purpose we consider the parameters of the best-fit model
with n(H) = 300 cm−3 and Tgas = 40 K, while varying the AV from 1 to 10 mag. By
keeping the density constant, we avoid high levels of elemental depletion. The increase in
visual extinction can then be explained by a figurative increase of the size of the source.
Figure 5.7 (left panel) shows the predicted abundances of P-bearing species at the end of
our simulations (t = 107 yr) under the effect of varying the visual extinction. All species
reach a maximal abundance at an AV of 4 mag. The abundances of HCP, CP, and PN
barely change for AV > 4 mag, while for the rest of the molecules the abundances drop;
especially in the case of PH3 where we see a substantial decrease of almost two orders of
magnitude. As already mentioned in Section 5.6, the most effective formation process of
PH3 is the photodesorption gPH3 → PH3. Thus, a high visual extinction attenuates the
incoming UV-field and therefore the desorption of gPH3.
In order to better understand the AV dependence of the remaining molecular abun-
dances, we plotted in Figure 5.7 the predicted abundances of the species that mainly form
and destroy HCP, CP, PN, and PO (see Table 5.8) as a function of the visual extinction.
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Figure 5.7: Predicted abundances of P-bearing molecules as a function of visual extinction
AV . The molecular abundances shown here are computed at t = 107 yr. The right panel
illustrates the predicted abundances of PCH+2 , C+, P+, He+, H+, and HPO+ as they are
contributing the most to the formation and destruction of HCP, CP, PN, PO and PH3 (left
panel).
In particular, we simulated the abundances of PCH+2 , C+, P+, He+, and H+ as well as
HPO+. In the case of HCP (and also CP) its abundance increases up to an AV of 4 mag
and then remains constant above that value. This behavior is correlated with the increase
of the PCH+2 abundance up to an AV of 3 mag as well as the decrease of C+ up to a visual
extinction of 4 mag. The species PO seems to be more strongly affected by the increasing
AV . Its abundance will also increase for AV ≤ 4 mag which again stands in correlation
with the decrease of the C+ abundance (the main “destroyer” of PO), followed by a drop
in abundance up to 7 mag. This on the other hand results from the decrease in HPO+
abundance (the main precursor of PO) in the same AV range. An increase in AV will
decrease the P+ abundance (due to the decrease of the total ionization rate), as can be
seen in Figure 5.7. In addition, an enhanced AV slightly decreases the H2O abundance
(by a factor of two), since the most effective formation for H2O at late times is the pho-
todesorption gH2O→ H2O (see footnote 7). Therefore, for higher AV , both P+ and H2O
decrease, meaning that HPO+ and subsequently PO reduce in abundance as well.
5.6.2 Effects of the cosmic-ray ionization rate on the chemistry of
P-bearing species
As already mentioned in Section 5.5.2, for all the applied models we use a value of
1.7 × 10−16 s−1 for the cosmic-ray ionization rate ζ(CR), as was derived by Indriolo and
McCall [2012]. This is also consistent with previous work in which diffuse and translucent
clouds were studied as well [Fuente et al., 2019, Godard et al., 2014, Le Petit et al.,
2004]. However, we should note here that in Indriolo and McCall [2012] several cosmic-ray
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ionization rates were derived towards 50 diffuse lines of sight, ranging from 1.7× 10−16 s−1
to 10.6 × 10−16 s−1 with a mean value of 3.5 × 10−16 s−1. Due to the complex and not
yet fully understood nature of our observed clouds, we test our chemical model by also
applying the elevated values of ζ(CR) = 3.5 × 10−16 s−1 and 10.6 × 10−16 s−1 in order to
examine the influence of the cosmic-ray ionization rate on P-bearing chemistry. As for the
remaining parameters of the code (such as AV and Tgas) we use the values given by our
best-fit model (see Section 5.5.2). Figure 5.8 shows the chemical evolution of the species
PN, PO, HCP, CP and PH3 over 107 yr for ζ(CR) = 1.7× 10−16 s−1 and 10.6× 10−16 s−1
in the left and right panels, respectively.
Figure 5.8: Chemical evolution of P-bearing molecules as a function of time under the
effects of cosmic-ray ionization rates of ζ(CR) = 1.7 × 10−16 s−1 (left panel) and 10.6 ×
10−16 s−1 (right panel).
Table 5.10: Predicted abundances of the species PN, PO, HCP, CP and PH3 at t = 107 yr
for three different cosmic-ray ionization rates (see text for explanation).
Species Predicted Abundances Predicted Abundances Predicted Abundances
(ζ(CR) = 1.7× 10−16 s−1) (ζ(CR) = 3.5× 10−16 s−1) (ζ(CR) = 10.6× 10−16 s−1)
PN 4.8× 10−11 2.9× 10−12 6.6× 10−14
PO 1.4× 10−11 4.4× 10−12 7.5× 10−13
HCP 3.4× 10−10 6.7× 10−11 3.8× 10−12
CP 2.1× 10−10 4.2× 10−11 2.5× 10−12
PH3 1.6× 10−11 2.7× 10−12 3.2× 10−13
Table 5.10 summarizes the predicted abundances of P-bearing species for the three
different cosmic-ray ionization rates given in Indriolo and McCall [2012]. As one can see
that PN shows the most substantial decrease in abundance with increasing ζ(CR). From
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the lowest (ζ(CR) = 1.7 × 10−16 s−1) to the highest (ζ(CR) = 10.6 × 10−16 s−1) cosmic-
ray ionization rate, the PN abundance decreases by a factor of approximately 730, while
for HCP, CP, and PH3 we see a drop by a factor of about 85 and 50, respectively. As
already mentioned, PN is heavily destroyed by He+ with a ∼ 40% reaction significance.
An increase of ζ(CR) up to a value of 10.6×10−16 s−1 significantly enhances the ionization
of He and H by a factor of about 20 and 30, respectively, via cosmic-ray-induced secondary
UV photons: He + CRP→ He+ + e− and H + CRP→ H+ + e− (the abundance of C+
increases by a factor of ∼ 6). Therefore, the destruction path with H+ becomes relevant
for all P-bearing species showing a 10-40% loss efficiency. The effect is the strongest in
the case of PN, because PN is mainly formed through CP which drastically decreases and
is also efficiently destroyed by both He+ and H+. The PO abundance is only reduced by
a factor of about 20 after increasing ζ(CR) up to 10.6 × 10−16 s−1, despite being heavily
destroyed by H+. On the other hand, the significance of the dissociative recombination
of HPO+ increases up to 50% which in turn counterbalances the loss through H+. An
increased ζ(CR) of 10.6 × 10−16 s−1 enhances the abundance of P+ up to ∼ 2.5 × 10−7,
nearly reaching its cosmic value of ∼ 2.6×10−7 [Asplund et al., 2006], while the abundance
of atomic P decreases down to ∼ 9.5× 10−9 via the enhanced reaction with C+ and H+.
5.6.3 Effects of the diffusion-to-desorption ratio on the chemistry
of P-bearing species
The chemistry in the ISM is heavily influenced by the presence of dust grains [Caselli and
Ceccarelli, 2012]. The mobility of the depleted species on the surface of dust grains depends
on two mechanisms: thermal hopping and quantum tunneling for the lightest species H
and H2 through potential barriers between surface sites [Hasegawa et al., 1992]. Without
the possibility of tunneling, the species are not able to scan the grain surface quickly at low
temperatures and the total mobility decreases. The parameters that strongly determine the
surface chemistry are the diffusion-to-desorption energy ratio Eb/ED as well as the thickness
of the potential barrier between adjacent sites. Based on previous studies [Hasegawa et al.,
1992, Ruffle and Herbst, 2000, Garrod and Herbst, 2006], Vasyunin and Herbst [2013a]
proposed three different values for the Eb/ED ratio: 0.3, 0.5, and 0.77. In the case of low
ratios (Eb/ED = 0.3) we activate in our model the possibility of quantum tunneling for
light species, while for the other two cases, surface mobility is only controlled by thermal
hopping (and quantum tunneling is deactivated). The potential barriers are assumed to
have rectangular shape and a thickness of 1 A˚ [Vasyunin and Herbst, 2013a]. In our model
we utilize the first set of parameters (Eb/ED = 0.3, with tunneling), nevertheless, since the
chemistry of P-bearing species is still highly uncertain, we examine how the remaining two
sets of parameters (Eb/ED = 0.5, 0.77, no tunneling) influence the predicted abundances.
Table 5.11 lists the predictions for PN, PO, HCP, CP, and PH3 as well as H2 at t = 107 yr
for the three different sets of surface mobility parameters proposed in Vasyunin and Herbst
[2013a]. As Table 5.11 shows, the H2 abundance decreases by a factor of four by switching
from setup 1 (Eb/ED = 0.3 with tunneling) to setup 2 (Eb/ED = 0.5 no tunneling), and
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finally experiences a dramatic drop of a factor 50 when increasing the Eb/ED up to 0.77
(overall change of a factor 200 between setups 1 and 3).
Table 5.11: Predicted abundances of the species PN, PO, HCP, CP and PH3 as well as H2 at
t = 107 yr for three different sets of surface mobility parameters (see text for explanation).
Species Predicted Abundances Predicted Abundances Predicted Abundances
(Eb/ED = 0.3 with tunneling) (Eb/ED = 0.5 no tunneling) (Eb/ED = 0.77 no tunneling)
PN 4.8× 10−11 5.0× 10−13 1.6× 10−13
PO 1.4× 10−11 1.2× 10−12 6.7× 10−13
HCP 3.4× 10−10 1.3× 10−11 4.6× 10−12
CP 2.1× 10−10 9.5× 10−12 3.2× 10−12
PH3 1.6× 10−11 1.8× 10−12 1.2× 10−12
H2 4.8× 10−1 1.3× 10−1 2.4× 10−3
The reduction of the H2 abundance has a significant impact on the formation of PCH+2
and PH, which affects the PN, PO, HCP and CP abundances through the following reac-
tions:
PN
• P+ + H2 → PH+2
• PH+2 + e− → PH + H
• N + PH→ PN + H
PO
• P+ + H2 → PH+2
• PH+2 + e− → PH + H
• O + PH→ PO + H
HCP
• HCP+ + H2 → PCH+2
• PCH+2 + e− → HCP + H
CP
• HCP+ + H2 → PCH+2
• PCH+2 + e− → CP + H2
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Both PH and PCH+2 decrease by a factor of approximately 20 when increasing the
Eb/ED up to 0.77. In addition, the abundance of H+ is increased by a factor of about 25,
since the reduction of H2 formation leads to more atomic hydrogen and subsequently more
H+. The enhanced H+ abundance results in a stronger destruction of all P-bearing species
through their reaction with H+. The species HCP and CP are also strongly affected by
changing the surface mobility parameters, with an overall decrease by a factor of about 70
and 65 in abundance, respectively. In both cases the dissociative recombination of PCH+2
is essential during the whole chemical evolution for the formation of HCP and CP showing
a reaction significance of 30 to 99%. A decrease of PCH+2 due to lower H2 abundance
therefore results in reduced HCP and CP formation. The largest effect is seen for PN,
where a diffusion-to-desorption ratio of 0.77 and no quantum tunneling of light species
reduces the PN abundance by a factor of 300 (see Figure 5.9).
Figure 5.9: Chemical evolution of P-bearing molecules as a function of time for a diffusion-
to-desorption ratio Eb/ED of 0.3 (with quantum tunneling) shown in the left panel and for
a Eb/ED of 0.77 (without quantum tunneling) in the right panel.
Besides the effective loss through H+, the substantial decrease in PN is also related
to the reduction of CP, which is the main precursor of PN at late times. In addition,
the reaction N + PH→ PN + H is important for PN formation over the entire chemical
evolution of 107 yr with a 10-50% formation efficiency (for Eb/ED = 0.77 and no tunneling).
This means that the reduction of the H2 abundance decreases PH, which in turn produces
less PN. In the case of PO however, the change in abundance between the two extreme cases
is only a factor of about 20. Here, the route O + PH→ PO + H increases in significance
only up to 3% at late times (4 × 106 − 107 yr), indicating that the decrease of PH will
not considerably affect PO production. Furthermore, the reduction of PO due to H+ is
compensated through its effective formation via the dissociative recombination of HPO+.
Finally, the abundance of PH3 decreases only by a factor of 13 in total when changing the
surface chemistry constants. Despite being heavily destroyed by H+, PH3 is still sufficiently
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formed through the photodesorption of gPH3.
5.7 Future observations
Thanks to the sensitive observations (rms of ∼ 6 mK) of the (2-1) transitions of HCP,
CP, PN and PO we were able to obtain good upper limits for the column densities and
abundances of the above species (see Tables 5.2 and 5.9) and thus constrain P chemistry.
The observations of HNC, CN, CS, and CO helped us to put important constraints on the
main physical parameters of the targeted diffuse and translucent clouds, that is, the visual
extinction, the density, and the gas temperature. For the prospect of future observations
we want to estimate the expected line intensities of the (1-0) transitions of HCP, CP, PN
and PO (at ∼ 40 − 65 GHz) based on our new and improved diffuse-cloud model. Since
the densities present in diffuse and translucent clouds are too low to show any collisional
excitation (Tex = Tbg = 2.7 K), the (1-0) transitions are expected to be more strongly
populated than the higher-energy transition levels. For these calculations, we take into
account the nonthermal nature of the blazar emission, meaning that the flux increases
with decreasing frequency. In particular, we apply a power law to the emission of the
blazar with F
F0
= ( ν
ν0
)−α, where F is the flux, ν is the corresponding frequency, and α
is the spectral index. By using the fluxes determined in Agudo [2017] at 3 and 1.3 mm
we infer a spectral index of α ∼ 1.06. Following this, we determine the flux at 7 mm to
be ∼ 11 Jy, which in turn corresponds to a temperature of ∼ 26 K with a beam size of
17′′ (at 7 mm with the Green Bank Telescope). As Table 5.12 shows, the derived peak
intensities of the species PN, PO, HCP and CP vary from 10 to 200 mK, making these
lines “detectable” with radio telescopes, such as the Green Bank Telescope (GBT) and the
Effelsberg Telescope. The capabilities of these instruments will allow us to reach rms levels
down to 4 mK and enable possible detections up to the 50σ level. The only exception
is PH3 with a (1-0) transition at 266.944 GHz. The flux of the background source at
that frequency based on the above power law is equal to 1.91 Jy. This corresponds to a
background temperature Tc of 0.4 K with a beam size of 9′′ (with the IRAM telescope),
which in the end results in a very weak, nondetectable absorption line.
Table 5.12: Estimated absorption line intensities for the (1-0) transitions of HCP, CP, PN
and PO towards B0355+508 for Tex = 2.73 K, a FWHM line width of ∆v = 0.5 km s−1 and
based on the predicted abundances given by our best-fit model at t = 107 yr.
Species Transitions Eup Frequency Aul gu Estimated Intensities Referencesa
(K) (GHz) (10−6 s−1) (mK)
HCP J=1-0 1.9 39.95190 0.04 3 23 1
PN J=1-0 2.3 46.99028 3.04 3 214 2
CP N= 1-0, J=3/2-1/2, F=2-1 2.3 47.98288 0.43 5 51 3
PO J=3/2-1/2, Ω=1/2, F= 2-1, e 3.2 65.31224 3.83 5 12 4
a (1) Bizzocchi et al. [2005]; (2) Cazzoli et al. [2006]; (3) Saito et al. [1989]; (4) Bailleux et al. [2002].
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5.8 Conclusions
The aim of this work is to understand through observations and chemical simulations
which physical conditions favor the production of P-bearing molecules in the diffuse ISM
and to what degree. Observing diffuse clouds offers us the opportunity to constrain an
important parameter in our chemical simulations, namely the depletion level of phosphorus
(and in general the initial elemental abundances).
We performed single-pointing observations (IRAM 30m telescope) of the (2-1) transi-
tions of the species PN, PO, HCP and CP at 3 mm towards the line of sight to the bright
continuum source B0355+508. None of the above transitions were detected. Nevertheless,
the sensitive observations yielding an rms level of ∼ 6 mK allowed us to obtain reliable
upper limits (see Tables 5.2 and 5.9).
We have obtained high S/N detections of the (1-0) lines of HNC, CN, and 13CO between
80 and 110 GHz. We also show a first detection of C34S (2-1) at 96 GHz towards the two
densest cloud components at −10 km s−1 and −17 km s−1. Following this, we were able to
derive a sulfur isotopic ratio 32S/34S of 12.8 ± 4.8 and 18.7 ± 9.5 towards the −10 km s−1
and −17 km s−1 features, with the latter being close to the local interstellar value of 24± 5
[Chin et al., 1996]. The detected molecular species show the highest abundances towards
the two components at −10 km s−1 and −17 km s−1, as already shown in previous studies
[e.g., Liszt et al., 2018, and references therein].
Based on the detected molecular abundances, we updated our chemical model in order
to provide reliable predictions of abundances and line intensities of P-containing molecules
that will serve as a guide for future observations. For this purpose we ran a grid of
chemical models, with typical physical conditions of diffuse or translucent clouds, trying
to reproduce the observed abundances and upper limits of HNC, CN, CO, and CS in
every cloud component along the line of sight (at −4, −8, −10, −14 and − 17 km s−1).
For the clouds with vLSR = −10 km s−1 and −17 km s−1, the best agreement between
observed and modeled abundances is reached at a time tbest = 6.2 × 106 yr and at
rbest = (n(H), AV , Tgas) = (300 cm
−3, 3 mag, 40 K). We chose this set of parameters as
a reference for modeling the phosphorus chemistry.
According to our best-fit model mentioned above, the most abundant P-bearing species
are HCP and CP (∼ 10−10) at a time of t = 107 yr. The species PN, PO, and PH3 also
show relatively high predicted abundances of 4.8× 10−11 to 1.4× 10−11 at the end of our
simulations. All species are effectively destroyed through reactions with C+, H+, and He+.
The molecules HCP, CP, and PO are efficiently formed throughout the entire chemical
evolution via the dissociative electron recombination of the protonated species PCH+2 and
HPO+, respectively. In addition, the species PH3 is mainly formed on dust grains through
subsequent hydrogenation reactions of P, PH, and PH2 and then released to the gas-phase
via photodesorption. Finally, PN is formed at late times (105−107 yr) mainly through the
reaction N + CP→ PN + C.
We also examined how the visual extinction AV , the cosmic-ray ionization rate ζ(CR),
and the surface mobility on dust grains affect the chemistry of P-bearing species. We found
that all P-bearing species are strongly sensitive to the visual extinction: low AV values of 1
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and 2 mag lead to very low P-bearing molecular abundances of ∼ 10−14−10−12, indicating
that a translucent region rather than a diffuse one is needed to produce observable amounts
of P-containing species. All examined species in our study are influenced by the cosmic-ray
ionization rate as well. An increasing ζ(CR) enhances the abundance of He+, H+ and C+,
which in turn are effectively destroying all P-bearing species. A similar conclusion was
found when changing the diffusion-to-desorption ratio to Eb/ED = 0.77 and deactivating
the possibility of quantum tunneling of light species on grain surfaces. This setup increases
the H+ abundance, which in turn efficiently reacts with and destroys PN, PO, HCP, CP,
and PH3. Finally, we performed a study of the P-depletion level by tracing the phosphorus
chemistry from a diffuse to a dense cloud with the application of a dynamical model that
varies the density, the gas and dust temperature, the cosmic-ray ionization rate, and the
visual extinction with time (see Appendix C.1). We came to the main conclusion that
at high densities of ∼ 105 cm−3, atomic P is strongly depleted through freeze-out on dust
grains, resulting in a significant increase of the gPH3 abundance. The molecules PN, PO,
HCP, CP, and PH3 are also affected by freeze-out on grains and are destroyed by their
reaction with H+3 when reaching the dense phase at timescales of ∼ 106 − 107 yr.
Based on the predictions of our improved diffuse-cloud model, the (1-0) transitions of
HCP, CP, PN, and PO are expected to be detectable with estimated intensities ranging from
10 to 200 mK. A possible detection of the above species will help us to further constrain the
physical and chemical properties of our model and help us to better understand interstellar
phosphorus chemistry.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future prospects
6.1 Summary of this thesis
This thesis presented a comprehensive study of molecular deuteration towards dense cores,
using radioastronomical observations, as well as an extended laboratory investigation in
the (sub)mm range of the transient species, HCCO, DCCO, and the molecular ion HSCO+
by applying two complementary experimental techniques. Finally, this work explored the
interstellar phosphorus chemistry towards diffuse and translucent clouds, mostly by means
of chemical modeling. The main results are summarized below:
A study of the c-C3HD/c-C3H2 ratio in low-mass star forming regions. I pre-
sented the study on the c-C3H2 deuteration towards 10 starless/pre-stellar cores and 5
protostars in the Taurus and Perseus Complexes. I showed that the deuterium fraction
of c-C3H2 correlates with the dust temperature, i.e. decreasing towards the warmest pro-
tostars, as predicted by theory and previous studies. The N(c-C3HD)/N(c-C3H2) ratio
towards the starless cores is not changing significantly and is equal to ∼ 10% within the
error bars for all cores. I obtained the same deuteration level within the protostellar sam-
ple, except for the protostar HH211, which is the youngest protostar in our sample; for
this source we retrieved the highest deuterium fraction of 23%. This indicates that c-C3H2
is additionally deuterated while being frozen onto dust grains during the pre-stellar core
phase, right before the ignition of a protostar. The deuteration of c-C3H2 is comparable to
that of N2H+, except towards the evolved pre-stellar core L1544, where c-C3H2 is heavily
affected by depletion.
Rotational spectroscopy of the HCCO and DCCO radicals in the millime-
ter and submillimeter range. I presented our spectroscopic study on ketenyl (HCCO)
and its deuterated counterpart DCCO in the millimeter and submillimeter range. The
rotational spectra of the above radicals were recorded with our frequency modulation ab-
sorption spectrometer (CAS Absorption Cell, CASAC) in the frequency range between 170
and 650 GHz. The new set of measured lines significantly improved the spectral fit, allow-
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ing the determination of high-order rotational constants. The improved set of spectroscopic
parameters provides us with highly accurate rest-frequencies for both HCCO and DCCO,
allowing reliable future astronomical observations in the (sub)mm range. Furthermore, I
reported an HCCO detection towards the prestellar core L1544 and showed that ketenyl
peaks towards the region where c-C3H2 peaks. This stands in good agreement with our
gas-grain model, which shows that the main precursor of ketenyl is C2H, indicating that
the HCCO formation is based mostly on hydrocarbon chemistry.
The Supersonic Jet Experiment. I presented the development and implemen-
tation of a new spectrometer called Supersonic Jet Experiment, which is used to study
reactive species in the (sub)mm range. This experiment is based on the production of a
cold, molecular beam through an adiabatic supersonic expansion of a selected gas mix-
ture into a high-vacuum chamber. The resulting low temperatures (∼ 5 − 10 K) and the
nearly collision-free environment within the jet, gives us the perfect conditions for study-
ing transient molecules, like radicals and ions. Apart from the technical realization of the
experiment I reported new measurements in the (sub)mm range (between 274 and 373
GHz) of the protonated species HSCO+, which was produced within an electric DC gas
discharge. I show that the Supersonic Jet Experiment is complementary to the CASAC,
as every experiment helps us study different parts of the molecular spectrum.
The first steps of interstellar phosphorus chemistry. I studied the interstellar
phosphorus chemistry towards diffuse and translucent clouds, through chemical modeling
and observations. I performed observations towards the diffuse/translucent clouds along
the line of sight to the strong quasar B0355+508. The detections of HNC, CN, C34S and
13CO were used to constrain the physical properties of the observed sources. Based on
the best-fit parameters I make reliable predictions for the abundances of the P-bearing
species. I show that the most abundant P-bearing molecules are HCP and CP (∼ 10−10)
followed by PN, PO and PH3 (∼ 10−11). Parameters such as the visual extinction AV and
the cosmic-ray ionization rate ζ(CR), have a significant effect on the abundances of all
P-bearing molecules. The new model-results indicate that P-chemistry is more favoured
towards translucent rather than diffuse clouds, where there is a higher shielding from the
interstellar radiation.
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6.2 Prospective work
This thesis has drawn important conclusions on astrochemical processes towards the early
phases of low-mass star formation through astronomical observations and chemical model-
ing, while also contributing to the spectroscopic investigation of transient molecules in the
laboratory. Based on these conclusions I will discuss in the following paragraphs future
perspectives of the projects presented in this work:
Observations and Model. The study of the c-C3H2 deuteration towards dense cores
was based on single pointing observations. However, for a full picture of the chemical
differentiation of a pre-stellar and protostellar core, detailed molecular maps are needed,
as was done in Spezzano et al. [2016]. Thus, a future step for this project would be
to obtain maps of c-C3H2 and c-C3HD in order to explore the deuterium fraction as a
function of the physical properties of the core. In fact, these maps would reveal the
depletion zone of c-C3H2 and its deuterated counterpart and therefore show up to which
extent the c-C3H2 deuteration is comparable to that of N2H+. As already suggested in
Chapter 2, the fact that the highest deuteration level is seen towards the youngest protostar
HH211 indicates that c-C3H2 is additionally deuterated on dust grains, most likely through
hydrogen-deuterium exchange reactions. Current chemical models [Sipilä et al., 2016] are
unable to reproduce the present results, which suggests that the chemical network of dust-
grain reactions involving c-C3H2 and c-C3HD is still incomplete and/or the reaction rates
should be re-evaluated.
The interstellar phosphorus chemistry still remains a mystery among astrochemists. So
far there have been detections of only PN and PO towards molecular clouds, which makes
it hard for astronomers to unveil their chemistry. In this work we focused on the very early
phases of star formation, i.e. diffuse and translucent clouds, where we do not expect any
high levels of elemental depletion. The (2-1) transitions of the molecules HCP, CP, PN and
PO which we targeted in this thesis were not detected in the observed sources. Based on the
new physical constraints, our current model predicts the corresponding (1-0) transitions to
be detectable towards the two translucent clouds along the line of sight towards B0355+508.
Nevertheless, both model and observations can still be improved in several ways. First of
all, one could explore even further the possible formation and destruction routes of P-
bearing species. In fact, many of these found in the literature and databases were either
scientific guesses or based on the equivalent nitrogen-bearing reactions, which naturally
introduces some level of uncertainty. Testing various new reactions and their reaction rates
in the laboratory will help us to further elucidate the chemical network of phosphorus and
make predictions for the molecular abundances with greater confidence. Furthermore, this
work and previous studies have shown that the observed sources are highly heterogeneous,
which makes the determination of their physical conditions (density, temperature and
visual extinction) rather difficult. New observations of additional nitrogen-, oxygen- and
sulfur-bearing species towards these clouds would help us benchmark the model and put
additional constraints on their physical properties.
Maps of the 12CO (1-0) emission shown in Pety et al. [2008] reveal that dense clumps
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are located just 4′′ away from the continuum source B0355+508 that lead to remarkably
strong CO emission lines. These dense regions could probably cause collisional excitation
(and thus emission) of the targeted (1-0) lines of HCP, CP, PN and PO that in turn
could compensate for any absorption seen along the line of sight to the quasar. For this
reason, we propose to perform future observations with interferometers (such as the JVLA)
instead, which, thanks to their high angular resolution, will only be sensitive to the very
narrow column of gas in front of the quasar, giving rise to pure absorption lines rather
than showing any contamination effects from emission.
Laboratory. Since the Supersonic Jet Experiment has only been recently built we
are considering several new technical implementations that can extend and improve its
capabilities. One of these is the application of a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS),
that could help us explore the chemistry within the jet expansion. The QMS is ionising any
entering gas species, that subsequently pass through a quadrupole field, which is generated
between 4 parallel rods. The entering ions are then selected based on their mass-to-charge
ratio (m/q): for each interval of the applied AC voltage, there is one m/q ratio that
resonates with the oscillating electric fields inside of the QMS and the corresponding ions
can simply pass through without being deflected from their original trajectory. Such an
aperture would help us discover what species are produced in our gas-discharge within the
nozzle, and more importantly if the molecules of interest have also been produced with the
given discharge conditions.
In addition, we are planning to further extend the frequency coverage of our radiation
source, by using a new, active multiplier chain that will cover frequencies up to 1.6 THz.
This will allow us to access a much larger part of the molecular spectrum and measure,
in addition to pure rotational, also ro-vibrational transitions of astrochemically relevant
species.
Another possible implementation that will introduce several new advantages is the so-
called chirped-pulse technique. Traditional frequency-domain spectrometers can scan one
frequency element at a time, which makes the acquisition of broadband spectra expensive
and very time-consuming. The new generation of frequency generators called arbitrary
waveform generators (AWG) can produce very short frequency pulses, with a frequency
bandwidth of several gigahertz and a pulse duration of a few microseconds (or less). This
could offer us the possibility of covering the entire molecular spectrum in a single jet pulse.
Apart from much shorter acquisition times, this technique is helpful especially if we are
searching for new lines with a large uncertainty and if we want to study large molecules
with a rich rotational spectrum.
Finally, we are currently introducing a new production method of reactive species, in
which precursor molecules are heated up to pyrolytic temperatures just before their adia-
batic expansion into the vacuum chamber. The strong heating can lead to fragmentation
of large molecules into smaller reactive compounds that are then stabilized under cryogenic
and collision-free conditions within the jet. Technically this is done by extending our beam
source with a high-temperature heating nozzle, where a small resevoir will allow molecules
to briefly heat up. The nozzle is made out of robust material that can reach high temper-
atures of up to ∼ 530 K and also maintain this temperature for several hours. Apart from
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the right nozzle material, the design of this new beam source involves technical challenges
like adjustable heating via an appropriate power supply and exact temperature monitoring
via temperature sensors. This pyrolytic nozzle has proven to be highly beneficial when it
comes to using non-gaseous probes as precursor molecules and producing reactive species
that are mostly free of contamination [Jahn et al., 2017, McNaughton et al., 2011].
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Appendix A
A study of the c-C3HD/c-C3H2 ratio in
low-mass star forming regions
A.1 Observed Spectra of c-C3H2 and its isotopologues
toward the starless and protostellar core samples
In Figures A.1-A.16 we show the observed spectra toward all sources.
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Figure A.1: Spectra of several isotopologues of c-C3H2 toward the protostellar core HH211.
The red line plots the CLASS Gaussian fit.
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Figure A.2: Spectra of the isotopologues of c-C3H2 observed toward the protostellar core
IRAS03282. The red line plots the CLASS Gaussian fit.
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Figure A.3: Spectra of the isotopologues of c-C3H2 observed toward the protostellar core
L1448IRS2. The red line plots the CLASS Gaussian fit.
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Figure A.4: Spectra of the isotopologues of c-C3H2 observed toward the protostellar core
L1521F. The red line plots the CLASS Gaussian fit.
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Figure A.5: Spectra of the isotopologues of c-C3H2 observed toward the protostellar core
IRAS16293. The red line plots the CLASS Gaussian fit.
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Figure A.6: Spectra of the isotopologues of c-C3H2 observed toward the protostellar core
Per5. The red line plots the CLASS Gaussian fit.
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Figure A.7: Spectra of the isotopologues of c-C3H2 observed toward the starless core CB23.
The red line plots the CLASS Gaussian fit.
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Figure A.8: Spectra of the isotopologues of c-C3H2 observed toward the starless core
L1400A. The red line plots the CLASS Gaussian fit.
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Figure A.9: Spectrum of the main species c-C3H2 observed toward the starless core L1400K.
The red line plots the CLASS Gaussian fit.
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Figure A.10: Spectra of the isotopologues of c-C3H2 observed toward the starless core
L1495. The red line plots the CLASS Gaussian fit.
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Figure A.11: Spectra of the isotopologues of c-C3H2 observed toward the starless core
L1495AN. The red line plots the CLASS Gaussian fit.
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Figure A.12: Spectra of the isotopologues of c-C3H2 observed toward the starless core
L1495AS. The red line plots the CLASS Gaussian fit.
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Figure A.13: Spectra of the isotopologues of c-C3H2 observed toward the starless core
L1495B. The red line plots the CLASS Gaussian fit.
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Figure A.14: Spectra of the isotopologues of c-C3H2 observed toward the starless core
L1512. The red line plots the CLASS Gaussian fit.
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Figure A.15: Spectra of the isotopologues of c-C3H2 observed toward the starless core
L1517B. The red line plots the CLASS Gaussian fit.
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Figure A.16: Spectra of the isotopologues of c-C3H2 observed toward the pre-stellar core
TMC2. The red line plots the CLASS Gaussian fit.
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A.2 The c-C3H2 and c-C3HD distribution across the pre-
stellar core L1544
We use the chemical/physical model for L1544 described in Sipilä et al. [2016] to sim-
ulate the abundances of gaseous and solid c-C3H2, c-C3HD and the ratio c-C3HD/c-C3H2
as functions of distance from the core centre, defined by the position of the millimeter dust
continuum peak. Figure A.17 shows the abundances of the gaseous and solid species as
well as the deuteration level c-C3HD/c-C3H2 at three different times: 104, 105 and 106 yr.
The depletion of c-C3H2 and c-C3HD toward the center increases with the evolution of the
core, as expected. At t = 106 yr the depletion zone of both species reaches a few 1000 AU.
Here we confirm the fact that c-C3H2 as well as its deuterated counterpart stop tracing the
zone where high levels of deuterium fraction are present, as already suggested in §2.4.2.
The right panel of Figure A.17 shows that the total deuteration level of gaseous and solid
c-C3H2 is less than 20% at t = 106 yr. This means that one of the most advanced gas-
grain chemical codes including deuterium fractionation is not able to reproduce the large
deuterium fraction of 23% observed in c-C3H2 toward the young protostar HH211 (which
represents the next evolutionary state after the evolved pre-stellar core L1544), suggesting
either that some important surface processes are missing in the current chemical scheme,
or that the relative rates of the currently-included processes need to be modified.
A.3 Error estimation of the H2 column density
One source of uncertainty in the estimation of N(H2), which is derived from the SPIRE
images at (250, 350, 500) µm, is the flux uncertainty. The flux calibration of the SPIRE
photometer is based on Neptune. Being a bright source, Neptune produces high SNR
spectra and has a well understood submillimeter spectrum. The calibration flux densities
for Neptune at (250, 350, 500) µm are (160, 100, 60) Jy and the absolute flux uncertainty for
Neptune is estimated to be 4%, which corresponds to the absolute calibration uncertainty.
Considering also the relative calibration and the extended source calibration uncertainty,
the total flux uncertainty for the SPIRE bands amounts to 7% according to the SPIRE
Handbook.
The column density of H2 and its total error are estimated by applying a Monte Carlo
fitting procedure with 1000 iterations. After every iteration, the noise level noise is added
to every map, pixel by pixel, following the equation:
noise = 1 · 0.07 · Iν + δIν · 2,
where Iν is the detected intensity at a frequency ν, 1,2 describes a random number taken
from a standard normal distribution and δIν is the statistical error on the flux density value
in each pixel, produced by the pipeline. The fitting method gives a cube of N = 1000 maps.
The fist map with noise=0 gives the resulting N(H2), while its uncertainty is given by the
standard deviation of the remaining maps.
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Figure A.17: Abundance profiles of gaseous and solid c-C3H2 (red), c-C3HD (blue) and
the ratio c-C3HD/c-C3H2 toward L1544, as functions of distance, from the core center to
a radius of 104AU. The solid species are marked with an asterisk. The abundances and
abundance ratios are plotted at three different times: 104, 105 and 106 yr.
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Appendix B
Rotational spectroscopy of the HCCO
and DCCO radicals in the millimeter
and submillimeter range
B.1 Theoretical considerations
B.1.1 Renner-Teller Effect
The coupling between the vibrational angular and the electron orbital momenta (with
Λ > 0) in a linear molecule is known as the Renner-Teller interaction [Herzberg and Teller,
1933, Renner, 1934]. This effect occurs when the nuclei are displaced within a bending
vibration and a vibrational angular momentum with the projection number l = 0, 1, 2, ...
is induced. The resulting vibronic angular momentum K around the molecular axis is
then equal to K = | ± Λ ± l |, meaning that a doubly degenerate electronic state (with
Λ > 0) is split into two components [Brown, 1977, Lee et al., 1984]. In the case of the
ketenyl radical, the unpaired electron occupies a Π orbital that lies perpendicular to the
molecular plane. When the H-atom is bent away from the linear molecular axis, the 12Πu
degeneracy is cancelled and split into two components: a 12A′′(12Π) bent component de-
scribed by an attractive potential with respect to the bending coordinate, and a 12A′(12Π)
linear component described by a repulsive potential [Szalay et al., 1996, Aarts, 1978]. The
anomalous features observed in the spectrum are ascribed to the fact that 2A′ is a low-
lying excited state that interacts with the ground state 2A′′ resulting to a non-negligible
perturbation of the rotational levels. A small energy splitting between these two states
would mean a stronger interaction of the systems, and thus a stronger perturbation. Using
the spin-rotation coupling obtained from the submillimeter spectrum, Endo and Hirota
[1987] predicted that the excited electronic state 12A′ lies only 777 K above the ground
state 12A′′, assuming that the unpaired electron is mostly localized at the carbon atom.
However, Szalay et al. [1992] showed that the unpaired electron has a considerable density
on both the oxygen and the carbon atom, which led finally to an energy splitting of 1727
K [Szalay et al., 1996].
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Appendix C
The first steps of interstellar
phosphorus chemistry
C.1 The depletion of Phosphorus
The main advantage of studying the early phases of star formation is to avoid high
levels of elemental depletion and thus to constrain the initial abundances used in our model
to their cosmic values. This is crucial especially for phosphorus, as the small number of
detections of P-bearing species in the ISM makes the determination of the P-depletion level
quite difficult. In order to obtain an approximate estimation of the expected depletion
level, we apply a dynamical model with time-dependent physical conditions that allows
us to follow the chemical evolution of P-bearing species from a diffuse to a dense cloud.
In particular we simulate a “cold” stage in which a free-fall collapse takes place within
106 yr [Vasyunin and Herbst, 2013a, Garrod and Herbst, 2006]. During that time the
density increases from n(H) = 300 cm−3 to 105 cm−3 and the visual extinction rises from 1
to 40 mag. The gas temperature decreases from 40 to 10 K, while the dust temperature
drops slightly, from 20 to 10 K. Finally, the cosmic-ray ionization rate also changes from
1.7× 10−16 s−1 to 1.3× 10−17 s−1. We note here that the changes in the above-mentioned
physical constants happen within 106 yr, while the total chemical evolution is over 107
yr. This means that between 106 and 107 yr the model becomes static with the above
parameters retaining the values they reached at 106 yr. That way, we simulate a long-lived
collapse that provides enough time for chemical processes such as depletion to evolve.
As a first step, we plot the chemical evolution of the sum of abundances of gas-phase
and solid-phase P-bearing species separately (see lower left panel of Figure C.1). It is
clearly visible how at late times, the gas-phase species decrease, and in return the grain
species increase in abundance due to depletion. In particular, the sum of the gas-phase
abundances of P-bearing species reduces by a factor of ∼ 3000 at t = 107 yr. This does not
correspond to the elemental depletion, but it indicates the redistribution of phosphorus
between the gas phase and the dust grains. The right-hand panel of Figure C.1 shows the
time-dependent abundances of the main carriers of phosphorus in the gas phase and on
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Figure C.1: Results of our dynamical model that simulates the transition from a diffuse to
a dense cloud. The left panel shows the sum of abundances of all P-bearing species in the
gas phase (red line) and the solid phase (blue line) as a function of time. The right panel
illustrates the chemical evolution of the main carriers of phosphorus in the gas and solid
phase: P+, P, gP and gPH3. In both figures the density profile of the free-fall collapse is
depicted as a black dashed line.
grains. The species that experience the largest change during the transition from diffuse
to dense cloud are P+ and gPH3. The P+ abundance strongly decreases down to ∼ 10−16,
mainly through its destruction reactions with OH, CH4, S, and H2. Atomic P decreases
significantly because of freeze-out on dust grains, which is also evident through the increase
in gP. According to the model almost all P that freezes out, quickly reacts with hydrogen
on grains, and finally forms gPH3 (after successive hydrogenation), which reaches a high
abundance of ∼ 2.5× 10−7 at the end of our simulations.
Finally, Figure C.2 shows the time-dependent abundances of PN, PO, HCP, CP, PH3
in the gas phase (left panel) and the corresponding grain species (right panel). All species
reach their peak abundances at around 106 yr, followed by a strong decrease due to freeze-
out on dust grains as well as through their reaction with H+3 (at t = 106 − 107 yr). The
species PN, PH3, and HCP show a more significant freeze-out than CP and PO, as they
are the most abundant molecules in the gas-phase at t = 106 yr. The freeze-out process is
also clearly evident from the substantial increase of the corresponding grain species once
high densities of ∼ 104 − 105 cm−3 are reached (see right panel of Figure C.2.)
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Figure C.2: Chemical evolution of PN, PO, HCP, CP and PH3 (left panel) and the corre-
sponding grain species (right panel) as a function of time based on our dynamical model
(diffuse to dense cloud). The black dashed line illustrates the density profile of the free-fall
collapse. The gPH3 abundance is shown in Figure C.1.
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